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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Prologue 

Combustion in general and flames in particular have played ,} major role in man's 
history. Some historians even point man's ability of employing fire at their own 
benefit as one of the first steps to a more advanced technological (crafts-making) 
age. The history of combustion science, however, has long been an experimental 
b~sed science with the first experiments of Le Chatelier dating fwm 1883. In the 
I,He nineteenth and the early twentieth century theoretical treatments of combustion 
processes were introduced (Arrhenius (1889),Bu.rke-Schumann (1921i)). Nowadays, 
the theoretical basis of combustion science is well founded, at least for laminar 
gas-phase combustion processes[Hir~4, Cha70, WilliS]. 

The physk:al basis of combustion processes is completely determined by the 
inter,Ktion between fluid dynamics and chemical reactiom. Due to the m)turC of 
the governing equations, which is non-linear in both fluid-dynamical and chemicill 
aspects, there is no analytical solution available even for the simplest problems in 
combustion science. It is due to the development in computer technology and ad
vances in numerical methods in the last two deo} ties that accurate detailed chemical 
models <'Ire available today. 

In the first pMt of this century the chemistry was modelled in a simplified man
ner. Usually a one-step overall re,Ktion yielding, 

Fuel + Oxygen -, Products 

r~Tb.;cd the complex chemistry. Then, for ~ome speci,}I c~scs (simplified geome
tries), like one-dimensional (flM) t1ames or rotationally symmetric co-flowing diffu
sion flames (Burke-Schumann geometry, with infinite-rate chemistry and simplified 
flow equations), anillytical solutions can be found. More advanced techniques like 
AEA I and RRA 2 h,lve become available only recently. The latter enilble mOre compli
cated chemical models to be incorporated in analytical treatments. These treatments 
yield quantitative and ql,lalitatiw good results for combustion of methane (CI14) 

'I\div~tk'n F.r'I~t~W A~yl11ptotic9 
! R",lction Rat~ Asympt()tic~ 
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and ~ome higher hydrocarbons in zero- and one-dimensionall'eaclive systems, e.g. 
[Pet87, Se~901· 

IIowever, for detailed chemic,!! models, ,In ,lTl,llyti(iJI ~(llution i~ ~till not ,IV,lil
able. The only way to handle these large sets of non-linear equatiom is to employ 
computers, In fact, it is because of the growth of CPU-periormilnce ,md ilv(lJlilbility 
of memol'Y in the eighties, that the reaction rate data for methane chemistry has 
become as reliable as it is todilY. I Ioweve" not only the incre,l~1! in computer p!!r
fOl'mance, also the development of sophisticated sohlhon techniq\les hi'S pl'lyed ,1 
major role in the recent advances [Deu87]. The nature of the governing (!'llJi1tions 
induce specific problems in the numerical simulation of f1(lmes. Tht, most (lbvi(lllS 
problems arising in cornbllstion muddling originate frorTl the diffcn:~r\(','s in tirn,~ 

and geometry scales. The latter occur in both simple ,Ind Olmp!ex re,l('tilln mudt>l:;, 
for the dimension of the ('hemically active lay~~r is 0(0.1 mrn) whil(! the tobl length 
of the physical dllrTl,lir\ rn,)y b~' O("lOmr) geometry. This diffel'ence in length scales~1 
is normally tackled with an adaptive gridding techniqlll!. 

The difference in tirne-s(,)ks, which is more pmmincnt in detailed chemical 
models, even makes higher demilr'lds on the numcrk~,)l ,)lgnrithm. ThLs inherent 
stiffness4 , present in the chem.istry itself and in flow and chemistry <lS well, rl'q\Jire~ 
special attentionlSmo83, Rog91, Dix68, Ora87], These technique~, hOWeVl'T, <ITt' 

very memory- and CPU-intensive and the first multi-dimensional" 1,1[11in,1l" fl<lnli::' 
with detailed chemistry has been published only recentlyISm(lL)Oj. The oripn'll 
calculation took approximately 150 hours on ,1 Cr'ly-2 supcr~'OIT1pukr, whidl 1\,1., 
ht~en redu(:(·!d to 'IS h()llr~ recently, due to improved vectoriziltion and recent ad
vaTln!s in solution tl~chnique~ for l[lrge lineal' systelI\s[Smo921. This illustrates that 
(lI,>hlih)d (hcmi(al calcL1IMions in realistic burner geometries are still impractical ilt 
the rn(lrr\<;nt. 

The ,\im of the pr'(~scnt r~~$~~ar(.h project at the Eindhoven University of Technol
ogy is to investigate the stability and structure of I,\min;)r' g<\s-fl~nws with t'(~~PH't 
to changes in gas composition. Due to government,11 policy, nowillbys many dif
ferent g[ls-resoul'ces [ll'e llsed (Russian, Norwegian, Algerian), which do not only 
exhibit differences in caloric value but also show different burning- beh'lVior[Jes76]. 
Ol'iginally this project was initiated by the VEG-Gasinstituur' in order to predict 
(and control) the effects of these known differences In gas compositillns (111 bllrnt'r 
behavior in domestic applications. 1 Jowever, it cleilrly l~ impracti'·'ll (and ('ven 
impossible for most prilctic,11 burner geumetri~~s) to ,lpply full det<Jilu.l dl{~(Tli(:,ll 

models, Therefore, at first a one-step overall chemical mlldd W<l~ dlO~WTl. An 
Infinite-l"(ltechemistry would certainly f<l(ilit<lk the trl:<lhnent of thi::; nne step chem
i::;try (Fuel + Oxygct1 .. -) I'rodL1cts), but would only apply to diffusion flames, The 
latest trend in modem domestic c)ppliGHions is to irnplcnwnl fully premixed burners 

... _ .. _ ... _ ..... - -----
"Somdimes refern,d to 8S grid-stiftn~ss. 
'The- prt'~e-nce of n1ilny diffl'rent (lr(kr~ (l( rTli1gnih.H,k in !i""'",';ll"", i" a I','()bl"m. 
SIt conc~rns a thrt!~-dim~nsic'»n~1 rot«tioni.1.lIy-~ymml..'trlc c(l-fl()w diff\J~i~Hl iljH'J'W whid, IS ~I.I:"-lipl" jn 

(""TlI'IJh' .,il1(·" th" pl."" <If lh" n",,,,, (,,(,,ll i" d~l",'mi,,~d by diffllsion proc,,'~~,,'~ ll1~inly, 
"I'res,'ntly GASTEC N. V. 
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for environmental and constructionaf purposes, a finite-tate ,hemi,al model was 
introduced. Thl,ls, an Arrhenius-like fuel mass consumption rate wa.s postul<~ted, 

PIli = -A[F1i],-,[Chl7,,'+(i(:Fo/H'I'. 

where (Fu] and [01;] represent the concentration of the fuel and oxidizer, respec
tively. The parameters A, n, i1 and E. depend on the gas to be burnt. The actual 
values for these par,~meters may be obtained from flat-flame experiments, cOn
ducted to give the adiabatic flame temperature and burning velocity as a function 
of the equivalence ratio. The parameters are then fitted to the experimental data. 
This approach has been tested for C H1-air flames and performs quite wellILan92]. 
The main advantage of this prot."'edurc is that it is readily applicable on natural gases 
as well. It is only a matter of performing the proper experiments with the mixture 
to be studied. Currently, based on this simple chemistry computational methods 
ate available [Lan92] for one-dimensional, two-dimensional cartesian and three
dimensional rotationally-symmetric combustion problems. The results obtained by 
these methods describe the flame shape and the flash-back behavior induced by the 
interaction of flow and heat generated by the chemical reactions within at most 20%. 

However, there are some fundamental drawbacks to this one-step chemical 
model. Certain instabilities in practical flames are due to complex transport effects 
(Lewis number effects, preferential diffusion) whi,h arc known 10 be important 
in somli flame phenomena (cellular flames, stret,h induced effects) and can be 
modelled to a limited extent only. Another drawback i~ related to environmental 
issu~~, which at present become more 1lnd mOrt' important. The exhaust level of 
certain pollutants (e.g. N U", soot) nowadays place ~evere restrictions on new burner 
wncepts. Some of the governmental regulations even demand limits close to their 
theore!ically possible lower limits. The accurate predictions of these emissions, 
!:annot be modelled accurately by this single-step chemistry, Even so-called 'post
C~lkulations' need at least accurate vall,li;l"S for some of the major components8. 

These arguments form the motivation of the rascan:h presented in this thesis. We 
want to incorporate more complex chemical models in the computational method~ 
av,lilable in our group. The level of complexity, as pointed out carlier, ought to 
be kept in hand since ultimately realistic burner geometries are to be handled. 
Yet, for certain characteristics, like N Ox-emissions, accurate predictions for SOme 

species present in the flame are indispensable. The objective of the present study 
will therefore be: the application of more complex chemical schemes for the 
combustion of C H 4-air in particulaT geometries, Different levels of approximation 
in these more complex chemical schemes, will be compared with each other for 
certain ch,lr<'lCtcristic flame phenomena. 

The rem,)inder of this chapter will deal with the physical <)nd ch~~mical back· 
ground. The basic flow equations fOr re<lctive mixtures imd transport properties for 
multi-component mixtures will be introduced, followed by an introduction of some 
general aspects of chemical re,lctions, prcsent in both complex and systematically 
reduced schemcs. 

7FIMne length~ in premixed burner$l\r~ (I\~d\ $h~1rte~ than in partial premixed- or diffu~ion fhmt· 
btlrn.:.·r~. 

"FM post-proce~sing calcul<1tion~ ()f NO 'In'' n"I,d~ ,\,',:u,'at", valu~s fM (h. IhO and III ~t 1€<1st. 
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Chapter twu deal:; with the modelling of (Omplex ch~~mistry ilnd complex tr,lns
port in one-dimensional premixed flames (flat-throe geumetries). First, the gov
erning equations will be treated and the reference complex chemical ~cheme, the 
so-called 'skeletal-mechanism' consisting of 25 re,l("tioTi$ between ·15 ~pe(i~:~, used 
fO!' (.' li'l-combustion will be elucidated, The reason for not using standard avail
able sofhvare [San85, Rog91J is twofold, First, we w1mt to perform a ~ystematic 
study into different levels of approximation (complex diffusion versus const1lnt 
L~~wi.~·numbers, constant c)! and ,\ versus mixture averaged properties.) on fl,lme 
structure. Secondly, we want to implement more complex chemistry in the multi
dimensior\al computational methods available in our group, The numerical aspects, 
::;pecific for complex ch~~mical calculations, will be treated and the implementation 
chosen ,)nd us~~d throughout this thesis will be presented, The main results us
ing the 'skeletal mechanism' will be discussed with respect to different levels of 
apprt)ximation. 

In ch,)pter thl'CC, we will introduce a technique to reduce the number of species 
in the problem systematic,llly [l'etS7, Smo91 J. The I'eason for a reduction strategy, 
in our case, stems from an engineering point of view. The ,1dvanlage of such pro
n~durcs is that it reduces the number of variables~ to be modelled while prl:st~rving 
quantitative and qualitative predictions of ~tru(tl.1n~ and .stability phenomena. II 
~hould be noted that exactly this reduction of vdriabks shnLdd make the application 
of more complex chemic<l1 models to compkx geometries possible, within reason
able computing time. F\lrthert'nore, ,) te(hnique will be presented to perform a 
system,ltical ,lnillysis of the reduced chemical model. It will be used to deduce <lnd 
improve the presented (4·stcp) model for lean methane-air combustion, The results 
will be compared with results of full complex calculations. 

Chapter four deals with the simulation of two-dimensional flames, Some aspects 
of the method developed by de Lange [L,m92] will be discussed and the numerical 
implementation is described. The exten:;ioTI of this method to the simulation of 
two·dimensional flames with detailed chemical models is tn::'lted. The rlurTwrical 
rrwthod used to solve the large set of equations will be present~:d. Fin!.llly, t}w 
method is used for the simui<Hion of the small scale flame structure of a perfor1lted 
pl,lte fl,lt-fhlrne bumer with the 'skeletal mechanism', The results 1I[e comp,tn!d 
with the results of ,\ tru~~ one·dirnen~ional flame, 

'1111 ~ I1LlI11e.'ical impkm~ntation ~uitabk for m(lddlin)!; <:I>rnl'l". d1,~.t1i.'l!'y LlI11iI1,1!" 11flI11~';, the 
;Hn~)tHlt (.If iwi'lrk' 1:-' P~I)p~'n'lil)fl;:)1 with the square-d nun1berof V.t1rhlbll'~. 
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1.2 Combustion and Fluid Flow 

In this section the governing equations fOr modelling laminar flames and other types 
of reacting flows are presented. In the first subsection, the general set of equations 
is introduced. Subsequently, an approximated set is derived which is commonly 
used in lam.in,~r flame simulations. Transport and thermodynamical properties are 
presented in the final subsection. 

1.2.1 General reactive flow equations 

As in co[wentional fluid dynamics, the laws of overall conservation of mass, mO
mentum and energy hold. Therefore, in modelling reactive flow phenomen.a the 
same stilrting set of equation.> is used. The continuity equation reads, 

Of' -m + 'V . (piT) = 0 . (1.1) 

where p is mass-density (kgjm3) and iJ the mixture velocity. Conservation of mO
mentum is covered by the Navier-Stokes equations, 

Op-iJ - . 
""""if{ --I- v . (pim) = - V' . P + pi! , (1.2) 

where the tensor p is a short-hand not,Hion for, p = pI -+ 1'". Here, pis the hydrostatiC 
pressure, I the unit tensor and T the stress-tensor. It is worth mentioning that gravity 
is considered to be the only external force acting on the mixture. Finally, the equation 
for c:on~ctvation of energy in the absence of an external heat somce can be written 

(1.3) 

with 1£ = ~v2 + 11 the total energy-density and (Tis the heat flux vector. The term Ii 
represents the internal energy density and ~v2 the energy contained of the ordered 
fluid motion. The heat flux due to radiation will not be taken into account. For 
matters of convenien~~c we will not use the above form of the energy conservation 
equation. Instead, the contribution of the kinetic energy of the ordered motion 
tn the energy density is eliminated by subtracting the dot product nf iJ with the 
momentum equation (1.2) from Eq. (L3). This leads to 

{)pl1 n ( n) n _ ( --) -,- + v . pfnl = - v . (I - p: '\7v . 
;-'/ 

("1.4) 

In reactive flows this set does not provide enough equations for all observables. 
On one hand, if chemical reactions are to be considered at all, values of the chemicill 
constituents are needed as function of place and time. On the other hand, concen
trations of all constituents appear in the expressions for the heat flux and mixture 
properties (conductivity, viscosity etc .. ), as will be seen further on. The latter argu
ment applies to inert mixtures as well and is not specific for the reactive aspects in 
combustion phenomena. 
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Therefore, for every species present in the mixture a ma~~-balanc.e equ,ltinn ha~ 
to be introduced, which in reactive flow~ has the form, 

i =1(I)N (1.5) 

with p.; (lnd 'Ii'; the mass density and specific velocity of each species i, respectively'!!). 
/'Ii equ,ll$ the number of species, and Eg. (1.5) is thus a set of equations ranging 
frami - '1 to N, shortly denoted with the convention i = 1 (1) N. The chemical 
source term p., 15 characteristic for the reactive nature and would not appear in inert 
mixtures. 

For matters of convenience we introduce the diffusion velocity Ci = 'iii: .. 'Ii'wh~'re 
11 is defined a~ the mass-averaged flow velocity 

N 

/>ff= LP,17,. 
;=1 

Using 1} and V" ('1.5) is now rewritten in the form of the mme commonly used 
convection-difhlsion eq\lOltion, 

(1.6) 

where the definition f~)r the mass-fraction }"i = p"; P is introduced. Since chemic<ll 
reactions conserve fi'l ... '1SS, :=t'-1 fl.i = 0, the sum over I of (1.6) leads to the observation 
that th~~ diffusivl~ fluxes sum to zero, 

N 

L:/NiV,::-:: O. 
,=1 

The set of equations (1.1, 1.2, 1.4) and (1.6) is not closed. In the conservation 
equations for the four unknownsPI11,h and }~, new quantities have been introduced. 
Por these, being the pressure p ilnd the stress-tenwr T in the Navi~~r-Stokes and the 
enersy ~~qll,ltion, tlw he,)t-flux (I in the energy equation and the diffu~ion velocity 
i7; in the convection-diffusion equation, relations hiwE::' to bE::' formu!ilted such th'lt 
the number of equations is equal to the total number of unknowns. This closure is 
obtained by posing so-called constitlltiue relations. 

In most combustion problems eflch species C(ln be (:onsi(kn~d to hdl'lV~' ,1S ,1 

perfect gilS. The 'pilrti<il' pressurE:' is then given hy 

p, = n'il(l'(::::: uX;N'/') 

with R the universal gasconstant and 'Il.i the mol'lr density (or (Oncentt'atinn) n( 

:;pe~jes i.For later use the concentration fraction Xi is introduced, Xi =11;/11. It is 
simply related to the lUilSS fr,Ktion, Xi = Vi Ai! M" where M is the average molar 

Wit ~h()LJld be noted that if each component i in the mixtur,· w\l\zld .'.v,rk"w,·, ,\ cliff,,,',,,)1 ",1",',),)1 
force, Hay <I" e.g. ioniz8d gases (plasma's) in <In externitl dedric: fHd, th,· h,~\" i't.,rII) i,l Ilw N,\vi,>,'-SI()k"" 

eqLlatiol1 should read L;" I (!,'i" 
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ma~~ and M, the molar mass of species i. The TI is the number density, or molar 
density of the mixture (moles per volume). 

According to Dalton's law the static pressl,lre is equal to the sum of the partial 
pressures thus leading to, 

P = TInT, (1.7) 

where the equality L:t:,j Xi ~ 1 is used. This provides a unique relation between 
pressure and temperature. This relation can be used to relate all remaining constitu
tive relations to the set (p, Y;, T and fi), (15 is mostly done in combustion modelling. 

The stress tensor T of the mixture is identical with the ex:pression for a single
component Newtonian fluid, i.e, 

(1.8) 

where "i is the dynamic viscosity of the mixtl,lre. In fact, this expression is formally 
not correct since terms involving the gradients of the diffusion velocity, \/;, are 
neglected with respect to those of the average velocity i), Otherwise the assumption 
1/; = V;l) with T/i the dynamic viscosity of species i, has to be posed, to derive 
Eq, (1.8) rigorously [Bw.;82j. As shown by Hirschfelder et al.[Hir54] this stress
tensor equation is the first Chapmann-En!;kog approximation to the more complete 
expression. 

The most accurate expression for the diffu~ion velocity, v,., appearing in the 
convection-diffusion equation yields[Dix6Hl, 

_ DT _ 11, N _ 

II, = -f)V,'T\1T + y- L M 7D;;d;,i == l(l)N 
-' ,p j=l;#i 

(1.9) 

where the thermal diffusion coefficient Dr and the generalized diffusion coefficients 
hi 1\,t: used. The first term denotes the effect on diffusion caused by temperature 
gr~dients (Soret-effect). The second term involves the quantity (~ which takes the 
effect of concentration- and pressure gradients into account, i.e, 

- - 1 MJ -
dj = -.vX,I· (- - -)\1)), . n p 

j =:: l(l)N (1.10) 

This expr(!SSiOt\ i!; only valid within the perfect gas assumption mentioned earlier. 
More genenl! ex:pressions can be found in [Hir54, Cha70]. It should be noted that 
the pressure dependence disappears from (1.10) if all molar maSSeS are equal. 

Due to the multi-component nature of the mediumt the expression for the heat 
flux (lbecome~ fail'ly complex, 

where hi is the specific enthalpy of the i-th component, formally given by 

'J' 

hi (T) = hli + ./ (.'P' ('[")d'[" 

To 

(1.11 ) 

(1.12) 
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with h? the enthalpy at the reference temperature 'It), The specific heat capacity, 
(:1', (,/,), of ~pecie5; i is assumed to be a function of temperature only. Pressure 
dependence is usually very small and will not be taken into account l1

, The first 
term in Eq. (1.11) is the ordinary single-component fluid heatflux, It should be noted 
th,lt in a mixture the conductivity, Y, will not be the proportionality factor measured 
with an experiment linking the temperature gradient to conduction only, In fact, the 
seco[\d term, which incorporates the enthalpy transport due to the mass diffusion, 
contains a term proportional to the temperature gradient abo, as can be seen in the 
expression for the diffll~ion velocity (1.9), The last term in (1,11) is the direct effect 
of concentration- (Dufour-effect) and pressure gradients on the heat flux, [n fact the 
Dufour-effect in the heM flux is the C~)u!\lcrpart of the Soret-effect in the diffusive 
tlux 12

. 

The only constitutive relation that has not been stated yet is the~)ne rebting inter
nal energy to the primitive variables. Within thc perfect gas assumption nwnlioncd 
earlier, the internal energy density, 'h.; of species i is given by 

fl.. = h. - I?.'. 
i. i. Pi 

with hi the specific enthalpy. The total internal energy density, formally given by 
'II = L.::f' 1 Y(li'i, thl~n yields, 

N 
p 

'II ~ LYihi --
i~l P 

where the pressure term evolves since the L.:: Yip";Pi = pll" 

(1.l3) 

In principle all constitutive rd,}tions arc now determined and the problem is 
dosed. Only the thermodynamical properties of thc wnstituents, ('1!,' >.', f)r and 
Oil, arc unknown at this point. Formal expressions for thl'..sc quantities can only 
be'de6ved rigorou.sly 01\ a molecular theory based approach [Hir54, Cha70, WilH:'j]. 
'Iyrically, these properties involve the evaluation of so-c,llle~j collision intesral.~ which 
is <) very CPU-intensive job and should therefore be avoided in llumeric,)l simula
tions of reactive flow phenomena. Excellent treatments on the principles C.li1 he 
found in the latter citations or in [Oi)(68J where the expressions are extended to in
corporate quantum-mechaniGlI moleCular states as well. However, we will use data 
tabulated in thermodynartliGll databas~~s as they are provided with the CI IEMKIN
package[San86, 5an89, S1In9·l). These expressions will be treated in the last part of 
this chapter. 

In the next section the formill set of equations introduced here are put in its finaL 
approximated, form <JS used thrnughol!l the thesis, 

1.2.2 Fluid Flow equations in Laminar Flames 

Most authors do not use the formal set of eqU<ltiUnS presented in the preceding 
~L1bscclinn. In most numerical treatments, though not ab5;olutely necessary, the 
conservation equations ,}fe C<lst in a more tractable form. 

1'l'urth'2rmore, thl'r<.' i~ Vl'ry litth' ;l«",'M~ 8'per'imenlel dala availabl12 to JlI~tify m(ldelli.,)!; il ,It ;\1\ 

IWiI85!. 
l'}HV;ltflIJx drivl'n hy .. ~()f"t\.~t:!flli"8.tion gradients V~. n'\tI:;~flux drivL,'Tl by hlrT1p't·r.l.~hII'I· g,'adi1.~nl~ 

(Onsag€l'). 
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Hrst substituting (1.13) in the energy Eq. (1.4) give~, 

tv 
iJp('£. Yih.;) N 

i=1 + 9· ({lfl(L r,h,)) = 
i=1 

- _ - _ Up - .. 
- 'IJ. q- p : (V'v) + at + v . (pv) . 

9 

(1.14) 

wfwrc all terms involving the pressure are taken to the right hand side. For matters 
of convenience we will use the identity, 

p: (917).· V . (pifJ :::: T ; (Vii) - ij.'lJp 

and substitute the right-hand side in the Eq. (1.14), thus obtaining 

tv 
iJp( L, )li h ,) 

i=1 
tv 

+ 9· (pii'(LYih;))::-
,=1 

(
'-;>;') i)p .,....., 

r': v V I + -f) + I)· v p. 
t 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

Up to thb point no additional assumptions have been made to the original set 
(If equations. Usually in combustion modelling the Dufour-effect in (1.11) and the 
contribution of the stress-tensor to the energy equation, T : "'\lu, are neglected. Fur
thermore, typical flow velocities in laminar flames are subsonic, ,lnd it can then 
be shown th,)t the pressure may be treated as a spatially constant13 in the energy 
equation [Buc85J. Thb is in the field of flame modelling mostly referred to as 
the Combustion Approximation, or isobaric apprcJximation, which b essentially differ
ent from the constant den~ity approximation used in some theoretical combustion 
studies ([BucB2, Buc85]). 

The consequence of the assumptions is twofold. The most straightforward 
implication is that term involving the pressure gradient, 11' 7 p, in (1.16) can be 
omitted. Furthermore, the prc"sure gradient in the heatflux vani"hes, leading to a 
:;impkr expression for the heat flux, 

N 

q' = -,\'7'1' + p l);ii;hi . (1.17) 
,=1 

and <:j . (j; whi~~h [lppears in the energy equation, becomes, 

N N 

9· ii= 7( . YVT) + L(py,\li • 9i1,) + l:(hi7. Py;\J,) . 
i=1 

Substituting this in Eq. (1.16) and realizing that both DID! and V are linear 
operators, we get, 

p t(y/~/) + pi"}. -EP'/lh;) ~ 
,=1 i=1 
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N _ _ a,) 
.... ? (Y'O'f) . p 2)Y,I/,. Vh,) -I iii 

,=1 
(LIS) 

~ UpY, " - L hknf + V· (PYi~!)" V· (pV,v,)) 
,=1 

If multiplied with the specific enthalpies, the sum over the convection-diffusion 
Eq. (1.5) of all species yields, 

~ (}(!'y' - -..!!.... L h;(--;;f- + V· (PY,/) + V· (pYY;») = L h;/; 
i.:'::' ~ ~::.: I 

0·19) 

U~ing this equality, the term 

N~ UpY; . . _' " L hi( fit -1- \7 . (pl'i U) + 'V. (p}, V,)) 
.=1 

wh.ich appears in (1.18), can be replaced by the right-hand side of ("1.19). This le(lds 
to the form of the enthalpy equation as it is used in most combustion studies. 

(1.20) 

Note that this equation is exact within the Combustion Approximation, or equiva
lently in isobaric circumstances. 

The last objective is to write (l.20) in terms of temperatme -/ explicitly. This 
is a rather trivial procedure, Only basic algebra is used l4 and gives a well-knowr\ 
representation of the enthalpy equation encountered in many combustion studies, 

N 

- L rN ,('/ •. (,: . ,h' . 
1 

The rT\i)(t~l\E~ he,lt (,1 p,l("i ty is introduced here, i'lS being, 

which evolves as a natural consequence of the derivation presented abov!:'. 

(1.21) 

( 1.22) 

The erl!:'rgy equ,Hion is to a brgc extent ~~quivalent to that for a single-component 
thlid. The only effect of the (hemic,)1 reactions on the energy equation is contained 
in the term L{::I h.;A· Note thilt not the fonnOition Ct\thalpics, h\), ilppear but the 
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il, which is in COntrast with the formulation used by some authorslLan92, Buc82]. 
The other term, which is - L:~l PViC~i Vi· VI', is a small effect, but will be present 
even in ;lr'l it'lert mixture, In laminar flame modelling it is often neglected. The q;;. 
term is retained for matters of completeness but will not be conSidered in further 
applications of the thesis, since only steady phenomen,l arc studied. The last part of 
this section will de,)( with the final form of the species convection-diffusion equation. 
In fact the derivation pre~nted will concern the simplifica.tion of the expression for 
the diffusion velocity (1.9) only. 

In the earlier mentioned Combustion Approximation the term due to pressure 
gradients may be neglected. FlIl'thermore, thermal diffusion is no,mally very small 
as well and will be negleded1S , However, the diffusion velocity ofa constituent still 
depends on the concentration gradients of every othe, constituent which ~verely 
complicates the modelling of flames, Within the earlier assumptions, it can be 
shown that the expression (1.9) can be rearranged to yield [Muc58, Mon66, Dix68L 

-. L:N X,X 1 - -\J A . = .. ~,,-.-~ (V,·· V,) , .n...l 1 

i=l l/tJ 

("1.23) 

which is corrunonly referred to as the Stefan-Maxwell equation, This expression 
is much simpler to evaluate since it involves the binary diffusion coefficients, IJ;j, 
which are virtually independent of the compo~ition, For this reason only, the Stefan
Maxwell equation are to be preferred above the original expression for the diffusion 
velocity, The latter involves the generalized diffusion coeffidents16 which depend 
explicitly on the (Omp~1sition in a complicated and CPU-intensive manner17. 

For this rea~on in most laminar flame studies the diffusion flux is cast in a 
Pi(k-like expression, 

(1.24) 

where the so-called mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient, /);"" describes the dif
fllsivity of the species in the mixture, 

An exad derivation of this equation does not exist. In fact, it can be derived 
only from the Stefan-Maxwell equations if it is assumed that all ~i (j i- i) take a 
common value 11. Substituting this, and making use of the rela.tion, 

Y,V,+(l-Y;)V 

which i~ then true by definition, the Stefan-Maxwell equations (1.23) can be rear-

"Only f"T v~,'Y light specie~ (Ill. If or Ii() t"i~ ,,>n h"v"" '~')M;det3bl", cOz"ltribution to the totill 
diff,,~;v<:, flux 0(20 %). 

I(The reliltion bdwl'l'n ti'le two i~ known ~nd I'elatively simple for iI t~rnilry mixt\J!"I.' 

,\no1 ~imilar relations for £\1, f)2J, J)J" /),;" J)". 

rill, fjr~t l'rd~T Ih~ gene .. alized diilu~ion coefficient~ involve ~ (N x· N)-,r\;llrix inve,'sion for every 
"pecie~ thus [e,\din!; to O( N.1) op~tations per gridpoint IGilr84dj, 
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r,lnged to yield, 
(1 - }'i) 

1\". = N _. 
EN; Xl/D,! 

(1,25) 

where the coefficient~ D.i.i ilre the e<'lriier mentioned bin,lry di{fl,l.~jon coefficient~. 
Strictly, in a multi-component flow thb expression only appJies1R for a trace species 
and b therefore often referred to as the tra!:e-s.pedes approximation. In Ciln be 
expected that this approximation applies quite well in atmospheric fuel - air flame 
modelling since approximately 80% Nitrogen (N2) is present under these circum-
stances. 

Formally, if one wishes to write the species balance cquiOItion entirdy in t~~rms nf 
mass-fractions the expres.sion (1.24) is rewritten <ltxording to, 

M, .. 
--/);.",\7 Xi 

IVI 
M;." . Iv! 
AI U,'" \7(1; M) , 

1.1,,,, ["'t'; + V;V/n(M)i 

where the identity }'';jX, --'- M,j M has been used. The last term on the right-hand 
side is in Clh - air combustion negligible since the average molar mass is almost 
constant. Substitution of the trace species diffusive tlux in the h)i<lr"lCC CqllMiOrl 
thus gives an expression for the species mass-fraction which is very simihr to the 
temperature equation (1.21), 

(1.26 ) 

In many theoreLical studies this feature is lIsed explicitly to simplify the solution 
(onSitkrably. 

The latter equa hon together with the contin u j ty eqU<l tion (1.1), the N ,wif~r"St()kes 
equation (1.2), the energy £(!uiltion (L2"l) ,mJ the ideal gas law (1.7), summarized 
below, 

Uf' --:- + 'IJ ' (pil) :=: () 
dl 

(1.27) 

() p'i; - -
""""[fi"" + V' . (pfN)) - - \7 . (p) + Prf (1.2S) 

(IT . -. - - iip 
P(",.7-- + P(',;!!' 'lJT - 'IJ . A'\7'1' = " 

Jt JI 
(l.2S1) 

i=l 

IV 

L {N,("I'. Vi -V'I' 
i=l 

p= nRT (l30) 

will be the set {)f equations used in this thesis. 
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However, it should be not~d that the diffusive fluxes no longer Sum to zero due 
to the assumptions made. Formally, the continuity equation no longer holds. Some 
authors correct this deficiency by calculating the mean overall diffusion velocity 
,Kcording to V,. = - 2.:: Y; Vi and substitute each \7, by Vi' "" V; + V •. Here, another 
commonly used correction will be u:<:ed. The balance equation, (1..26), for the specie" 
which is most abundant is omitted (N2 in our case) and mass conservation is used 
explicitly by taking YN

1 
= 1- ;::;':;,1 1 Y,. Therewith the continuity equation is forced 

to hold. 

1.2.3 Thennodynamical and transport properties 

The evaluation of transport properties of any rnultioComponent mixture b in general 
very complex, and is normally very CPU-intensive [Gar84d, Dix68J. Especially 
the latter argument is of maior importance in flame simulation. Therefore, many 
formulations exist with a variety of Olpproximation levels. In the early eighties 
some investigators have tested these formulations [eof8l, Ora811. The expressions 
presented below are a compilation of the (semi-empirical) fOrmulfJe used by many 
authors. They are believed to yield accurate results for the respective flu)(es, and do 
not use excessive CPU time, 

For the mixturc averaged viscosity, '11, in most standard laminar Barne pac.kage" 
(Sandia-cudes), the semi-empirical formula of Wilke[Wil50j is used, 

(1.31) 

where'l)k are the ~inglc species gas viscosities. The quantity <f>kj is given by, 

(1.32) 

ThE' mixturc averaged conductivity, N, can be put in a 50mewh,)trelated formIMas581, 

which, however, is not used frequently in numerical combustion studies. Instead, a 
semi-empirical formuh)tion is applied[Mat67], 

{ 
N (N -I} 

,\' = i E Xi'\' + I: X,/ A,;) 
.=1 ,=1 

(1,33) 

which involves only the pure species conductivities. According to Coffee and 
HeimerilCof811 this give~ results with errOrS in the range of a few percent. [n a 
one-dimensional premixed geometry the latter expre%ion ii; to be preferred beca'l~e 
there the ViscllsitieB, and thus 1>1;.1 do not need to be evaluated. In multi-dimensional 
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~imulation~ there is no preference, since then the visco~ity of tht~ mixtur~: will have 
to be t~valuatcd anyway. 

}'he properties, f)il>! ,)nd (:", ,lre ,llready introduced in the preceding :;ection:;, 
Ml(i Me presented foI: rn,ltterS of completeness only, 

I)im --: 
(1 - )i,l 

N 

C'P = L: 'VI (,"1/1 

.=1 

i""" l(l)N (1.34) 

(LIS) 

and <:ompleh>. tlw mixture averaged thermodynamical <lnd transport prop~~rtit~s. 
Thl'. purc sptxjes quantities, ("/)" that arise in the averaged formula, (LlS), and, 

hi, in the chemical source term of the energy equation (1.21) are well tabulated 
[San91j. The properties arc cast in a polynomial f01'm presented below, 

~ 
II 

Ii; 

It'l' 

with II the universal gas con~tant, 

i = l(l)N 

i = l(I)N ("1.36) 

The binary diffusion coefficients are not tabulated because that would result in a 
d,lt,lbaSt~ tno larg-e tn be pr,)cticai. This holds for the viscosHies and the conductivities 
<IS well, since these arc expressed in terms of binary diffusion coefficients, Instead, 
the L(:nnarfHont~S potential data for each species, necessary to evaluate these prop
t~rtics, al'C t,lbulatt~d in the STAN}AN-tables[San8fi], Then for a specific problem, 
,lppropriate fitting procedures, e·8· provided with the CHEMK1N-pacbge [SanK6!, 
,He \l~td to put them in a similar polynomial form yielding, 

/' 

I'IIP,:) -'-' L (1',",i(llI 'l')" 1 i ;:.: 1 (1) N 

/' 

111.(1/,) '~i (I '1,),,-1 L)'l!,; .11. i '" '1(1) N (L37) 
'n:;.:l 

/' 

111(7\;) = I: dll.,i,j(/n F),,-1 "i = l(l)N, .J = l(1)N, j #1 
'11.:::1 

This pr()c~~durc has tn bl~ perfnrmed once fot, every mixtme , in contrast with the 
(odficicnts in (1.36) whkh can be evaluated for every species once and for all. 

Now, the :;et of equations describing reacting flows MC almost in ,) dO.sl~d form. 
The only terms not specified yet, Me the chemical sourCE' terms f\· In th~' I,)st s~xl"ion 
of this ;:haptcr, some general aspects are introduced, concerning chemical reaction 
schemes, 
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1.3 Chemical Aspects in Combustion 

In the previous section the generOiI reactive flow equations are introduced, but the 
chemic1l1 source terms appearing in the energy (1.21) and species balance equations 
(1,26) are not specified yet, In combustion of natural gas, these generally involve 
so-called chain-reOlctions, which meanS that the oxidation of the fuel is composed 
of m.:my elementary steps, These steps, Or elementary reactions, have a physical 
relation with microscopic processes, in contrast with overall chem.ical reactions 
where the reaction equations merely state the overall conversion ratios. 

For methane-air mixtures the elementary steps are known and tabulated. Com
plete elf 4 chemical models consist of approximately 36 species and 210 reactions[Ego90]. 
Some general prindples, present in these detailed chemical models, will be clarified 
in this section. These principles apply to all fields of reactive flows, 

1.3.1 General elementary reactions 

In general, any elementary reaction can be written in the form, 

(1.38) 

where .II, represents one of the N species present in the model and vi - ['i' the number 
of molecules A.i converted in the elementary reaction. Since neither nuclear fission, 
nOr fusion processes will be conSidered, each reaction conserveS the total number 
of elements (C, H, () and N in hydrocarbon air systems), 

The formal reaction (1,38) implies that, 

for any pair i, j of particles in the reaction. Here, If, is defined as the net rate of 
incre,lse of species I (in mole~ per volumel~ per second), It's now common practice 
to define the rea~tion rate 9, as being equal to the qi for a species when (I;; - I):,) b 
equal to one. One then obtains, 

(1.39) 

The phenomenological law of maSS adion now states that a reaction rate is 
proportional to the product of the concentrations, ·,li, which leads for the formal 
reaction (1.38) to the expression, 

(1.40) 

where the proportionality parameter h, sometimes is rckrtcd Lo as the specific 
reaction rate constant. The reverse reaction of (1.38) often plays an important role 
as well, 

'"nw v(lh,me is not specified but in chl'mi<.:~) likr~lul't, nften Ct1l~ is used, 
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Therefore, in flame modelling, it is convenient to rewrite the t~nr'r\biJiati(ln of both 
to, 

(JA1) 

where the symbol;;=!> indic.ltes the reversible n<lture. The net reaction rate of (1.41) 
if: nnw giv~n by, 

0.42) 

The kf and k" are now the specific reaction rate constants of the forward and reverse 
reactions, respectively. 

In a practical gaf:-phase combustion system [he reaction order, Zr~l J;!, of th,~ 
reactions involved in the chain mechanism will not exceed three. At low densities, or 
pressures < 100 bal', the probability of a collision between four or more molecules 
it; t;O t;mall, that the~e higher order reactiom m<J.Y be neglected. The remaining 
three reaction types, (first, second and third order), <Ire tre<lted in the following 
t;ubsections. 

l.3.2 Bimolecular reactions 

The most conunon and least complicated type of reaction is the so-called bimolec
ular reaction e.g. 

where the meth,me mok<.:uk is <Jtta~+cd by an hydn)g,~n radical tn fMm ,) methyl 
radi(al and nwlccLtiar hydrogen <1nd reversely. The re<1ction rate is now given by 

where [i] is an often used notation for the molar density n,. The specific reaction rote 
(OrlStilnts ilrC Kcrwrally not constant. As argued by Arrhenius (1889) an appropriate 
representation Ls given by 

k ~ 1/(.-1-: . .; II'!" (1.41) 

where the frequency factor n and the activ<ltiori (~riergy , . .'" do not dnp(md nn 
the temperature. However, some reilctions show sO-Nlled n()I7.-Arl-fI0"liu.~ bd)<winr 
and extensive studie~ learn th,lt the Arrhenj~ls fOrrTI (,lnnot rl:pr~~scn t this bl~haviO/' 
corrcctly[Zel79[, Therefore, usually a slightly modified form of the reaction r,Hl' 
con~tants is chosen according to, 

(1.44) 

which will be used thmughoLlI this thesis. This extra T dependence i~ often ,It
tribl.ltcd to dkdS of internal molecular orientation and internal molectlli1r energy 
on the reaction pmb<1bility. 
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1.3.3 Dissociation and Recombination Reactions 

The two other important reaction types are the first-order and its 'counterpart' the 
third-urder reaction, The first-order reaction20 if: often referred to as a disso¢iatiQn 
reaction, e,g" 

112 + M --+ H -I H + M (1.45) 

These lll1i-molecular re'lCtions are believed to follow the mechanism af: proposed 
by Lindemann, This mechanh;m, in itself a chain-reaction, proceeds via two paths, 
being an excita tion reaction!, 

Ih + M ~ Hi. + 1'.1 

which in fact is bimolecular reaction producing an intermediate, excited 112 molecule, 
with specific reaction r'ates k~ and ko for the reverSe reachor! (dc-excitation reaction), 
The excited Hydrogen molecule then. decomposes via a true uni-molecular reOlcti(m 
fl, 

H5. --t II + II II 

with specific rea.ttion rate kL, Though the intermediate f:pecies (112) can have 
different, energetically excited states, it is common practice to treat all with the same 
reartion ratelGar84bJ. The overall reactiun rate for the diSSOciation reaction 1,45 is 
now composed of two steps, 

91 ~~6[l!2HM1- kii[HiHli1j 

(Ill kf.,..,[llij, 

The stoichiometric relations for both molecules now give, 

9Hj -q/ 

flll; ql - qll, 

where it ~houid be noted that ql contains the Hi. concentration explicitly. The 
llpplication of a steady-state rel<ltion for' the excited Hydrogen molecule, d[Ili.]/dl, = 
o elimin<ltes the excited intermediate from the formal reaction rate, The dbsoci<ltion 
rate for 112 then yields, 

with a formal specHic reaction rate, 

ki = k [M] -- ~""---J ( kl ) 
(J k!.c, + ko[Mj 

independent of the excited I'lydroge[\ molecule concentration, 
A similar treatment for the recombination reaction, 

Il + II + At . ) fh + M 

(1,46) 

(1.47) 

'"Tht,\J!!;h m)t truly first order, like in p~~tk\J),\r di~.~lxietion reactions of ~ highly t'xdh!d r'r'I()l",cule5 
1(' -,. I/.j II. 
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using the e1ement1lry steps - rand -.! I, 

Ii + Ii ;::, H; 

IIi. + M --)- 117 + /VI 

insteilJ, yields for the recombination reaction, 

'III = F[JI](JI] 

with the formal specific reaction rate now eqUill to, 

~J. :-:- A:'" (~~LJ.._. _ ) (:.:\ l~L" + h;;r A1J . 

-ll 

.- I 

(1.4H) 

(1.49) 

The f,lCtO[1; in brackett> in both equations (1.47) and (l.4Y) indic.<lt~~ t1w prob'lbility 
that the re<lctiO!1t; are completed after initia tion 21 , An adv.lntage of this forrrnll.ltion 
is that this definition of AJ and k' follows the definition of chcmiull equilibrium, 

The [M]-dependence of the specific reaction r,ltcs kf 'lnd k' of these types of 
reactions is commonly referred to ,)S the pnlSS\lre dependence of dissociation ilnd 
recombination reactionslt , Two limiting cases (.)n be rccogni;oo.cd [C;u·S4bl, one low 
pressure branch, [MJ ) 0, yielding, 

(150) 

where the ext;itMion rC,)ctiOT\ i:; thought to be rate-controlling, At high pressures, 
[(VI] ) co, ttwother limit is encountered, 

A/ 
kl 
..JlAJ 
h~r' '().: .. 

I) 

A,'· k;~.1 (1.51) 

.)scan be v~~rificd (~')Sily. I"heT\ the collisions between the 'third' particle and III or 112 
ilre so frequent that tlh~ uni"f"nolenll<lr decomposition I ilnd the reversible process 
for the re(nmbinMion ('<l~e become rate-controlling, It's worth mentioning lhallhe 
di~soc.iation rea(ti()n i>witches from a uni-molecular to a bi-molecular behavior going 
from high to low pre~:;mes, whilst the recombination switches from tri-moleculal' 
to hi-moleculf\r going from low to high pressures instead, Both limiting branches 
(1.50} 'lTld ("l.5"1) ilre plotted in figure (1,1) with the dotted lines, Both relations (I.47) 
,md ("1.49) ,m.' indic<lted by the top solid line, 

... __ .... __ ._----------
·IIB"',,);I],," II, I At I IIi I tvl i~ the initiiltion hr di~~(><:iation and /I + /I -I- M .-+ II,: + M for 

r(~(,·1 HTI blIl~~ ti(,lTl 

llThoLlF;h c()ncent!'~tiol~ \)1' In()l~!' o1(~I1~iLy d"r"r"ld",),~" wo"ld b" ht,lh'r. 
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1.0 .. ), .. _- ........ . -----
~ 

0.1 

om ; , I \ 1 ~ , 111'1 

0.\ 1.0 10,0 

fig. 1.1: Fall-(1f nmJe.~ represented in the reduced wordirtllte. 'Iill? dolled 
li1woS illdicate the high, (ko,J QI·ld low pressure, (ko[Mj) limiting cases. The 
solid lirle indicated witiz f.'LII is the Undemann-Hin~hel\.iJood e.xpressimz. The 
ext.emled expression (Eq, (1.53)) is ShOWll WiUl nle second solid line. indicatd 
witll Fl.Id:1:) ' /'(:1:). A valueoflogl,~,,'t = 0.3 {Eq. (1.54)) is used, 
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Generally the real behavior of the spedfie reaction rate, solid line in figure 1.1, 
is not equal to the earlier derived expressit)ns. ']0 incorporate this experiment,l! 
observed behavior a compact representation of the fall-off curve, as it is ~)ften 
referred to, is mostly of practical importance. Therefore, usually the so-called 
'center', [ML of the fall-offcufve !o(ated at the intersection of both limiting branches 
of A:. The reduced coordinate ~: = [M]/[M]o = kl)/ koo 23 offers a possibility to generate 
(l, compact expression for the rea(tion rate constant, 

(1.~~2) 

where the latter i~ often abbreviated by FL/i (:l:) after Lindemann and Hinshelwood 
who first introduced thi~ function, In fact Fur i~ no mOre than a switching function 
between two lirrUting br<ll'lI;hes of the reaction rate~ indiCilted by a dashed curve in 
Fig 0.1) and equals the expression (1,47) and (1.49) as (,In be verified easily, 

The fall-off curve is often broader than 1"[,11 and theoretical analysis shows that 
this broadening effect can be accounted for reasonably by adding a factor F(:r), 
yielding, 

(1.53) 
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The function, F(:l.:}, is in good approximation dctcrminL~d by, 

log(F(:I:)) - ( (1
1 )2) log(/';·,nl) 

1 + og:r 
(154) 

where log(/';.,."I) is the depression from the real fall-off curve <It the cent~'!' nf th~' 
Lindemann-Hinshelwood expression. It shm.lId be noted th;Jtmore complex expres
sions arc availabl(~ thaI perfMm bcttc!' in COmpMison with the observed behavior, 
Th/;::$(: will not be llsed in this thesis, since they only offer minor modification~ and 
do not have ,) h)rge effect on the fhme structure. An excellent survey can be found 
in [Ca!,g4b, TT{)W~l. 

So far no attention has been paid to IheconcL~ntration of thL~ inc!'t$plxi~:~ :\4, or tiO

c",Bed 'bth-gas'. It does not take part in the reaction « <' = 0) but is absolutely 
cTllci",] ,1S otherwise momentum and energy could not be conserved simult.~ne()usly. 
It (,~n, howcv~~r, be ,lny p<lrti(']e present in the mixture. The concentration of the 
'int'rt' pilTbcle wiJl therefore, in the simplest case be given by p! It!'. However, in 
most llni- ",nd tri-moIeclllilr reactions the rate coefficient is different for every third 
body. Stated explicitly, for instance, 

will have a higher rate than, 

1/2 I ()z ... ) 1/ +" + ()z· 

On a molecular level Ihis means Ihalthc: collision prnbabilily of "2" 1/ 2 to fl)rTl"l ,\n 
(:xcitcd Hydrogen rnolc:(uk (I/D is I<:lrger th,ln of I/2-(h for this p,1rtiU1Ii1r re;lction. 
Instead of introducing a specific reaction rate for every collision partner, this efkcl 
is in most flame modelling studies inc01'porated by introducing so-called 'enhanced 
efficiencies' (T;, which can have values ranging from 1.0 to 10.0 approximately. The 
'concentration' of the third particle M is than given by, 

N 

[M] = L (TiX;P! Frr (1.55) 
',=1 

which reduces to the appropriate value p! IU' when all fri ,)rc equal to nrW. In the 
next ch,\pter we will tn:'ilt the modelling of complex chemic1l1 system~ in a H<lt-flnme 
ppornctry. All rc,)(til)n types treated here are present in the ,)(tu,)[ ("hemic;]l t\:h!;'ml.' 
used. 



Chapter 2 

Modelling of Flat Flames with 
Complex Chemistry 

2.1 Introduction 

In thi~ chapter prem.i:.:ed laminar flat flames with detailed chemi~try are tre'lted. 
We will pre~ent the numerical approach used to deal with the specific problems 
encountered in numerical cornbusbor'l modelling. Furthermore, the algorithm will 
be used to study effect~ of approximations in transport and chemical models on 
lean methane-air flames. These flames are the main subjec.t of the thesis. 

(n combustion modelling with complex chemistry, the inherent stiffness of the 
governing equations generally leads to large data-structures, Therefore, from a 
computational point of view it is preferable to choose a te~tcase for which the equa
tion:; become as simple as possible. However, the availability of an experimentally 
well-defined analogon for testing pur:poses is indi~pen~able, There exist roughly 
two types of experiment(ll burr'l(:r concept~ that meet this prerequisite: the counter 
flow jet flame and the flat-flame geometry, In our group flat-flame burners :;l.re 
llsed for experimental verification of the developed reaction models and numerical 
codes. The construction of these burners is such that both the velocity· and the 
temperature profiles are uniformfMaa921, This is achieved by using a pedor,lted 
metal pl<~te with a cooling rim at the outlet of the burner (see Fig. 2.1). Ncar the 
center of the burner the flow can be con~idered one-dimensional. In a numerical 
model this greatly reduces the amount of memory and CPU-time needed, which 
makes this experimental configuration a very suitable tcstca~e, Here, it is used to 
test the numerical algorithms, developed to deal with the intrinsic stiffne~~ present 
in th(~ governing equations, 

h\ mathematical terms the burners are constructed in such a way that the flame 
h,l'comes almost one-dimensionaL or equivalently all variables obey 

II i~() II <t: II i~() II, 
(h (h: 

where 0 is any observable and (y, z) are the coordinates along the bumer surface 
and ;!' the coordinate (distance) perpendicular to the burner surface. From <l nu
merical point of view the advantages of this flat-flame burner type arC apparent. 

21 
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fig. 2.1: 1D bi~rner concept. 

The equ'lti()n~ gove,ning the flow ,lre Simplified considerably ,H least in ,l region 
br ~~nough from the burner edges wh~~r~~ the flow still behav~~s ~~ssenti~lly three
dir'rwnsionaL N~<lr tlw omtCr of th~~ burner the ~ystcm COln b~~ considered to bl~ 

one·dimcnsionOlL EquOltion!; (1.1, 1.2, 1.21, 1.20) governing a bminar flal flame then 

IIp ilpn .. + ........ ,- -" 0 
i.ll ihi: 

(2_1 ) 

rL~dLlce to, 

where"(L is the velocity along the x-axis, the center-line of the burner, The Navier
Stokes equations now become, 

(2.2) 

which is the only equation involving the pressure gradient in the earlier introduced 
'Cornhut>tior\ Approxim'lti(m'. Cr<lvity is COIi$id~rcd to b~~ th~~ only cxt~~rnal (mce 
fidd indic<lt~~d by thl' term f'.I":- The ~~nthOllpy.balance and mass-balance of the 
Sp(~(iC$ ,lrC given by, 

(J'f' ill' iJ iJT 
(If).' -:--)1. -t- ('"/1.("1' -:--) - -:--) (A --:-) ) .-r ( ~; ( i~; ( it; 

(2..3) 

i _., "] ("I) N, (2.4) 

respectively where II,: Jen()te~ tht! diffu~ion velo(;ity ,llong- tht": x-<)xis. The sd of 
(''luiltions is dosed with th~~ kk,ll SOls-law, 

p=aJ{f' (2.5) 
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It can be ::;hown that the pressure in the approximation used for I,lminar flame::;, 
can be written as, 

with 

The Mach number is defined a::; Mil = 'I(/e where (' i::; the speed of sound, IIere n 
is ~ con.stant pre:'::':ure and ())/(:t:, t) the small spatial pressure variation determined 
by the momentum equation (2.2) only [Buc821. For an atmospherical methane-air 
flal'r'lt~ typical flow ~peeds do not exceed 3m/s. Corrections to the molar den~ity /I 

::;temrning from ~1{1:, I) arc then of the order (3.(l/300.0)L ~ 1()-4. It is thcrdorc oft~~n 
::;ufficiellt to consider the equations (2.]), (2.3) ,)nd (2.4) only. The molar density 71. is 
then determined from, 

lb - nllT (2.6) 

instead ilnd the momentum ~~quatinn can tht~rdon~ be omitted!. 
Experiment(lliy, the flat fl,)mcs ar~~ st<)bili;.:ed TH~,)r tht~ cnld bumer surface at a 

ftxt:'d position iT\ sp<\Ce. In the laboratory frame of reference this flame is in a steLldy
state, meaning that all t~~rms involving iJ/Or are zero. For these stabilized flames 
the governing equations al\~ even simpler since the continuity equation (2.]) now 
red uces to, 

pu = Ii! 

with 1h the given ton stant mass-flux. rOt such burner-stabili;.:ed premixed flat 
flames the problem is then dcs(Tibed by the following set of equatit)T\::;, 

(2.7) 

i:-: l(l)N, (2.8) 

and the ideal gas law (2.6). The number of differential equations to be solved is 
equal to IV I 1. 

In Fig. (2.2) the contributions of all foul' terms in Eq. (2.7) are compared for a 
selected premixed (.' 1/4-air flame. The enthalpy flux induced by the diffusive !luxe:':, 
the sum L:i~d P}"("I!,lf;'~:;.· in Eq. (2.7), is small compared to the other parts of the 
Jiff(~nmtiLll equation [Smo9] I. As can be verified easily, it is even exa(tly 7.~~1'O if illl 
lwilt (i)p<Kities are l~ql.!Ll1. For that case the mixtul'C enthalpy equ,)tion is wmpletely 
e(juivillent with thM of a single species fluid. 

In the remainder of the thesis this term will not be taken into account unless 
mentioned otherwise. 

The description of the system of equations is not complete yet since the bound
ilry conditions for the flat-flame geometry have not been specified. Since for the 
present geometry the set of governing equations is reduced to a set of second-order 
differential equations, two boundary conditions for every unknown have to be in
troduced. To illustr<lt~ these we consider a typi(:<li solution af; given in Fig. 2.3. Th~~ 
computationill dom,\in extends from the bumer inlet (:I: = -1,,) to some dist,lnce 

IThis is (h)t t(Lte in N ·dimensional systems with N :.' 1. It is impossible to replace the N momentum 
L''l,,,\!i<,,\s by (2.6) si!1ce only one v8riable(o/!(", 1)) is eliminated. 
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downstream of the flame (.1: = I-,,). The origin ~r, = 0 i:<; positioned at the burner 
:<;urface. The first set of boundary conditions is specified at x = Lo: for species 
and temperature zero gradients are imposed which implies that the computational 
domain has to be extended to a point where the system is in equilibrium. However, 
for the second set of boundary conditions different types of boundary conditions 
have to be taken for species and temperature. On one hand, for all species the 
concentr<ltions are given at the burner inlet (;r '" -L), while on the other hand the 
temperature is taken fixed at the burner surface (x ;;= 0) due to the fOrc€d cooling of 
the burner, The latter implies that the burner is a perfect conductor and the cooling 
~ystem is able to keep the burner at a fixed temperature, equal to temperature of the 
mixture ;)t the inlet. The boundary conditions for the species at the burner inlet can 
be tran~ferred to the burner surface as well but only under the assumption of zero 
chemical source terms within the burner (Pi'" ° 'f/ J: E [- Li , OJ). In practice, this is 
a good approximation since the temperature is normally so low2

, that the mixture 
is chemically inert, For that case the differential equations fnr the ~pecics reduce to 
a pure convection-diffusion equation a.nd Ca.n be integrated from x = - Li to x = D, 
yielding, 

o 

I ( . dY, dar,) 
1Jl-:--) - -:-) (plhll-:--) ) 1iJ: = 0 

IX IX (~: 

-L, 
or 

li(O) - li(-L.) = 0 

where we introduced the total flux f; (:1:) <H..'cording to, 

., iWi (,:(.1:) = 1n).'i(:I:) - eni,)! -. -(:1:) 
(1.1: 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

At.l: ~ - "i the fir~t dedvative~ vanish and we obtain the so-called flux-condition 
for the ~p~:(ie$ ,\t the burner :<;urface yielding, 

(2.11) 

Note that the quantity pi \.'" is not neceSS<\Tily constant. 
With (2.11) the domain hils been reduced to :/: E [0, r] wh~r(: we dropped the 

:'iubscript •... I, will be referred to as the length of the computational doma.in. We 
now have as boundary conditions, 

;c = 0: ~r '/() 

(i ....: '1;/.)',(-1,.), 

:1: -"- " 
;Yr 
il:!: 

D (2.12) 

iWi (J. 
ih: 

~! !('wever, it i~ n(lt ~'x<ldly tr\w "i!\l~,Hh~ AI'I'hl-l\iu~-t~I'ln~, P(()POdi()'1a! to ,,1- ;' .• I UTI, only approach 
ZN,). Thi~ pmbl~m has come- to be km,wn <'~ the ~~I'<:ill1ed "',\1(1 hIU!\l:L~ry diffkulty' ll"\';I'ely i,)dicatil1g 
thilt from a mathematicill point ,'f vit'w th~· ~\'\Ir<:\.' t~'rITl~ ",IV" tll])" "xiJdly Z"I'" fll!' th~ p"obl",n to be 
w~~11 posedlIJuc82j 
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Together with the differential equations (2.7) and (2,8) and the ide<ll gas-law 
(2.0), the boundary conditions (2.12) complete the mathematical description of the 
stabilized premixed flame. It should be noted that for the detailed modellinp; 
of dynamic phenomena, like blow-off, flash-back and flame oscillations the time 
dependent equation~ mu~t be used. Even mme, in thi'lt (aSe the intTOchlCtion of th~ 
so-called flux boundary condition is not possible, since the irltegriltion (2.9) (<lTHlOt 

be carried out to yield (2.10). 
The relative simplicity of the governing flow equations for this pwcticcll burner 

geometry led to ,1 wide interest for the premixed flat flame burner as a testcase in the 
previous decade. Especially in the development and testing of chem!Cl1l schemes 
it ph)ycd a majm role which has led to a general availability of a vast variety of 
chemical schemes for many hydrocarbons, The main goal of thi:; dlapkr i:; ttw 
development and testing of 11.n il1gorithm that .:;an b(~ uS!~d to :'inlv{~ th{~ {~quations 

describing the pl'emixed laminar flat-flame problem. 1t will be used 10 perform 
:;t\ldie::; On th~~ dkd8 of certain approximations on the structure of methane-air 
flames in this chapter as well ,IS in the foJlowing chilpt{~r, rurthermme, tlw know
how and techniques developed fOr the f!i\t-fl,)me geometry will b~ applied 10 the 
modelling of multi-dimensional flame problems with complex chemistry pn!ti~·nt~·d 
in the foutth (hapler of this thesis. 

In the following t;ec:tion tlw main chemical :o;c.heme used in the present thesis, 
will be presented ,1nd disulssed. In sc(tion 23 the specific numerical aspects and 
techniques for complex chemIcal systems will be tre,lt~~d. 1n !;{~ction 2.41he ,~Igorithm 
is tested and results 1Ire compared with resu1tt> from th{~ SAN D1,,\ premix--code. 'fhe 
t'det'eIKe calculations for comparison with reduced chemic'll Tn(l(kb llst-'d in ch,1pkr 
:{ will be presented. Furthermore, il ~tudy nn the effect:; of some tr'anspoJ'l model 
"ppl"llximiltion~ i:; pn~s~~nkd and the performance of the skeletal mechanism in l'id1 
flames is di:;cu:;~t··~d. Fin,ll!y, the conclusions arc presented ,~nd discussed in tiw Iil:;t 
section of thi:; chapter. 
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2.2 Detailed Chemistry; A Skeletal Mechanism for CH4-air 

Generally, natural gas can be considered as a mixture of mainly methane (C II4), 
ethane (C21fr,) and traces of some higher hydrocarbons like propane (C3Ils) diluted 
with nitrogen (N2). The actual composition depends on the exploita tion we1l3

. Even 
more, significan t differen~~I;$ in composition occur betvveen process-industry sources 
(steam cracking of crude oil and naphtha) and geo-physical sources of natural gas(
like) m.ixtures. Typically the former mixtures contain levels of hydrogen- (H2 ) and 
eth<'lM of approximately 20% and may therefore be expected to show different 
burning behavior. A more detailed review of these data is given by }essen and 
MelvinUcs761. 

However, most hydrocarbons, in spite of the fact that the reaction paths are 
very different, show remarkable similarity in their combustion characteristics (with 
re~p~xt to major species profiles and burning velocity). The main reason for this is 
the claimed ([WarSl]) dominance of the reactions, 

II + Ch ~ 011 + 0 

C/O + ON "'~ (Xh + H 

which occur in the combustion of any hydrOCilrbon4. For the computation of the 
ddailed structure of a hydrocarbon flame a reaction mechanism covering the details 
of the reaction palh of the alkane to carbon-monoxide is inevitable. Also for the 
prediction of soot-formation and NO", accurate profiles of the intermediates are 
indispensable. For the C;l.se of natural gas combustion the reaction data of at least 
methane and to a lesser extent of ethane would have to be used. 

In this thesis we will not treat natural gas flames, though these form the subject 
of the research project. Since most SOuI\~es produce methane mainly, we will focus 
on pure methane-air flames fo, which the reaction data arc relatively well known. 
[n this section (l set of reactions is presented that will be used throughout the thesis. 
The main aspects of this specific mechanism are treated. 

For cases where the initial concentration of the fuel is not too high the p,lth given 
in Fig. (2.4) describes the essential ch;l.in of reactions of the methane oxidation. 

Only under very fuel rich conditions the path to the C,- and (:4- hydrocarbons 
becomes more and more important\ A good compilation of <"Jll the re'l(:tion rat~~ 
dat.l <lvailable to date is given in (Gar84al and more recently ill. [Ego90]. The latter 
,1IJthors daim to find good agreement for the burning velocities of most CI- and C2-
fuels with a reaction scheme consisting of 36 species and 210 reversible reactions. 

Fortunately, in fuel-lean to stoichiometrk wnditions good agreement with ex
p~~rirnental data can be found if one considers then -path only[Sm091]. This leads tt) 

·'N.,t\lI·,II·gM ,:o,nr()~itic)I) denoted as (X C II •• X ()~II" .\ N,) for several sources are; 
North S",l (0.94.0.03.0.00). Slochteren (Th~ Netherl<lnds) and most N"ftht·rn·Amt'rk,m ~,,~fil;'ld~ 

(0.82,0.1)3,0.15), Aigefian (LNG) (0.117.0.09.0.00) 
'Warnatz claims th«t tht· ~l{)b~l ,{)mbll~tiOr'l ph~[ll)TTlerl~ (burr'li,'~ velocity, quer"lch tate etc ... ) of 

any ,)lkane C<ln be mt'tlclk,r.\ within ,I f,ldOr ,)( lw,), by u~ir'lg only lh~ lil - (h - CO mechanism. a 
re,)lbtic reaction set wvt'fin~ Alk,>nt· I 0, II. orr ~ Alkyl + ON, rr" fI,O cOrw~rsion fl)llowed by ar"l 
infinitely fast Alkyl t() cO R'<lction. 

, A ""mplication in higher hydrocarbon fud~ (> (2). i~ the ~xi~hmcl' "f difft'11..'nt i~,'m~r~ of tht· 
"Ikyl. f"rrn~d aft",· dec,)mposition. Each of these is()mer~ (c.:.;. H - C,/17 V,-,r~\l~ I (;>/1, in th, <:"~,, 
"f pr"p')r'l" d"l~,)mpl)~ili,)r)) has its ()Wn fo.-mation rate. 
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a large reduction in the number of species and reactions involved which is the main 
reason that we consider lean methane-air flames first. In table (2.1) this me<:hanism 
is presented. It is sometimes referred to as a skeletal mechanism since it represents 
only a minimal subset of the complete mechanism. However, it is claimed in litera
ture that it predicts the most important flamEAeatures well, e.g. burning velocities, 
~pecies profiles, flame temperature .. [Smo91]. There are 25 reacti~)ns an.d 15 speC"ie~ 
present in this scheme, which provides a considerable reduction of the problem size. 

The reaction set 1') - "8 in table ( 2.1) is in fact the main reaction chain in the 
lf2-(h sub-system which is embedded in any hydrocarbon rea{~tion mechanism. 
ThL~~L~ reaction rates are very well known because of extensive studie .. in the eatly 
~~ighties on hydrogen flames. The reaction parameters of the chain Cf{4 to CO and 
("0 to (Xh became well known in the late eighties when more computing power 
<~nd ~ophisticated algorithms were developed and the research focu .. sed on more 
compkx fuels than hydrogen. 

In the following the role of several reactions in the hydrocarbon combustion 
process is discussed, The terminology used can be found in most literature on 
combustion [Gar84a, Smo911. First of the so-called initiation reactions arc treated. 
The.se ,lre th(~ reactions that account for the ignition of the reaction chain. The o[\ly 
initiation reaction!> in the skeletal mechanism is a thermal-decomposition reaction 
(rIO) which is considered to be the most important, 

(rIO) 

Sensitivity ilnalysis shows that this initiation rcaction is of min{)r' imporhlncc for 
concentration profiles, burning vc!ocity ,)nd flame tl?mper<lture in a steady flame. 
For stl,ld iCS where igni tion is important (e.g, engines, engine knock, ~hoc.k"tu bes) it is 
essential and other initiation ~eactions have to be provided as well[Ga,84a, Smo91]. 

Once initiated the fuel breakup to carbon-monoxide proceeds via a chain of re
,Ktion~ ("11 to I·ZI)). 

("'4+ If --" ("hi Hz (1"11 ) 
('1/'1 -I- OII .. ' ('I" + thO (1"12) 
('If~ + (h ---" CII 3O+O (l'IS) 

C fI.1() + If --" C {/zO I Hz (1"19) 
("hO + M ---" CIM) + {/ + M (1'20) 

C'h + () ---" c: IfzO + If (I'd 
(' 'hO + " ---" lfCO + liz (1'14) 

C "z() + 0 If ---" IICO + '/zO h~) 
If CO I II (:0 l'llz (1"16) 
!lCO 1M (;0 + H -+- 1\1 (1"17) 

This cascade of rca(tions is claimed to be vcry fast, which means thiltcvc~y interme
diate product (i.e. C !f1, C 1f10'(' !f2() <md !fCO ) is rapidly consumed even 1!t very 
low concentrations. The relatively slower oxidation step of co to CO? proceeds via 
reaction 1'9· 

.... _----_._-------
(, Al1othe( initiation reaction in C 11~-air flames, but not tabulated here, is the C H, + OJ ~ C H) + 

IICh .... ',\(1;\1'\. 
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The total fuel-breakup chain in C!l4 flames wnsumes radicals_ oro keep the 
oxid<)tion going, the ~o-called chain-branching reactions are impo,tMit_ These 
cHx:ount for a fast increa~e of the concentration of the radie,l\:; 0, () II <)nd 1/, (lften 
referred to a~ the 'radical pool', The most important Chain-branching reaction in 
rnNhanc-air combustion is 1'1, 

if + ()~ ,-± Of! + () 

which is essential in the c)Tii'llysis of methane-air combustion, It is called br1lnching 
because out of an initi,)lly present ~tablc species (e,g, (h) and a ll-radici\J it produ("~~ 
two new radicals (lnu thereby gives ri~e to an increase of the radical pool. 

A third type of reactions are the shuffle- or chain-propagating reactions, reac
tions '/"2 - 1"4 in table (2,1), 

() I Ih ~ ()!J + II 
Oll+lh ~ fhO+1l 

()1I+()fl ~ H2()+O 

(1"2) 

(1'3) 

h) 

The overall effect of these l<)ttcr three reaction~ does not lead to <In inCT"€;~:;e in Hw 
radical pool but is mt~rdy a convcr~ion of radicals into ,m(lth~r_ Tht>rd)y st<1ble 
pwdudS k-f!;- 112()) arc created, 

Finally, the re,lCtion chain terminates because of the so-ollkd chain breaking 
reactions- Tn the sh~INal mechanism these are giveTi by, 

III (h I M II ()~ + M 

OIl+I1+M --'- 1120IM 

II I II 1- hI If? + /1.1 

(I'S) 

(1"24 ) 

(/'25 ) 

The net effect of this re,)(tion ~et reduces the radical pool hx,)usc it (Onvcrl~ the 
radicals into stable prOd\lCts ;lTid is rC$pon~iblc for the formation of the fin,11 pr'nd
nets, Note th<lt 'llthough reaction (1"5) in principle is r,ldiCill wnserving it still is 
considered as chain-bre<lking since the created peroxicie-r<ldic,li is 1E'$S rC<1Clive than 
fI and the r,)pid ch<1in (r-6-1"HL 

II I I/(h ~ Oil + Oil (1'(,) 

II + II(h -' 112 I 02 (1"7) 

OIl+If(h --'- 11 20 + (h (I'H) 

has an overall effect of ,1 conV(~rsion nf IUh into stable prod\lcts_ 
The lattet' 6 reactions (t5, 'I'i.; , 1'7, I'H, '1"21 and 1"2:;) convert r1ldic<lb into sbble 

~pecie~ E:'itlwr dircctly (1"'/, 1"H, '/'24 and 1'?5) or indirectly (r-5, rd by creating radic<lb 
thM npt~n a fast chain towards stable spetics_ 
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[I NL.Jmb~r Reaction A n I~~~ J 
1 II + (h ~ Oll + 0 2.000 .1014 0,0 16800,0 

1.575.1013 0,0 690,0 
2 0+ ll2 ~ Oil + II 1.800· 1010 1.0 8826,0 

8,00· 109 1.0 6760.0 
3 112 + () 11 ~ 1120 + fl 1.170· 109 1.3 3626,0 

5.090.109 1.3 18588,0 
4 Of{ + OIl ~ 0 + 1M) 6,000· lOR U 0.0 

5.900.109 U 17029.0 
5 II + (h + .,\1" ---' ll(h + M 2.300·10J8 -0.8 0.0 
6 I I + II (h ---I. U II + 0 II 1.500· 1014 0.0 1004.0 
7 II + II O? ---I. {h + 02 2.500 . lOB 0,0 700.0 
8 01l + Il(h ---' ll20 + (h 2.000 . lOB 0.0 1000.0 
9 ('0 +- ON;::=: C02 + II 1.510· 107 1.3 .. ·758.0 

1.570·10') 1.3 22337.0 
10 Cf{4 + M" ~ (.'11] -1- H + M 6.300.1014 n.n 104000.0 

5.200·1QlZ 0,0 -1310.0 
11 (:[[4 + If ~ C fl3 + 112 2.200.104 3.0 8750,0 

9.570.102 3.0 8750.0 
12 (:!I~ + OJ{ -.=' C'll3 + ll20 l.600· W' 2,1 2460,0 

3,020·10" 2,1 17422.0 
"l3 C Ih + () ---' C "2() + II 6.800· 101~ 0.0 0.0 
14 C "2() + II --' II ('()I ll2 2.500. lOR 0.0 3991.0 
15 (' ll20 + () II ---' II ('0 + " 2() 3.000 .IO~ 0.0 1195.0 
16 llCO + II _.' CO I 112 4.000, 10 13 0.0 0.0 
17 1/ ( '0 + M ---' CO + II + M 1.600.1014 0.0 14700.0 
18 (' if3 + O~ ---I. C Il~O + () 7.000.1012 0.0 25652,0 
19 ('H/j + [[.....I. ClhO + 112 2.000 ·101.1 0.0 0,0 
20 ('J{i) + M .....I. CIVJ + if +!-i[ 2.400.10 13 0.0 28812.0 
21 f{(h I If(h .... IfJhl- (h 2.000,101? n.n 0.0 
22 ll2(h + A1 ;2 Oll + UII + !vl 1.300, 1017 0.0 45500.0 

9.860' lOH 0.0 -5070.0 
23 lHh + Off ~ "2() + ll02 "1.000· IOu 0,0 1800.0 

2.860· IOI~ 0.0 32790,0 
24 () II + 11 + M ---I. ll20 + M 2.200.1022 -2.0 0.0 
25 II ·f II ,·M ' liz I M UlOO. l()lR -1.0 0.0 

tligh_P~';U"; ii~i" ,wikhin, fu",tiffi' r II MII-;-~·· -
wIth [Mj,. = 0.00631' ISO(~) oinT 

I, Enhanced third body efficiencies <7,: (' [{ 4 = 65, [{20 = 6.5, ('02 :....: "j .5, ('0 .::. 0.75, 
(h ~ 0.4, !V2 = n.4. Others =, l.n. 

table 2.1: Ske.letal Mechanism for (' f{ 1-air comim51illrl. rlu~ Cl)4jicielH.~ of" 
Uti' ArrrrenillS t/~rln k ::::: /\'l'''I':I:I'( -1';./1(1') an giverJ il"l Ihe Ul1'(~e coi!mtl1S 
on the n~'{ht (8ee Chapter 1). All unit" Ure (:In, 8, [( and calories according to 
(onvfntions I .. sed in st,milard literlltllre on wmbl.lstion. 
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The skeletal mechanism is used throughout this thesis for comparison with the 
s~'vQral even more simple mechanit>Tns. H~)wli!ver, it should be kept in mind that 
b~~cause of the absence of the C"-chain, the skeletal mechanism is not considered to 
b~~ adequate for rich flames. In rich flames a path to the C'2-chain through reactiom 
like CN] -+- (.' 1I:J -i~ (.'2//6 become5 more and moI'C important, primarily due to the 
I'dativcly high C f1~ concentration. r.ffe(ts of incorporating the Crchain i1,e de,llt 
with in :;ection 2,4.4, In the next t>ectior'l th~~ numerical techniques, used to t>o]Vt' thE:' 
reacting flow equationt> with wrnplcx chemical schemes, are det>cribed. 
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2.3 Numerical Method 

In general terms we are interested in solving a set of N+ 1 strongly non-linear 
co\lpled parHal differential equations (POE's). Any implementation of a numerical 
pr'Ocedure to solve this ~et can roughly be subdivided in three distinctive tasks. 

" Discretization of th~~ differential equations 

• A mesh generation technique 

• Solution procedure for the discrete set of equations 

First, we have to set up the spatial and time discretization. Approptiate representa
tions of the differential operators have to be introduced. The spath:!l diSCI'Ctization 
is dealt with in the next subsection 2.3.1 and is not specific for modelling laminar 
combustion phenomena. Howevcr, some specific problems have to be accounted 
for. 

Due to the nature of flames, there exist very steep gradients in the field variables, 
Ot equivalently the chemically active layer is very thin (O(lmm) compared to the 
length of the computational domain (O(Hlcm)). In order to resolve these gradients 
properly and yet keep the number of grid points within reasonable bounds, a non
ul\iform grid is used. Since the location of the high gradients is not known a priori, 
an adaptive g6dding technique is inevitable. The strategy to generate the grid is 
dealt WIth in subsection 2.3.2. Finally, a suitable solution strategy of the (non-linear) 
discrete set of equations has to be developed and implemented. The methodology 
used in thi~ thesis is presented in the last subsection 2.3.3. 

2.3.1 Discretization 

The discretization technique will be presented in this part. Before thi~ is treated in 
more detail, the energy- equation is put in a form dosely related to the mass fraction 
eq\lations. There exist many ways to introduce a non-dimensional temperature 
and it is more (lr less a matter of taste. In this thesis we will use the following 
dimensionless quantity[Lan92l, 

(2.13) 

where t l, is a reference valuenf the ~pecific heat capacity and 610 a reference enth.llpy 
difference. This then leads to, 

(2.14) 

It is worth mentioning that in the a~~~lT:nption t)f cOl'lStant 1:1" Eg. (2.8) and Eq. (2.14) 
«lrl be put in a form which is very popular in theoretical tl'(:aiments. Introducing 
the (dimensionless) Peclct number, 
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with r a reference length scale, here eq~J,11 to the k~ngth of the calculational domain, 
imd th~) species dependent Lewis number, 

A 
IA', = -.-

(IU,,,,<:,, 

leads to iln analogous form for both eqllations, 

iyi' 
iN: 

o ) __ 1 ni' I, N . 
--:-.(/( . ) _ --- X"' h fI 
it.;: O:il jU:!!.h:Si ' , 

i.I_ltI'li /'. 
-((PC/I") ..... _) = -f)' 
I);); . " iJ3: 'Ii').' 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

where we hi'lvC taken 1'1' t)! and used :i: ~ :1:/ I, for the non-dimension,,[ x

coordinate. The Lewis number, /,(;" can be regarded i1~ ,J rrlC<l$Ur(~ of the ratio 
of conductive and diffusive transport and is for many species of the order of one. 

In O\Jl' case, where the effect of v,lri,ltions in transport models and betw('~:n 
variou~ choi(es for the conductivity will be studied, the advantages {)f the non
dimensinn,ll fot'mulation are not ~o obviolls. Instead, Eqs. (2.8,2.14) are \J:;~:d in the 
implementation of the dlfferenti,ll equations. However, in :;ection 2.4 . .3 the Lewis 
rlumbers are used, to te~t the effect of certain transport model 'lpproxim;]tions. 

Since the gridding ~tr<1tegy will be treated thoroughly in th~~ n(:xtsectinn the grid 
will be "ssumed iI~ given fOJ' the time being. For rn,ltt(~r~ of convenience the tildes 
arc! dropped and aU (dependent) variables are non-dimensional unless mentioned 
otherwise. The grid points are assumed, 

:ri r:: rO, 1,1, .I = t(1)/\' and :I:.; 1 < .r;. 

Since the dicTlttiz<)tion will be similar for (Ill V<lri,)bb; due to the ilna[ogoll~ form of 
the conserv"tion equ,ltions a variable, Y can be uSed fol' which we may substitute 
)', and 'j'. The vari,lble Y ob~~ys a generalized convectiorH'.liffusion equation, 

ny 
1
'
-
ih: 

.) ')V 
(, ( (") , 7l f\ -::- - ,) 

II:/: 11:1' 

with ,\ppropriate values for I', /I ,md S, d~pending on the v1lriable used. 

(2.17) 

Here a finite-volume i1ppro,l('h i.s llsed to discretize the difkr~~nti<\l oper[ltoJ's. 
],hl~ l'Ub's arc integr1lted over ,\ control volume as given in Pig. (2 .. 5) in a way 
proposed by Thiilrt[Thi90A 1 <Ind all variables are given ilt thl~ grid points. Consider 
iI specific loc,\tion in the grid denoted by it~ ('(mtcl' point I' and its Cilstern- (/';) 
and wcstern (W) neighbor. The control volume is then defined by the interval 
-:: :1:/' S"" :):1'+ ,),. :> <md for (onstant7 I" within this interv,\I, (2.17) can be integrated, 
fornlillly yielding, 

(2.IH) 

,/,/.-/i," 

7I'"J' t!1Q 1l1~~~ fnKt\on "'I";I!!"') Lhi, i,; ,~x,)ctly true, for th,' ,·nthalpy "'IW)li,),) Lhi,; eM\ ,'nly be ml.·1 
II~ IIh·I'.l.1:':il~ of constant {'j •. 
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fig. 2.5: Finite volume discre.tization. The interfaces fund to of thl~ control vol
ume are at the miiipoints of the eastenl <: ,r.I', :1; I.; > and western < j; w , x p > 
interval, respectivfiy. 
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where the definition for the flux ( ...:: flY - II %; is introduced, analogous to the flux 
introduced in the derivation of the boundary conditions at the burner surface (2.10). 
The points;t p - Ii,,, and.1: I' +Eo arc the mldpoints of the western and eastern intervaL 
respectively. It should be noted that the western and eastern intervals do not need 
to be equally large, anticipating the adaptive gridding strategy described further 
on. 

In order to cakulate the flux at the interfaces, Y and ay lOx have to be expressed 
in termS of the values <It the grid points. The approach Thiart uses to evaluate 
(2.18) is based on the ex,l('t solution of the convection-diffusion equation (2.17), with 
constant 1\ ,md sourCe term.'i, on an interval ~~ E h, ;r,.J, yielding, 

Y( .. ) _ y 2( .. _. ) + Y.- - YI - ("flltL) [.".(,'-"'1)1 11 - ·11 .r. - (! l.q ( 1:>/1\) { 
/1 € i' -1 

(2.19) 

where t::. = :t:,. - :rl is the length of the interval and the left and right boundary 
valuc.s of Yare denoted as Yl ...,.. Y(xll and y,. = Y(:!:,.), respectively. An extension 
of this approach for the 2D convection-diffusion equation is available[Thi90BJ and 
will be used in chapter 4. 

Now hq. (2.19) is used on the intervals < :U', :q;; > and < :J:w, 1~1' > to evaluat~ 
the expression for the flux at the western and eastern midpoint. The flux I (:r I' + E,) 
at the eastern interface (.', (',In be expressed in values of y at the grid points according 
to, 

(2.20) 

where the local Pec1et numberH 1'1'; = i!.!"~ is introduced. It should be noted 
that there is 11 certain freedom of choice in the definition of the 'wnstant' /1." A,. 
and H,. in an implementation of the discreti~,ltion scheme. Currently f~1rY /1.0 = 

~It i~ <':~IU"I t" 1\· = 1":·1)( i:!.,.;L.,) M can be seen by substituting the equ«lity.'.1 ,\ = (pO,,,, L~,) ·1 

in the di2finitilln f(,f th(· p(·(k·t n(lmhl~r intrO(!u,~~cl (,adi~t. Th/~ fact.w 1)(i:!.I.Je,) i~ dimeJ1Bionles~. 
'!F",' Lht~ ~recie~ balance equation this is no approximation ~inc~ II"' 1" =~(>n~t<1nt. 
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It,,, = /-I(;):p) and S,. = S.," ~ SCI:{') the valucs at the grid point ;/:1' are taken, The 
diffusilivily/conductivity on the other hand <Ire ev,)luated at the interfaces I'I, = 
I'I (:/: I' +. J,,) and A 'I' ~ /\ (:!: {' - .'i.,,,). Note that no choice has been made for these 
quantities yet. 

Using an analogous expression for' tht~ western flux {,I' and substitute both in 
(2,18), 

den' + n,) - ('(:I:{' - h1ll ) = ,,,,',,(',,1 S.".,6,,, 

leads to a discretized version of the differential equation, 

[ Y" - YE'] [ Yw' YI'] p" YI' I I' . 1 - p"" Yw + ··'7' ...... ····1····· 
(' I', _ t f'V -

Y·6/.; -,-- --_.;....... +. S",6w 1·- (- - -, --) . [ I 1] .. [ "1 "l] 
PJ, (-'/ I·; - l J>w ("I w .... 1 

Gathering all terms per gridpoint imJ intmdudng the functions 

J' 1 
il( /-') - ~ ilnd 11;(1') -= i' ;:i!'~ 

wht~r'e the latter can be expressed ,lS , 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

gives a discretization sirnil,lr to thc exponential fitting scheme of l'iltanbr fl'atfNL 

II./,yw + OI'YI' - C{'Y,·; ..:.. " 

with (11' - I'I ,,,;1 (J'w)! 6w, n' .= /\,;\ (/'/.:)/ Li,,; and 1)1' 

source-term weighing, 
(/1' + ('/'. Only the 

i~ typk~al for the Thiart-appw1lch ,)!)d is not present in the Spalding-appm,)(h lil. 
Reformuhltion of the discretization to the grid intkx .I and using the notation 

leads to the following ddinition of the discreti:led conve(tion"dirfusion equations, 

- (!JY/ .1 + h,jY} - "-i)'/+1 = .';} 

on the mesh ;r-j. The c:odfi(iL~nts are equal to, 

1\.1- I ;I( /' ) -- - ':/-1 
Ll.i ··1 

.0i;l(P·) 
6. . .1 

I 

b) 0.,1" 1-'; 

".1 Sj lfl..i 1(1 - W(1',-d) +.'iJ 6.J (W(I\)) 
.__ n •• 

(2.2:\) 

(2.24) 

I!)Of the method pre~entl'd by Ghil~I)i, IGhi')!], which c~n be~hl'WI\ tl, yit~ld ,d~ntic«j di~cr,-,ti<"ltil.lT1 
,,~ prl·~l·'\I~d ,,) Af)pendix A.!, 
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where 6.} = x.7+ 1 - ~:j. It is worth mentioning that the earlier mentioned choice for 
S'o, SIIII Ae and A", for equidistant meshes leads to a source term diSI'etization, 

identical to the ones obtained by Ghilani [Ghi91], see Appendix A.l. 
In our c<~se we can distinguish between two different realizations of the presented 

scheme. The discretization of the mass fraction equations leads to the definitions, 

(2.25) 

and sllTIilarly for th.e energy equation we get, 

with (2.26) 

which compictes the discretization of the differential equations, 
Like Spalding's ~heme, the Thiart-scheme is in fact a discretization which 

switches smoothly from central-differencing to upwinding for the first derivative 
wherever the local Peclet number (or Reynolds number) becomes too large (> 2) 

to give stable integration with a central-difference fOrmula. Since a non-uniform 
grid will be used, large variations in local interval lengths may be encountered and 
therefore local Peelet numbers can vary significantly. 

2.3.2 Adaptive Gridding 

In combustion modelling very large gradients (101.105 K/cmtemperature increase 
may occur) in the variables can be expected. An equidistant grid will not be em
ployed beCa\IS€ the number of points would become excessive and render the cal
culation inefficient. Fl,lrthermore, ~ince the magnitude and position of the gradients 
are not known a priori the positions have to be chosen adaptively. Th~~se problems 
are not spedfi( for the numerical simulation of flames with detailed chemistry but 
are abo present in simple (one-step) chemical tre<ltment.s. 

If the number of grid points during the computation is kept constant, funda
mentally, one can choose one of two approache~, dynamiC and stati(. rezoning, In a 
dynamic Tewning strategy, the positions of the grid points arc evaluated dynami
cally. Ach1ally, the grid positions are allowed to ha.ve a velocity and are an integral 
p,~rt of the computation t I. In a stati~~ rezoning technique the position of the grid 
points is reevaluated ami adapted only al certain (pseudo-) time levels during the 
Cllcltlation proces~, In <In ideal situation the advantage of the dynilrr'lic strategy over 
static r(:7.oning is that no interpol<~tions on a new grid have to be pedormed and 
therefore reduction in the rate of convergence does not occur, However, in prac.tice 
dynamiC rezoning is mostly accompanied with a static rezoning at ~ome time levels 
to redistribute the grid points, _ ... _ ..... , .. _-------

II II ~p~'6fic variant, the adaptive tr~v('llir\g grid, where all grid p()int~ trawl with the s~me velocity 
W,\$ d<,veloped by Larmutllroll et <11·fl.~r921. li i.~ well suited for complltinl'; freely pmp~gali(\s flames, 
which in ih '~tt,,\dy-~late' a(e structures tri\v<:jjn~ with CI)n,~~ar'l~ velocity. 
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In this thesis stfltiC rezoning will be used which is also simpler to implement. 
I Iowever, the main reason for using the static technique is that in the computationaJ 
methods for multi-dimensional 12 reactive flow developed in our group, also static 
rezoning is used[Lan92j. Since we will implement complex chemical models in the 
method for 2D-reactive flow (see Chapter 4), we want to use similar methods. 

There exist various ways to apply a static rezoning. Many of these methods LIfe 
based on equidistributing some positive mesh-function,;VI ::- 0, to comput<~ a n(~w 
mesh by requiring, 

:/,',1+ 1 .I Md/:::-: Constant (2.27) 
:;') 

illustrated in Fig. (2.fi). The new positions can then be evaluated by ,In 'invNse' 
interpolation method[J:-Iym83] . 

.. -" 

I I 

o 0.06 OYi 0 ·, 
,~ 

Distance (cm) 

fig, 2.6: Jl1ver~e inter"ol£l.tiOIl to oht£l.in a m~W tlu~~h, orlly II ~rlwll ilHaVlll 
i~ giVNI. The open circles (0) ir!dicate lhe position of the orig'inal grid p(lints. 
The j-tit grid point i~ ohtaitl(~d hy ir!tl~l'p()lali(1I"I (cross x). The interpolalio/"l 
'dir(~cti()/"I' i.s indicaled with lhe arrows on lhe dolled line. 

M.1ny choices for the mesh functions are possible, but mostly an estimate of the 
IOC111 tnUlc<)tion error (e.g. [Lar92]), or of the first and/ or second derivative of the 
variables (e.g. [Smo83]) are used. W~~ choose a mesh function which depends on 

. __ ._"_ ..... ",, ...... . 
1)ln m\dt1-dim~'n~kln.,1 ~y~t~TT1~ dy"'~'\lic "t!z(,.li.lg i~ "xt.'em"ly difficult, and in most combLl~tion 

m(,ddlinp; problems l>nly st<ltic rez('nin!;" b \J~~'d. 
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both the gradient and curvature of all variables, according to, 

M = '1:1

11.1 0

; (I~~i I / la~, I + li~2~i I / I~?~I ) -I- C (2.28) 
;=1 i}x {Ix ",(,~, ax i}~. "'.~ 

where "Wi gives control over the weight of each variable in the determination of the 

new grid.· The maxima, I()Y;ji.hl mo " and i&2YdOx21,,,,,,,, of the absolute values of 
the gradient and curvature of Yi on the mesh, Me used for scaling purposes only. 
The constant parameter C affects the uniformity of the resulting grid. FOr instance, 
wh~~n C' equals the sum given in Eq. (2.28), 50n

/ ... of the points is concentrated in the 
region where the solution exhibits large gradients and curvature. A typical grid 
development is given in Fig. (2.7) where C was chosen equal to one-fifth of the sum 
in (2.28). 

30 
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fig. 2.7: l/Iu5tratiun Of tile adaptiv~~ gridding tecilnique. TIle movemenl of 
the grid points for which :r E [O.Oem,O.lem] is given as II ftmcti(l11. of atl 

ileraiion count. T/Z!~ eompu.latiorl has not reached a con'i,JI~Tged siale yet after 
lhe presented mm!h~r of iteratimlS. 

In the next section we will give the solution strategy we use for solving the set 
of non-linear PDE's. 

2.3.3 Calculation Stl'ategy 

Due to the non-linear form of the discretized PDE's (2.23) some kind of linearization 
has to be performed. Due to the inherent stiffness of the set of equations an implicit 
method will have to be used. First we define the residua.l 1'j at each grid point 
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:r') arId j E [I, K] as, 
(2.29) 

according tu (2.23) which obviously is a vector of dimension g for ~v~ry vilriilbl~ Yi. 
Labding the rCRidual vector of each variable with it's index the following mmp,l(t 
representation evolves, 

(2.30) 

where i E rl, {Ii + '1] ,)n(\ YN 11 denotes the temperature'/'. We now intr'Odu('!~ ,HI 

index k ::::- i + (j - 1) . (N + "1) and define a state-vector Y according to this numbering 
scheme. This is in fact a grouping of all variables per gridpuint, 

where we denoted SJ in the original numbering in the order defined by the new 
index A:. Using these ddinitions, (2.30) can be written in a matrix representation. 

(2.31) 

where the m,)trix n has a blo(k tri-diap;onal stl'Llcture containing the coefficients 
It( I lik and q, ari~ing from the spatial discretization on the diagonal of the blocks. 

It is obvious that both t and D and as such ,.' Me non-hneM hJI1ctiun~ ut Y ,'!Tld 
that this matrix equation can not be solved unless some linearization i:; irltrodu(ixl. 
We will use a Newton technique very sinUlar to the one described by Smooke et 
al.[Smo83]. The Newton technique can be illustrilted by i[\tmdwjng ,I fir~t-ordt~r 

'I'hylor expansion of the residual in (2.31) around the state vector )5"" found ilfter "/I. 

ih;" 
~""'+I ::- i"" + -~_t,ylltl. 

ay" 

Here we employ the shorter notation~, tu be used from now nn, tnt' i'" :;:: /'(Y"') and 
t.,)!H+1 _ y,".+ 1 _ Y". 

Now introdL1(C tlw Jacobian JII according to 

117"" J" ,., -,-. - Oy" (2.32) 

and Newton's method evolves if one require~ the ~olution of the (rr + I) /h iteration 
to be a solution of the di~creti~ed ['DE, i.e. 

this k,)ds to the matrix equation, 

(2.33) 

which ha~ to be solved to obtain the new estimate yilt I = Y" -I- t,)I,'.I.I. 

The structure of the Jacobi,)n is completely determined by the discretization 
on one hand and the numbering of the variables introduced earlier on the other 
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hand. In our case this leads to a block tri-diagonal structure of the matrix equation 
as sketched in Fig. (2.8), which can be solved 13 easily using a block tri-diagonal 
solvedFlcSSJ. In fact, this is the reason for the specific ordering of the variables. 

In con trast to the sub-ma.tric~~s in D I which are all diagona 1, the (N+ 1) x (N + 1)
~ubmatrices Jr, Jj) and Ji given in Fig. (2.8) are in principle dense matrices due 
to the composition ,lnd temperature dependency of 11k, Ilk and Ck in D, through 
the coefficien.t:; (:~" A, fl and D,,,,., More important is the coupling contained in the 
chemical source terms .;;;, due to the exponential temperature dependency of the 
Arrhenius coefficients, the compo:;ition dependency of the elemen.ta.ry TCactions 
and the :;pecific enthalpy h;. The actua.l V<"llucs of the entries in J; I J~ and Ji <"lrc 
determined by the 'level of implicitness'. If we choose, for instance, the following 
form for the residu<"ll, 

(2.34) 

1:1 1t is cumple~ly eq\livalent with an ordinary tri-di~g()r.al ~(llver with all multiplici1til1n~ ,Ind di
"isior"ls !'eplaced with th~it mattix-counterparts. LU-dewmp('$i tiOr1 I){ the submatrices is used in 
pr"di~·I~. 
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where the ret;idual at iteration level n is fully dctli:rmined by the toolution propcrlie~ 
of a previous leveL this leads to J =-D. Then equation (2.33) can be solved very 
h~t ~ince the equations of one variable bewnw uncoupled from the rest and an 
ordin,lry tri-di,lgonal matrix equation for each variable evolve~. 

For stiff equation~, at; they occur in detailed chemistry trciltmcrltt>, thi~ i1pproach 
would lead to impr,)(tic;,)lIy small ~tepsl4 to give convergent behavior [Or,)H"li. 
ln~h~<)d of (2.34) we choo~e iI fully implicit approach according to 

which in general leads to full submatrices r··/I
", in the J'lwbi'ln-matrix . 

.1 

(2.35) 

StilL it cannot be guaranteed that the Newton technique ,llw,lyS givE::'~ ,ll:Onverg-
ing iteration sequence. In practice it depends On the initial guess which is u:-;ed to 
start the iterative process. Therefore, the robustness ~)f the ~olver i~ inC1"e«~ed by 
implementing a pseudo-transientl5 forml!lati~)n of the problem. The retoidual for 
the time dependent equations as we use it becomes, 

Y-lI. y-:n ... 1 

i'I(Y",y,,'I)...::. r"'(.5''') - d ~i' (2..36) 

A backward Euler discretization of the time derivative in equMions (2.3) and (2.4) 
is used. The coefficients d are equal to /1(1\ + j",) for <lll spt.>dcs (1 <, IV) <Ind to 
tl)p(li, + <1«,) for the enthalpy equation, respectively. [n the next :;ub::;~~(tion the 
actual strategy lIsed to solve the differential ~Au,~tion::; in I,)min,)r flame pwblem~ is 
pret;ented. 

Our implementation 

Form<l11y, one could derive an analytical expression for all elements of tlw .1,)(0-
hian. I Iowever, this is an error-prone and cumbersome task. Furthcrrnort" ~inc£.' 

we anticipate to vary many parameters and study their effect on the flilme, thj~ 
would have to be done for every new formulation of the prnbl£m. The,efore, tlw 
Jacobian is evaluated numerically, which is very flexibk when ('hang/:'~ <ll-/:, m'lde in 
the re~idual formulation, 

An artificial (small) disturbance (5;1i ) is imposed on one v<:lriabk fidd ;Irld tlw 
r~~$idu<)l is re-evOllu<lted. The Jacobian is then calculated with the one-sided differ-

i'(Y + Sic;) - i"(Y) 
J = ......... -.--.. -.----. 

Ii 
(2.37) 

where i;-, is a unit·vc(tor and Ii ,l small parameter. Details of the procedure to 
evaluate the Jacobian are described in Appendix (A.2). 

The J<lcobian ev,)luation obviously it; a CPU-intent;ive task. For this reason the 
full N~~wton methodology i~ not med, since then the Jacobian is calculated at every 
jterilhon step. Instead a modified Newton technique is applied. First, theJacClbian is 
---_ .... _._ ... _-_ ....... _-- .... . 

l~l'mpOftional to the sll"1~II~~tliln"$I'~I", il\ th~, physk<11 ~y$\("n whi,h i~ nll\ \r"il\,'d irrlplidtly. 
"1\ will not ,l;iv~ thl' wrrect time depend~nt behavior of the flame structure sinc.e we s'till u.~(! 

7t~ .c_ Il which ne~'d mIt bl.! true. For a reali~tic time dependent formulatiol1 we would hav,~ to Slllv(' 
the one ·dimensional continuity equation lGhi,)ll. 
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not calculated at every iteration step but only at Selected iteration levels, say 11 = 0, 
during the cakulation. Secondly, the solution is not COrI'Ccted by the computed 
increment, but a damping parameter,\n ::; 1.0 is introduced. The modified Newton 
methodology thus can be denoted formally by, 

Ay,,+l = -,\"(Jo)-If" 

where the Jacobian is evaluated at iteration level 0 and the n + I-th adaption is 
damped with a factor A"- The magnitude of the damping parameter is determined 
as the largest value smaller than one which reduces the norm of the residual vector 
defined by, 

IW'1·1112 = M ax(lr~+ II) 'I k c [1, (N + 1) . l(j. 

leading to the following criterion fN X", 

(2.38) 

In practice a trial and error method is applied to determine this optimal ,\n. Starting 
with a full Newton-step (,\" = 1.0), the damping factor is multiplied by 1 until 
Eg. (2.38) is satisfied. The Jacobian is re-evaluated if either the damping factor ;It a 
certain iteration (n + 1) becomes too small (A" :S 110) Or the number of successful 
iteration steps reaches a preset value (e.g. 20). Then the procedute starts again until 
the convergence criterion, 111'''+ 111 < I, is reached. In Fig. (2.9) a pseudo flow diagram 
of the implemell.t<~tion of the modified Newton iteration procedure is shown. 

However, if the modified Newton method fails to find any successful step, 
meaning for n = 0 no damping factor is found so that (2.38) is satisfied, the procedure 
switches to the pseudo time dependent formulation (2.36). As bdore the Jacobian 
rn,~tr'ix is kept fixed for a number of time levels to reduce the amount of work. A 
predidor-corrector procedure is applied to calculate the time step where the initial 
guess at every time level is given by the solution of the previous level. A first 
estimate (.6.YI~+I) for the time step if; then obtained when YO'+1 = Y" is substituted 
in (2.36) and the predictor step 

.6.y-n+! - _(JO)-II,'(~-;"·ll) 
! - 1 1,)'11 

b ev 1llu<l ted. N ole tha t for the predictor step the time dependcn t residual 1"1 it; exac:-tly 
eq~Hll to the steady state residua[l6 (2.31) since y",+, - Y" = (j.n. Subsequently the 
corrector procedure, 

Y-"+l _ y'n+1 + 6.y-n·I·1 
{ - I-I { 

.6.Yr~~l :-7' _(.T\I)-11,!(Y";'+!) 

is applied for I = 1 to a certain preset maximum number until a sufficiently con
verged time step is obtained. The time step convergence Crit~~rion currently applied 
is, 

(2.39) 

'"r" f~(l the norm of the timo:' t~.~idual v~tor for the ptedi,~t()f is monito~d tl> <:h~d< whether the 
time iter~t1Ori ')ppfoaches a st~ady"$t~t~~. 
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with c ~; O.ooS. Sr'r'Ii'llle. values of c arc possible but would only re~1uin~ more 
corrector steps. Sir\c~ time iteration is used only wh~n Newton's method fails, an 
accurate description of the time dependent behavior is not needed. If time iteration 
fails to find a wnverged time step for n :> 0 or a preset maximum of time steps is 
taken, the jM:obiaD is reevaluated. For the Ci'lse thilt the time iteration bib tlf find a 
convergt~d time step for the solution used to start the time Iteration, e.g. '11 - 0, the 
milgnitude of the time step 6,./ is decreased I? Then the Jacobian is rt~-('V,)hlated and 
the tinw iteriltion procedure is started again. In Fig, (2.10) the predktor-corrector 
procedure used in the time step iteration method is shown. 

It is worth mentioning thilt although the Newton method and time step method 
have very similar flow diagnlms there is a subtle dif(erenc~~. ror ,l successful time 
step the Jacobian matrix ~quiltion J I6,.Y['+l = j'; is solved I times whereas in Lhe 
Newton method the adaption vectOr ~y"i'l is calculated only olKe pCr iteratIOn 
step n. From that point of view the modified Newton method is m{)n~ [~wnomic. 

In the algorithm, the time step method is used only whcnevt~r the Newton 
method fails to find any suitable damping factor obeying (23K) forn -' (). For 
that case the algorithm switches to the time step procedur~~ with a step size 6,./., 
usually taken in the order of W- 6

1i. A new Jacobian is calculated a pr~~set number 
of successful time step itcrations are performed. Then the Newton method is tried 
,)gilin until the global convergence uiterion is met and a solution to tIll:' tlilmt' 
problem is found. However, if no succcsfull time step is obtained for a preset 
minimum size of 6. 1 (e.g. il/mi" "- lO-H), the algorithm fails. for thM c,l~e flO 

strat~gy is found to obtain a solution for the burner stabilized flame probkm with 
the fields supplied at inHiali;-:ation. Normally this means a better starting (!~tiIT\ate 
has to be provided by the user. In Fig. (2.11) a diagram of the complete algorithm is 
given. 

All results presented in the next section are obtained with this ,)Igorithm, In the 
first subscction some of these ilre compared with re.sults obt,)jned with the SANDIA 
premix-codc to test the correctness of our implcmentMi(1r'l. 

"The ~m~Jkr the time step. the b~!t"r H", initi~l gm'~~ f(lr the predictor b'2come". 
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Newton iteration algorithm 

fig. 2.9: A flow diagram of the modified Newton ilimltim! technique. Typical 
vilhlesfor lm~x = 10 (wd 1l",,1~ ~ 20. 
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Regular 

Regular 

Time step algorithm 

fig. 2.10: A flow diagram oj the predictor-corrector time iteration techruqU/>. 
TYFical Zli.llllcsfm· 1m"., arzd ll"lIIX arc l,,~it., = 10 and l1m,lX ::- 20. 
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2.4 Results 

We consider f11lm~s with mixtur'C~ varying between fuel-lean and -stoichiometric 
conditions, The results will be used as referencc rCi;ulti; for comparison with results 
obtained after the introduction of various approximationi; later in this section and 
in Chapter 3, Some results will be compMcd with results of the SANDIA premh
rode and experiments. In section 2,4,3 the effects of vclriations in the tr,)nsport" 
,mJ thermodynamical model will be studied. Fin1!lly, in sertion 2.4.4 rich flames 
are cunsidered ;Jnd rompuLcd results are compared with the results llbt'lined with 
a more cumplex dwmical model which contains the C'rch1lin. Bdor!::' UWSE:' studi!~8 

are performed, in the fullowing sc(tion the type of properties that will be presented 
are discussed. 

2.4.1 Definition of the observable properties 

Cencrally, the ob~ervable properties in premixed l<Jminar fbt flame sh.!die~ are asso
ci'lted with two different flame-types, Most theoretiol1 <1nd numeri(al inv(:sLigalions 
,we concerned with ,Kliabalic (or freely-propagating) fJ'lmcs. The ob~(:rvables that 
C,Hl be identified for this flame-type are the su-c,llled adiabatic burning velocity 8" 
and th!::' adiabatic flam~ temperature 7: 111, The oth'er tlMne-typc is thl~ non-adiabatic 
(or b~Jrner-Sh)bili7.I~d) flame which has been tre1lted in sc(tion 2.1. The pmperties 
identified with this fl,lme are thc flame temperature Ij and the ~t .. nd-off di!;tance (I. 
For comparison of the detailed flame struc,lure obtained with different wodels, (on
ccntration and temperature profiles cuE' presented a~ well. These type of results are 
~dcr!'ed to as detailed flame properties in wntrast to the global (or bulk) propertie:-; 
Sf" '1;,,1, Pi and <1 which have ,ln overall character. 

The observables Cilfl b(' prc~cnted as a function of pressure, m,I~S flnw mt(~ 
(Iii.) and initial mjxtur~~"romposition and -temperature. We con~itkr <)Irnn~pheric 
combustion at worn temperMure. Therefore, only the m1lSS tlow r,lt(' (for blll'nct'
stabilized flames) cmd the initial mixture composition remain as free p'·lrLlrnNers. 
Since fuel-air mixtures ('Ire considered, the initial mixture cOO1positilln C,ln bl' speci
fied with one par<lrneterIK, the equivalence ratio \fl, In fact'? is rlOthing mOI'c than the 
ratio of the initial fuel and llxidiz~~r wnccntration, scaled with th!::' nlbo giving com
plete combustion theoreti('llly. An eqUivalence ratio equal to One nOw indicates that 
there is precisely enough oxygen present townvert the methanecomplE'tely intnwa
ter and carbon dioxide, i,e. two moles (h per mole (;'!, 1 (( :'!! 4 + 20, --+ (:( h + 211J ). 
Furthermore, it is common practice to refer to ftlel kan mixtures as having equiv,)
lencc raLio~ less than one thus leadint~ to th!~ follOWing definition, 

(2.40) 

wh!:'r(! X illdic,)te~ the mole fraction of either spl:(:il:$. Thus haVing specified the 
p('Ir,lmcterf; we willtl'eat the global properties in the next paragraphs, 
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fig. 2.12; Schematical picture of II fr~dy propagating flame. 

Adiabatic Flames: .':;/. and 'l:,c/ 

COr'lSider an infinitely long tube with a fresh combustible mixture (see Fig. (2.12)), 
Some time after the mixture is ignited at~; = -00 the flame will propagate toward 
.'I: = += with a constant velocity. The mass consumption rate lilL is then an 
eigenvalue of the set of equations governing this system. Alternatively, if a mass 
flow rate with precisely the value -1b.L would be ger'lerated in the tube the flame 
would be ,\t rest (see fig. (2.12)). The adiabatic burning vei(Kity .')'/. is defined as the 
velocity of the ga~ flow at the cold unbmnt :;ide of the system. The adiabatic flame 
temperature l~'d on the other hand is referred to as the temperature at the burnt side 
of the m..ixture. 

Since the equations 1!re formulated in a fixed frame of reference, the algorithm we 
use is not particularly suited for the ca.lculation of these freely propagating flames. 
Porm<llly Or'lC can proceed via two ways, either by reformulating the equations 
in a moving (Lagrangian) frame of reference (e.g. [Oa583)) or by removing the 
translatio[\;}1 degree of freedom and considering the mass flow ratc a~ a variable l9

. 

The latter is used by Smooke et al. [Smo83j, I Ie introduces a dummy variable for 
the mass flow rate 'li"!.l, :=: I', thLt~,2() 

ihi'L = 0 
{h 

[lnd removes the translational degree of freedom by fixing the temperature at a 
certain value at One specific point in space. The advantage of thi:; approach is that 

1<'For the b\lrner-~t'lbiliz~d flame the mass flow rate is a given parameter. 
'~IIJI' r,Ktthis IS the ~tati{)nary contimlity ('ql,.,t1<",r\. 
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the structure of the Jacobian is maintained and the S<lml! matrix solving technique 
can be used. Furthermore, the extra equation can be implemented ea~ily and the 
di~cretization of the species- and enthalpy balance equations remain~ unchanged. 
In fact, for both flame-types the discretization introduced in section (2.:\) can be 
used. If the Lagrallgian formulation would have been used, we would have to 
develop two different discretization methods. 

Non-Adiabatic Hames: "j and 5 

The second set of results will deal with bu rner-stabili7.ed flames, our pdme int~~rl~st. 
The tl<Jme tt~mperaturc 'f'J is simply the temperature of the mixture at the end of 
thl~ calculational dom;)in, which is always lower than '1~"1 due to heat loss to the 
btltner edge. The stand-off distance Ii is a measure?' I for the distance between the 
flame-front and the burner, which we choose equal to the distance of the point where 

Rumer 

Temperature 

() .:: stand-off distance 

• r ," 1""'-··"""'" 

Distance (cm) 

fig. 2.13; The (.ie/'inition of the stl:md-ojj' distance. Till! hdf...~haped cU'rVi! is Ihl' 

source term L: hi!); (or 11euf relm5e) in the enth41py equ1Iti()n. The hllrru~)' is 
lomted (~t x=O. 

the maximum heat release occurs to the burner (see fig. (2.13)). A definition which 
would rl~ly on the position of the maximum of some intermediate would po,;slbly 
not be ,lpplicilblc to oth~~r (overall) chemical models which we plan to investiplh:' 
in Chapt\'.r 3 . 

.. ... .... _._. __ .. _---_ .. _----
lilt iB (1l)1 pOBsible to define (me unique di~tance of Ihe flame-front from the hmwr, ~il1n' 1f'!"T'! ;.\ 

d.··linilio.'! r)[ Iht' liuT'!" fmT'I1 W,)Llld hflve II) he given. which is quite arbitrary. 
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Thl~ detailed structure will be investigated by compOlri~on of the concentriltion 
profiles fot the species and temperature. Such a comparbon fOr all P<lrameters 
would be impractical, therefore a specific mass flow rate <'lnd equivalenc~~ ratio will 
be selected. 

In section 2.4.2 the reference calculations, which will be used throughout this 
section and Chaptet:), arc presented and discussed. The comparison with experi
ments and calculations with the SANDIA premixed flame code, is performed there. 
In section 2.4.3 the effects of transport- and thermodynamical-models on the struc
ture and properties of flames are studied. The mixture-averaged approach (section 
1.2.3) and the often used Lei"" 1 approximation arc tested and compared with the 
rdetence rcsults. Finally, in subsection 2.4.4 the tmatment is extended to richer 
flamcs (with 1.0 < '-P :S 1.6). The rc~l!lt~ of the skeletal mechanism are compared 
with a more complex chemical model including the C2-chain. 

2.4.2 Lea.n to stoichiometric flames with simplified transport: The Bench
marks. 

In this subsection the tesults obtained with the skeletal chemical model given in 
s~~ction 2.2 are presented. This model is believed to perform well under fuel-lean 
,)nd stnichinmetric conditions which implies that equivalence ratios If' :S 1.0 are 
considered only. Furthermore, a simplified transport formulation of the problem 
is used yielding constant Lewis numbers (see Table (2.2)) ,)nd a model for the 
conductivity of the mixture [Smo91i, 

(2.41 ) 

instead of the mixture averaged formulation (1.33, 1.34). The effects of these ,lp
pmximations are discussed in the next subsection. 

r---=-:-. " .... 
CH1 0.97 Cfh 1.00 ClhO 1.30 Clf20 1.28 
]lCO 1.27 CO2 1.39 ('0 1.10 

-..... "" ......... -~ 
f{2 0.30 

f-Jr'·"·' 0.18 02 1.11 0 0.70 () If 0.73 
lIO, UO lf20 {l.83 f/ 202 1.12 

-.-... -..... ".-.~~ 
N2 1.00 

••• 0' II"" 

table 2.2: Lewis m~mbers j(lf calcidatiotl.~ wilh the skeletal mechanism. 
The values are obtained from u least-squllres fit 011 the mixture averaged 
properties/ Smo91]. 

This simple tram.port model will be Lt~d as default and is applied also in 
the reduced chemistry method presented in Chapter 3. Therefore, the results are 
discussed in somewhat mOre detaiL 
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Adiabatic Properties 

The adiabatic global propertie:<; S'L (fig. (2.14)) and '!~Hi (fig. (2.15)) MC pmscnted 
hC~l~. 

50 

30 

?O 

10 

o 
!l,4 

• Ci.lk: Slrl\.'l~~kc 
(} M";II:-i:t4IW 

+ M~~~~~: \J~\II M~III(¢TI 

::-:- } Pr~~l:illl Mclh'lJ'd 

!l,G 0,8 

fig. 2.14: AdiahaUc hW'rling velocity v~ equIValence ratio. Ihe c}'oss-nllub 
(+! llnd t}u~ OpOI dj)l~ (0) are ohlailu!djrom expe'ritncnls [Maa92] and [Law).l /, 
respectively, The solid dols (.) are calculated values obtained by Smook!! et III. 
[Smo91], The solid Iilll! represents calculations with the Wcmu~tz mte for t!-ie 
thermal decompositiOi' (Eq, 2.42), The calculations with the original mtefor 
the thermal decomposition of C l/4 are iruJiCllteu with tlw dllSh.:d line. 

Deviation.s between the dashed and the :<;olid line in Fig., (2,14) show that the 
original reaclion rate parameters for ('111 ( 1M) ~ (.'113 -+- /I -I- (M) as given in 
Table (2.1), referred to ,)S theSrnooke (,He from now on, yield high burningvdncilies. 
A1> <lrgued by Smooke et .d. [Smo9l) better agreement with experimental v<1ILtc!"s 
i1> obt(l.ined, if these wtes <lore repl<lced by 11 corrected val\Hi' 'KCOl'ding to W,)tnM:rn 

[War8J), 

(2.42) 

as was argued already by Smooke et al. . 
We used a 65 point adapted mesh and total domain length equaJ to ]0 emin 

all adiabatic calculations, The algorithm we developed, predicts both ,)di,)b,Hir 
properties well. The burning veloci ty and the flame temper.) t\lre Me very (ln~~~ to thl~ 
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fig. 2.15: Adwbatic flame tempemtlm~ v~ tq/1ivalen':(~ ratio. Solid lines are 
the results of calcu./aUons wilfl !f1e Warnatz mte with our met/lOd. Open d()i.g 
(0) are values ob/aitld wilh the original rate for thermill decoll1positiorl. 'tht 
solid dots are vahlfs obtained by Smooke ef al. [Smo91/. 
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results of Smooke eta!. ISmo91 L indicated with the solid dots in Figs. (2.14, 2.15). At 
higher equiva lente ratios the blll'ning velocity devia tes more from Smooke's results, 
which might be attributed to a difference in the oxygen concentration fraction in 
air (here taken equal to 0.21). Effects of this difference will not show up at low 
eql)iva!e!'lcc ratios since then an excess of (h is present. It should be noted that the 
adiabatic temperature is completely determined by the equilibrium composition. 
Thit> compOSition is a function of the chemic,l! scheme and initial composition only 
and could in fact be calculated independently using a OD time-dependent code23 . 

It should be noted that the computations with the skdctal mechanism and the 
original decomposition rates ofSmooke are very dose to the measured data of Law. 
fhis is due to the fact that the skeletal mechanism is fitted to reproduce this data 
set. Since the measureme!'lts of van Maaren show a different depend~~ncy on 'P, the 
skcletalmechanism does !'lot predict these experiments. 

Non-Adiabatic Properties 

The non-adiabatic global propetties arc presented in Figs. (2.16) cmd (2.17). As 
befor~ th~~ cnTltinLloLls lines indicate the re~1,Jlts with the revised rate for the thermill 
decomposition of c.' lh Furthermore, experimental data obtained from experimeI'lts 
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fig., L16: Stand-lift dislanee v.~ ma,~s flaw rale jar 'P - 0.8 mul 'P '" 1.0. 
Solid line~ Warnatz rale Jor thermal dee01l1f!asitiOtt. /)Qt$ (., 0) repre~fnt 
calculations Witfl the original rate. 

in our group and from W.E. Ka~kan (fKas67l) arc induded in Fig. (2.'1 7) a~ well. The 
specific representation of the reciprocal of the flame temp~~r<ltur~~ vS. tht: log-'lrithm 
of the mass fl()w rate will be referred to as a Kaskan plot21 throughout thi~ tlw~is. 

The curved shape of the stand-off distance if; typical for all prerr'lix~:d hydrocilrbon
air flames. It shows that the flame is in fact stabilizing closer to the burner when 
the mass flow rate is increased. Slill, the heM 101>8 to the burner must decreil~w ~iTl(!~ 
the flame temperature increases as well, as can be seen in the Kaskan-plot. This 
behavior can only occur if the curvature of temperature profik increases yielding 
smaller conductive heat loss to the burner, as shown in Fig. (2.18). How(~vCl', at a 
cel'tain point the heat IORS to the burner becorr'le~ zero and the fl1lme ,lppwilches the 
adiabatic state. For mass now rates larger than the ,ldh)b<ltic mass-burning "lte the 
fbnw will move ,)w,ly from the burner with a specific fixed velocity In Fig. (2.19) 
we plotted the profiles of temperature and the species methane and methyl at three 
equidistantly spaced time levels. In this c<lSe it indeed shows that the distance trav
eled is constant, thus implying a fixed propagation velocity of the flame-structure 
<llsn pr~~sent in the n\lmerical burner-stabilized flame method. 

T() study the detailed structure we will choose the following values for the initinl 
parameters, 

III. 

...... , ... _ ..... _----

0.0250 g CI11·2~ .1 

1.0. (2.13) 

~'Orit;II)~lly. K,~~k;~I) pl()L!",d lj'l, 1)1) thl~ >:·" .. i~ ,llld th~'l"(';') I'll th" y-".i.,. H"W~'VI'''', Ihl' I'·ITIV'''· 
,1tl~f/::, is the d.:!pendenL v .. )r'!~"l.bl~ ~Hld Lh~ r""'lit~S n()w r'i~h~ thl~ fl't~l'~ p~JI'~)lnli·h~!'. Tl'wn~r(H'l~ Wl' l'h(lD~l' LI:' 

pl'~~~~'~fll it Lhl~ (M"1I'~r' w,)y ilr(lur'ld. 
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All fig-utes on the detailed 5tn.lcture ilTe obtained fmma burner-stabilized calculation 
with these value5 ~JnkS5 mentioned otherwise, We will p(e5ent the spc~jcs in 
three groups, The first group is referred to as the major species, with typi(al peak 
mole fractions exceeding O.!1l: C:' f/4, 02, N2, llJ), !rl., CO <lnd eCh. It should be 
noted that this is not (I sharp definition, since it is not true for all species undet 
all conditions, The 5econd group will be referred to as the radical pool, which, 
according to the defin.itions in section (2.2), can be identified with species II, Oll, 
O. The hydroperoxyl, ll(h, and hydropeto)(id~~, lf20 2, are induded in this group as 
well. Th~~ final group of species that will be plotted are the ~o-called intermediates 
of the C'I-ch<lin, being ('Ih (:{hO, CllJ) and /lCO. Ag,lin, all calculations of 
the bu(ner-stabilized flames are performed on a 10 em, 65 point adapted mesh, 
IIowever, due to the extreme small width of the fuel consumptio!\ layer, only a 
SDI"ll p<1rt of the total computational domain i5 presented in the figures. 

In Fig. (2.20) the profiles of the major species are given, in the first five millimeters 
dnwnstream of the burner at :J: ~ O.O(cm). 

Already, it GIn be seen that the conversion from CO to CCh is much slower than 
the consumption of methane: the concentration of the Glrbon-monoxide decreases 
much slower th,m the initi<11 decrease of the alkane C: 114· 

The intermediates are presented in Fig. (2.21). 
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0 ·) 
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fig. 2.18: The development of the temperature profile for 'P = 1. Only the 
first 2 mm of the domain are plotted. The arrow imiicate5 increasing mass fI(lW 

rates. 

Since these occur only in a small region where the hIe! is wns\lmed, the plot 
dom<'lin is t,lken ,1S [0.0,0.021 (0"1"1) inste,)d. The sequ~~nn~ of the position,:; nf the 
maxima is exactly as might be expected from ttl::' schem,)ticill pid\HC! of the (:1-

('h,lin (~~~e Fig. (2.4)) ,lr\d OCCur in the immediate vicinity o( thL~ position whet·c thc 
concentr<'ltion C' 114 becomes almost zerO 'lnd CO rea(hL~S its peak valu~~. 

The profiles of the radical pool are presented in Fig. (2.22). Thl::' n1di(ili:;, !!, ()!! 
and () are of extreme importance for the attack on the fueJ as was mentioned in 
section 2.2. 

In the wn\lcrsion of the hydrocarbon they ;)rc mpidly consumed as mdicated 
hy their steep gradient <H the reaction layer. The concentratioM of ", ()!! and () 
only increase when the intermediates are consumed and cOnverted into ('0. Since 
the hydroxyl molecule (Off) plays an important role in the ('0 - C(h conver~ion 
thro\lgh re(lction 25 /'9, the carbon-dioxide t;tartt; to form when all (' ff",()." nll)k(uk~ 
are broken up. The gradual decrease of the radic,\b ! f , Off 'lnd () ,dter :1:.

(),lOll indicates that recombination of the radic1lb <lnd the O"id,)tiOTl of the CMhon
monoxide proceeds much slower than the hydrocarbon breaKUp from (,' 1f4 to ('0. 
Tn f(lct these 51 ower processes force~ the computiltional dom,lin to bL~ {~xt(~IKIL~d so 
tar beyond the fuei-comumption layer, to a point where the zero-gr<ldiCIit boun(bry 
condition at the outlet has a negligible effect on the stnl(.:tur(~ (If tfw f1arrw. 

Th~~ pr~~s~mkd glnbal pT{)p~~rti~.s . ..,./" "!:u{ for the adiabatic flame and Sand '/ 'j (or 
the bumer-~tabilized !lame together with detailed structure of the specifi~'d blTl1el"-
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$tabilized flame with rh = (U)250 and 'P = 1.0 will be used for comparison and for 
$tudie~ on the perfonnance of different approximations. In the ne)(t section we will 
inve~tigate the effects on burner-stabilized flames of the changes in tran~port and 
thermodynamic model. 

2.4.3 Effects of changes in the transport and thennodynamic model On 
burner-stabilized flames. 

In the previous section we used constant Lewis numbers and a simplified relation 
for the thermOll diffusivity to evaluate the diffusion coefficients and the conductivity 
of the mixture. The difference between this a.pproximation and the mixture aver
aged approach as ~ketched in section "1.2.3 will be investigated here. Furthermore, 
calculOltiom; are performed with a rei::': 1 <li;Sumption, which is used in many 
theoretical treatmen ts. 

Mixture averaged transport model. 

[n Fig. (2.23) the stand-off distance and the flame tempewture arc pre!;ented. To 
rule out effects of differences in discretization, the adapted mesh, obtained from 
the reference calculations, is used fOr the mixture averaged transport model as 
well. Fixing of the grid-position is viable, because the expected changes in profiles 
,m~ very small. The tnwsport models give almost identical results and differences 
become only visible <'It low ma~s flow rates. At high mass flow rate~ the global 
properties overlap. For this reason results for adiabatic flames are not presented. 

~ 
.~ 

" g 
~ 
C 

cJ. 1 ~ 71O" 

. , I"tl()'" '~ 
-

~a ~ 
.t" .... ""''('1(14 

" .. , . , , 
0,01 O.Qi! cH"l;i , 1IJ~ ~ '')~ ~ II)J 

M;,~., fi(>w (alC (gem ~s ') M;'~~ fI,)w (~nc (~cm l~ ') 

fig. 2.23: Stand-off distance ilmi Ktl$kan plot of the ~keleta! mechanism with 
consttmt Le.,.uis I"w.mbers (continuous line) COmptlmJ thewilh mixl ure averaged 
tril1l.~porl model (open dots 'f! = 0.8, Hllid dot~ 'P = 1.0). 

To compare the detailed structure we plotted the profiles of four of the major 
sp~'(iCS in Fig. (2.24) where the complex transport calculations are indicated with 
marked linf$. The radical pool shows similar r~$ults iii; can be seen in Fig. (2.25) 
wher~~ we also used markers t~) indicMe th~~ complex transport calculatiolis. 
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Again no significant differences can be observed. The largest deviation can be 
found for the methyl radical C lh (Fig, (2,26)), with an approximately 2% - 3% larger 
peak value. 
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fig. 2.26: Effect c!compkx trllnSTJort (JtI itllermediale species, Cfh Cll~O, 
(: H20 lmd fl CO (mole fractimls of C IhO and [J CO lIre multiJ1lifd by a 
factor 50), 

The resemblance between both transport models is remarkable, which agrees 
with the conclusions of Smookc et al. on adiabatic flames [Smo91j. Only at low 
mass flow rates the Kaskan lines seem to deviate more from the ones for the simple 
transport case26 , This can be expected for these calculations as the reJative impor
tance of the cooling effect of the burner (through ,\) become5 more important fot 
small flow velocities, 

For the solution of these complex transport equations, always a starting estimate 
from the simple transport calcul<ltion is used. Mostly it took only one Jacobian 
evaluation to compute the new flame. In table (2,3) typical evaluation times for the 
Jacobian-matrix?7 are given for both transport models, Values for ,) lMger chemical 
model which involves 24 species are included as well (see section 2.4.4). Obviously, 
it is always preferabh;- to start a calculation with a simplified transport model until 
convergence is reached and then perform the complex transpott calculation as a 
kind of p05t-processing. Furthermore, the observed dependency of the CPU-times 

'.F..g. f')f'l' = 1.0 the ab~olute tl'mp~r,lt\lre o,ffefence between simple and complex tr~nsport model 
is for thl' l('w~,~t ,naBS flow rates of th(! ordl'r of 10[( ;llld at the highest mass fl{)w rate of the {'Ttler 
of 11\', Th..: l)v~rall tendency is that the complex tr'\Tlsport model yields higher flame t(!mp'-'rat\.lTl·~, 
which indicat~5 that th€ simp\(' tr~MrOi't mooel over-estimates the c(xlling of the bUl"r1l'~1'. 

271he Jawb!an l'v,\h,~tLon takes about \10% of thE! total calculatkrn Hm<.' 
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PC H()486 33MHz (32-bit compiler) _.-
Jacobian 1 II Jacobian24 

Sir-r\ple Transport 
... . ,.,,_.,,---_., , ....... _-

6.9 lILl 
Complex Transport 19.0 59.6 

SG Iris Indigo ... ,. .. 

~_~~:~~~r~-T~:~:~~.:~·:.:·:'·· j"" 
7.7 

I 19.9 

table 2.3: CPU-times in sew nils of one nmll1l1ti(ln of the Illcu[Jilln jor tht 
simple lind comple;.: tr£l11sport models_ SUF/~r~CI'ipt 16 i.~ a 16 ~pf.cif.~ nl!)d(~l 
(skeletal) and 24 1,/ 24 species (C) - 0;) modd. In all tests II 65 point lldavt(~d 
grid is used to ensure that d~tf('re/"1(:es in compllting time m'e cmised by the 
transport nwdd only. 

on the number of species suggest th<lt this strategy will become mar'c effici~~nl if thc 
chemical model becomet> larger2~_ 

'!lIlhi~ would th"'rdl>f\! bl' dfkkllt in ~tl,dk~ lin l·.trcml·iy i(Jrf," r,,~('ti<)(, .~d~, /~.g. rOJ" h."wy-ru,;i 
combustion. 
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1.1', = 1 approximation. 

h' thi,;; part all the species-specific Lewis numbers of table (2.2) arc replaced by fA:, = 
1. The effects of this approximation are very pronounced. In both Figs. (2.27) and 
(2.28) the results of these calculations are indicated with open dots (0). lhc adiabatic 
burning velocity show~ a different trend, giving lower values for stoichiometric 
flames and higher values at lea.n conditions. 

The non-adiabatic calculations are consistent with these results. At stoichio
metric conditions the stand-off di~tance in Fig. (2.28) approaches blow-off at lower 
mass flow rates than the referen(C calculations indici'lting lower burning velocities. 
EquivOllentlYI the KaskOln line reaches the adiabatic flame temper'ltun~ for ~maller 
til. For '{! "" 0.8 the flame temperatures for burner-stabilized flames mergc at high 
mass flow rates whereas the stand-off distance a.t high mass flow rates is shifted 
with respect to the reference calculations. This trend is con~i~tent with the filet that 
,1 t 'T" = 0.8 the adiaba tic burning velocity .9[, is equal to the onc found in the refercn(c 
calcul,)tion (Fig. (2.28)). 
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fig. 2.27: Adiabatic bUrl1irlg velocity (lejt) and -flame temperatl4re (right). 
The COrttirlUoU5 lines indicatPo the reference calculations. Operl symbols (0) 

indicatl~ the !A~i = 1.0 approximation and solid symbols (.,.) calculations with 
the smne approximation except for the H -radical which has been set back at its 
original vahle (f,q/ = 0.18). 

The effect of the Le, = 1.0 approximation on the det,)iled ~tt'ucture is pre~ented 
in Figs. (2.29) and (2.30). Because we expect the largest effect~ to occur in the H2 
and " profile~, 112 is presented in Fig. (2.29) instead of (:0 which is given in the 
previous sections. Indeed, the curvature and peak valucs of the II and H2 differ 
considerably from the reference cakulation. 

Since the hydrogen radical plays an important role in the initial C 114-attack and 
has the largest deviation from Lei = 1.0 we expect that this effcct of the Le, .:::: 1.0-
,lpproximation can be attributed mainly to thc decreased ability of the Ii radical to 
diffu~e upstream. Thi~ presumption i~ te"ted by repeatjng the "ame calculations 
with the Lcwi" number of atomic hydrogen ~et back at its original value, IA'll = 0.18 
(~ee t<'lble (2.2)). 
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Now the global properties show excellent agr~ement for lean flames o'l$ can be 
~een in the Figs. (2.27) and (2.28) (indicated with .). por stoichiometric conditions 
the agreement between the m~lllts decreases, but is still masonable as is supported 
by the detailed structure in Figs. (2.31) and (2.32). Only the 112·mo1c fraction exhibits 
the same behavior as in the Lei = 1.0 calculation, which is clearly a transport effect 
(sc~~ Fig. (2.31)). The diffusivity of the hydrogen molecule is decreased by a factor of 
3, approximately, while for the other species a factor of 1.3 or less is introduced by 
the rei = 1.0 assumption. However, as shown by the last calculation, the significant 
difference in the H2 profile has no large effect on the burning velocity (3d, flame 
temperature (Ti) and stand-off distance (0). This is in contrast with the large effects 
th'lt the decreased diffusivity of the H -radical has on these global properties. 
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2.4.4 Chemical effects: comparison with a C1 - C2 chemical scheme. 

In this section the effect of a different, more complex chemical model on the lam
inar premixed methane-air flames, will be studied, All previous calculations are 
performed On lean and stoichiometric flames for which the skeletal mechanism is 
assumed to be a suitable cher.n.ical model. To test this assumption, simulations are 
performed with a C 1 - C2-mechanism[War83j, This scheme consists of 62 reactions 
among 24 species, including all species in the Cl chain29 and C2-chain presented 
earlier (see Fig, (2.4)), The reactions and their rate parameters arc presented in 
Appendix (A.3). 

In this section the ca.kulations are extended to (fuel-)rich conditions 'f' > 1.0. 
To determine the conditions for which the skeletal mechanism is valid, its results 
are compared with the results of the 24 species model. In order to rule out effects 
of differences in the transport model, the Lewis numbers are taken constant in all 
calculations. t70r the species in the C'2-chain these were evaluated by performing 
some complex transport calculations and applying a least-square fit to the non
cont;tant va lues found, These are tabulated in table (2.4) . 

........... -

ell 0,64 Clh 0.95 C2~L",_ 1.26 r---;,;-: ..... ,.,"" 
('2 HZ 1.28 C2fh 1.29 CzH4 1,29 

-,'" Tl('cD .. --:---:-:-
C2 ifS 1.41 C2 lh 1.42 0,86 

•• - ..I'~ •••• 

table 2.4: Lewis rtutttbersfor all species in the C2-(:hlli1!. 

Following the F;ame present,~tion as in the previous section~, first the global 
phenomena are given. The adiabatic properties are determined for a r,lnge of 
equivalence ratios 0.5 :::: ;p ::;; 1.5 and presented in Pig. (2.33). For the burner
stabiliztld flames we selected equivalence ratios on the fuel rich side and presented 
the ~tand·off distance and Kaskan"lines for 'P = 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 in Fig. (2,34). The 
adia.batic flame temperature compares extremely well for both mechanisms. 

Only for very rich conditions the skeletal mechanism predicts slightly higher 
values, indicating that the equilibrium composition of the major species in this 
mechanism is becoming signific<lr'ltly different. The other global propcrtie:,: agree 
well for lean and stoichiometric condition.s, The burning velocity of the C1-C2 mech
ani~m is even in excellent agreement with the ones calculated with the reference 
skeletal mechanism (see Fig. (2.33)). For rich conditions the differences increase, 
The burning velocity is systematically underet;timated by the! ~keletal mechanism 
which will therefore predict hotter burner-stabilized flames which is observed in 
the Kaskan-plot. ror 'P = 1.4 these differences become even more pronounced, and 
the flame temperature differences range from 80 K for high rna:'::': flow rates to 150 
K for low flow rates, 

As in the previous section the detailed structure of the earlier introduced stoichio
metric flame is presented, For most species the agreement i~ reasonable (Figs, (2,35) 
and (2.36)). However, the intermediates of the C]-chain given in Fig. (2.37) and the 

'·Only (: / I~() is r)()1 pfesent in thi~ model. 
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If(h mole fraction in Fig, (2.36), show significant differences, Peak values deviate 
by a factor of hvo to three and are systematically over-estimated by the ( '1-scheme. 

The relative importance of the ("rchain is investigated by calculating the fraction 
h of the wnsurnption of (' ih that proceeds via the C'2-chain (see fig. (2.3f\)). The 
reactions that C,lj1 be identified with the fnKtion h ,lIE' given by, 

Clh+C1l3 --+ C\/h 
(:l H'l j 0 ) CH:~ 1 c/o 1 I I 

('211."1 + II ----' (' ll~ + c: 11.1 ,,--

The value for fraction h is defined by the integrill, 

L 

h.::: /(-2k]7(:/) + kS1(:,;I) .j 2k57(/))d:!/, 
() 

1".17 

1'54 

'''.''17 

(2,44) 

wherE' k inji«Hes tlw net re,1(tion rat~~of reaction 1"iKwrding to the numbering given 
in Appendix (A.3), For Ii a similar expression can be derived which compri.se~ ,lll 
consumption reactions of (: H, down the CI-chain, 

(:H3 ·1· II 
, 

(:f{2+ lh 1';\;\ ,.-

('111 + () ---). C 112() + II 1":~6 

(:' 113 + 02 -t C:' 11/) + () II I'~k 
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fig. 2.38: The riefit1ition of the reaction fraction into Ihe (:z-chain. The 
symhols hand 12 represent the integrated net reaction rates inlo Ihe C)-chain 
(I.·/td C'2"chain, respectivdy. 
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It should be noted that all reactions describing the methane to methyl conversion 
are not to be considered (reactions 1'34, r'35, t39/ 1'40 and 1'4J in (Appendix A.3)). The 
reaction fnKtion into the C·.-chain will now be given by the relation 

h 
fo~::= --. 

/1+12 
(2.45) 

For the burner-stabilized flames !c~ is determined for four different equivalence 
ratios, being i.p == 1.0,1.2,1.4 and 1.5 as a function of the mass flow rate (see 
Fig. (2.39)). To investigate the contribution of each reaction in Eq. (2.44), the indi· 
vidual contributions a.re presented as well. 

Overall, the importance of the Cz-chain increases with decreasing mass flow 
ri\tes. This implies that in general the C)-chain becomes more important with 
increi\sing temperature. As a result of this, conclusions on the importance of the 
C2-chain obtained by considering adiabatic calculations, I.e. burning velocity Sf., 
,lnd adiabatic temperature 1'",1 only, might not be true for bumer"stabilized flame 
modelling. Even for a stoichiometric flame the fraction is of the order 0.4 for low 
maSS flow rates to 0.2 for high mass flow rates. For,{) = 1.2 the net fraction decreases 
from approximately 0.6 to 0.3. For even richer conditions ('P = 1.4, 1.5) it is obvious 
that the C2-chain cannot be neglected since at least 60% of the C H3 consumption is 
at.,'(:ounted for by the C2-n:al;tions. It is interesting to observe that the reaction, 

1'57 

changes from C I h forming to C lh consuming wh~n the initial composition changes 
from stoichiometric to rich (solid symbols in top figure of (2.39)). 

Some aspects of the detailed structure are investiga ted for high equivalence ra hos 
as well. In Fig. (2.40) a subset of the major species is plotted for <.p = 1.2 and 'P = 1.4. 
As might be expected from the previous observations the deviations between both 
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models increases with the equivalence ratio. While for stoichiometric conditions 
(S€"e Fig. (2.35)) the qualitative and quantitative agreement is still good30 and CO 
and CO2 profiles yield similar behavior, the discrepancy becomes larger for richer 
flames. For 'P = 1,2 the qualitative behavior of the detailed structure is similar. The 
prediction of the carbon-oxides show the same trend, though the skeletal mechanism 
over-estimates the CO-C02 wnversion, For even richer flames the trend is predicted 
wrong as wel1. The skeletal mechanism predicts an intersection of the CO- and (Xh 
profile~, thus leading to concentration levels of C'(h higher than CO at the outlet 
The (:1 - Cz mechani~m predicts no interse<;tion of these carbon-oxid~~ profiles and 
estimates mOre CO than C(h The over-estimation of the CO - CO 2 conversion 
of the skeletal mechanism is the cause of the higher temperatures found with the 
('I-chain at the right tail of the adiabatic temperature in Fig. (2.33), 

'--:-~')M~~imum temperatured,.vi~IL'~~is30 K for In = O.050g("m-~ .• -' ~)nd 6 K fot Til = 0.0430gC111-' ~-I, 
bumin;.; v~h:ity difference Sf, ilppwxiITl<ltdy lcm/.,. 



Chapter 3 

One ... Dimensional Flames: 
systematically reduced chemical 
models 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previou~ chapter the modelling of laminar premixed flat flame~ is discussed 
employing detailed chemical models. The chemical model used has in principle 
the virtue to be independent of the type of flame which is studied as long as 
the same fuel is used. Pormally, the same chemical model ca.n be used for any 
type of reacting flow, e.g. diffusion and premixed flames either in pseudo one
dimensional configurations (flat flame, counter-t1owing jets) or multi-dimensional 
flows. However, carrying out calculations is hampered by an import<ltIt drawback. 
Due to the stiffness pre~ent in the governing equations, implicit techniques have to 
be used. This leads to large sparse matrix equations to be solved, with the leOicling 
dimi;msion proportional to N X K, where N is the number of species and J( the 
number of grid points. It C.1n readily be seen that for modelling of multi"dimensional 
reacting flows the memory requirements a.re large. The Newtor'l-type iteration which 
i:; applied invokes a Jacobian matrix which, mostly, is evaluated numerically. This 
is iI very CPU-intensive proce~s and is in fact the most important drawback of 
the detaikd chemical models. Only due to the fast increase in computing power, 
the simulation of multi-dimensional reactive flows with detailed chemical models 
comes within our grasp. However, for the development of engineering: tools for 
designing realistic (domestic) burner concepts as well as for computations of large 
scale reacting flow configurations, the application of detailed models is still (and 
will remain in the near future) impracticaP. Reduction of the problem size and 
removing the stiffness ir'l the equations is the best way to proceed. 

In the early years of C(ll'nputational combustion when even complex calculations 
on the simplest geometries where impossible due to low computer capability, so
called global re,lCtion models were u~ed frequently. These models replace the 

'On a contempor,lry SI-lpercomputer the (o,-nputing time is L>f the otder of two hour~ fot ~ C()· 

tlowinf, ~~i-symmetrk~l l~minar diffusion f1,lm(" (C'("tlllputational domain 25cm x 3Ucm. 15 ~p~i~5 
re~ctk'n mu(l",I)[Smo'l2). 
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complex chain reactions with an overall reaction of the typc, 

P\lel + Oxygen ---I. Products. 

Generally the parameters A, b, 11'0, in the Arrheniu~-Iike reaction rMe reiMion 

w~~re fitted to rcproducc d.lt,), like the ,ldiab;ltic burning velocity (::h) and temper
ature '1;",/ and occasionally the non-adiabatic flame temperature2 obtained by (:itl'H~r 
experiments, e.g. lLan92, Maa941, or detailed chemistry computations, c.g. [WesS I]. 
The main advantage of thi~ ~implified chemical model is the reduced s.tiffne~s of 
the flow equations. Explicit techniques can now be used which do not require 
milch storag-~~ [Lan92]' Th~~ (expensive) ev,)lu!ltiOI'l of the Jacobian is not necess1\ry 
and technique~ ~imilar to the ones used in non·reactive flow tOmp\ltation~ m,lY 
be used. For this rea~on most numerical studies on multi·dimensior'lal r("Kting 
flows have b(:~~n p~~rformcd cmployir'lg a glol;)<)1 reih,tiun mudd e.g. [Lar92, Lan92J. 
However, these global reaction models do have importar'lt drawback~. Th{~ fittir'lg 
parameters in the above Anhenius reaction·ratc rebtion arc specifi<: for th~~ com
position of the fuel for which they arc obtained and have to be reevaluated fnr 
every change in the composition. It cannot evcn be guaranteed that the .sam~~ P,l
ramcters can be applied safely for different types of fbmes (e.g. diffusion vt'rt>lJt> 
pr~mix~d, fJ,lt-t1ll\Tl~S vert>lJ~ countertluw). The parameters hav~ to be adapted to 
the configuration and the type of flame con5idered. Anothe, fundamental prob
l~m with these global modeb is that for a specific burner concept information 
can not be obtained of ~pecie5 like NO., (and to a le5t>er extent (X\), which is 
very unfortunate 5ince exhau5t limitations due to governmental regulations be
come more and more important. For this reason, in recent years new approaches 
have been developed to reduce the computational problem size (and stiffness) of 
the reactive flow equations, but to preserve the detailed information of the com
plex chemical model. Recent proposed techniques like Computational Singular 
Perturbation[CQu92, Lam88] and mathematically reduction of complex d\(~TYIi~~al 
models look very ptnmising[Maa92, Egg94]. However, in thl~ pn~Sl~nt thl~Si$ w{~ will 
report (ah:;ulations with another approach, introduced some ye,m; OlgO by l't:'t~~rs 

et al.[PdSl] L referred to as 'systematically reduced chemical modds'. It is used in 
mar'ly ,lpplicatit)r'I$ nowadays, see e.g.[Srno91, Pet93, l'<'Ic86, Boe93). 

The strategy of this approach is to usc the detailed chemical model as basis and 
[0 apply steady-state and partial equilibrium assumptions to dimir'lat~~ ,) numb~~r 
of the species in the model and to replace the corresponding (partial, ordi!\ary) 
differential equations by algebraic rei,)tions. This leads to ,) reduction of the di
mension of the matrix equations, which is desirable from a computational poir'lt of 
view. [n general a systematically reduced chemical scheme is r'I(lt vcry specific for 
the type of flame considered, e.g. for the one-dimensional premixed and diffu~ion 
names the same model can be used [5m09], Pct93]. However, as for the global 
mechar'liSTYI, each r{~duc(~d scheme is to a (crtair'l ~~xh~nt deduced for th(~ TYIi)(tun~ 

which is to be coTisidered 'lnd the properties which have to be predicted 'K(ur,ltciy. 
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For example, although the same basic detailed chemical model can be used for the 
combustion of most simple hydrocarbons3, they all yield different systematically 
reduced schemes[l'et931. 

In this chapter we will compare the results of systematically reduced chemical 
models with results of detailed chemistry computations. The comparison will 
deal with the global properties introduced earlier (Le. /:iI., 'l~d, 11) and where 
possible with detailed properties. Because deduction of a reduced chemical model 
is not straightforward, we will first discuss the general strategy in section 3.2, 
followed by the deduction of a systematically reduced chemical model for lean 
methane-air combustion. A fleW approach will be introduced which uses a specific 
kind of sensitivity analysis. A major part of this section is published in [Som94J. 
In section 3.3 attention is paid to the numerical treatment of the resulting set t)f 
equations. The results of the various chemical models are presented and discussed 
in section 3.4 . 

.. _----
JE.g. onl..' h~~ic detailed kindic $<:heme for combustion (,f ~~v~tal small hydroGlrbon n\(\lecules is 

Fr~s~J)ted. but "II h",I~ yield different r<.·<:h,Ic~~d models. 
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3.2 Systematically Reduced Chemical mechanism for lean 
Methane-Air Flames 

Systematically reduced chemical mechanisms are, contrary to earlier mentioned 
global mechanisms, obtained by a careful analysis of a detailed rCilctiOTI modd 
describing oxidation of a specific fuel. Effectively, the objective of such ;:m ;lrl(llysis 
will be to replace the (partial) differential equations for some species by algebraic 
expressions whkh, in principle, reduces the computational cffort. The reduction 
strategy is based on two distinctive tasks. First, there is the ,lctual reduction of the 
number of differential equations which have to be solved, i.e. the identification of 
the species tha t to adequate accuracy can be ilssumed to be jn stead y-sta teo Secondly 
there is the so-called truncation of the cxpressior'lS for the species which arc to be 
considered in steady-state. Both the reductior'l of the problem size as well as the 
truncation of the tesulting expressions will be treated in this section. Bdore these 
steps are treated in detail, first som~~ ger'ler,)1 concepts will be introduced which can 
be applied to any detailed rcactit)n mecha.nism. These principles will be applied to 
the skeletal mechani:<:m used for k,)n methane-air flames, in the previou:<: ch<lpter. 

3.2.1 General Principles in Systematic Reduction 

Two important features in the systerrwtical reduction of the detailed chemical mod
els al'e the sO-G)lJed steady-state approximation and the partial-equilibrium ap
pro)(jmation. The most important assumption i:<: the stc,)dy-st,)te ilpproxin1ation. 
It simply states that for a species the chemical :<:our~e t~~rr'r\ i~ '.lOW, i.e. hlr the -i-th 

SPlO('llOS 
M 

f), = M, L::: J/i.JI1.i - 0, 
.i,,1 

(3.1) 

with 1'11; the molar ma~~. Eq. p.l) gives an algcbr,~ic wp.Jlltion for each species con
sidered to be in :<:teady-state (involving r'r\'~rly re,lCtiom in general). Obviously the 
nomenclature stems from the descripti~)n of homogeneo~ls n:'(lcting systems, where 
this equa tion implies tha t the time-deriva tive of the (pnccn tra ti(m is ;:ero. Ph ysicall y 
in a flame, the assumption implies thilt the tityw s(.)ks of the reactions G)[lsuming 
llnd producing a 'steady-state' :<:pecie:<: are much shorter th,ln thlO time sCiiles flSSO

dated with diffusion and convection. Ccnetally, if no further ~implific<ltions are 
made, the assumption (3.1) for each of th~~ species t,)ken in stelldy-st(lte form a set 
of non-linear coupled algebraic equ<ltions. To reduce the complexity of this set ilnd 
even more to obtain an cxplidt1 expression, often the partial-equilibrium assump
tion is applied. In contr,l:;t to the steady-state assumption this is an approximation 
applied to a :<:pecific rl~action. If applied to a certain reaction.J symbolically denoted 
by 111 1·;\2.;J:. III + 112 the p<lrhal-equilibrium assumption yields, 

(l.2) 

'By expl ici t j~ IYl~~;lr"1t; til" \'qll<\t,on th,.t determinl'~« variable i~ ~xpT~s~~d in known q L!~ntiti~s only, 
l'K X, ~ f( Y.) with ,.11 X. krwwn ilt the point wh€T~ XI is ~valu8t~d. 
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and the species involved in such a reaction relate to each other through, 

(3.3) 

It is worth mentioning that in the special case that the reaction rate of a stcady-state 
species involves only one reaction, it effectively is a partial equilibrium approxima
tion for the ~pecific reaction. 

The next sub~ection discusses which species can be considered in a steady-state. 
The first part will deal with the arguments leading to the decisions as they are 
applied by most ,)uthor~, In the second part a new method is prescnted, which uses 
a sensitivity analysis on which the decisions will be based. The partial-equilibrium 
assumption will be used in the last subsection 3.2.4 where the derivation of an 
explicit exprc~sion from the set of algebraic equations is derived. 

3.2.2 Applying the Steady.State Assumption 

The success of reducing a detailed chemical model js strongly related to the ability of 
applying the steady-state assumptions to the proper set of species. Classically, this 
is done by simply comparing the contributions of the different parts (convection-, 
diffusion- and reaction- part) in the balance equation for a specific species and a 
detailed investigation of thechemicaJ source term, In ordeno make a direct compar
ison between the magni tude of the di fferent components in these balance equations 
and the reaction rates of the individual reactions fJJ in the chemical source terms, 
the balance equations are often expressed in terms of the 'specific molenumber's of 
species i, 

r, = Yj/Mj = X;jM. 

The reason for this is best illu~trated if we consider the conservation equation, e,g 
Eq. ("1.26). For convenience we define the operator /, as 

(3.4) 

Whenever the flame is stationary, the time derivative vanishes and the conservation 
equation ("1.26) reduces to, 

M 

LP~} = M; L;ViAl 
j=l 

(3.5) 

where the expression for {J, is written explicitly in terms of the elementary reactions. 
It is clear tha t the equa tion for 1'; yields, 

M 

L{L} = L. v',liJJ 
}=1 

(3.6) 

where lvfi cancels in the right-hand side. This cancelation is the reason for the 
introduction of]\. tt i~ now possible to compare the magnitude of diffusive and 
convective fluxes expressed in fi with the reaction rates qj directly. 

'Somt" ~IJthM~ refer to it as th(' 'spe<:ifi~ abundance' 01 a species i. 
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The idea behind the steady-~tate assumption is best illustrated by comparing thiO 
mOlgnitude of the different contributions to thiO balance equation. The~e krm~ are 
evaluated from results of a complete reaction model (using methods as described 
in Chapter 2) specifically for two species c.g. /120 (Fig. 3.1), generally a non-steady 
state species, and II (,'0 (Fig. 3.2) ,)n intermediate species that will be considered 
to be in a :,:teady-state later on. To compare the importance of each term in the 
convcction·d i ff~1&ion equation (3.6) the differen t fluxes and the net Chemic1'lI reaction 
source term Olre shown in the figure on the left as a functiot\ of ~r.. On the right the 
contributions to the chemical source term in terms of the elementary reaction:': of 
the skeletal mechanism are given. 
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fig. 3.1: The diffusion and cormi?diort. flux(!~ in t(!rm~ of I' und thf net I"filCl'ion 

rale Jar /lz() (140. Th(~ different Tlilrts of the SOurce term (right), solid Iillf5 

indica{,~ Ow dOlu~n{llry reactions and the dotted line till.' net reaction ratl.'. 'fhl' 
listed nllmber~ cornsT'oni-l to the ones in table (2.1). 

\!:J 

From r:igs. (3.'1) Mld (3.2) it is clear that for ll/) the contribution of the el(~men· 
lary re<)Ction~ if; comparable to the magnitude of the net reaction rate as well as 
thM of thE: convective <lnd diffusive parts. For HeO, on the o!her hand, the m<\g-· 
nitL!de of the reaction term is <llrr'lo~t negligible compared to that of the elementary 
reactions of which it is composed. Since the diffusive clnd \:onvective fluxes are 
comparable in magnitlJd~~ to the net n::,1ction rate in the Harne zone their magnitude 
is thus negligible compared to that of the elementary T<ltes. One could say that the 
concentration of lief) is determined mOlinly by the balance of formation and con
sumption reactions, thus implying the ste,ldy-state <1$SUmption, Eq. (3.1). The time 
.scales associated with the consumption and production of !l (:'() are much smallel' 
th,)n the one$ ,)s&ociated with diffusive and convective processes. 

We will now derive a 4-step mechanism for lean premixed mcthan~~·air fl''!rrH!s. 
The number of steady-state assumptions that hilS to be employed Ciln be obt,lined by 
,l simple count of the free parameters in the flame problem. The skeletal mechanism 
can b~~ «m~idEi:red <1~ ,1 .J 5 p,lr<'lmeter (species) model, since there are 15 independent 
v,lri,lbles, i.e. the species. In order to obtain a 4 parameter model out of a sel of 
15, One hi]:; t~) pose '1·1 rebtions. Since conservation of elements b valid as long as 
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~.I (I,l~ o.~ [),1 

fig. 3.2: The difjtlsiol'l and convection.fluxes in terms of I' and the net reaction. 
rale for HCO Im~ given (left). The different parts oj the source term (right), 
solid lines indicate the. elementary reactions and tile. dotted line the net reaction 
rate. The listed numbers corre.~pond to the ones in. table (2.1). 
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nudear reactions do not takc place, there are 3 conservation equations, one for each 
of the dements C,II and6 O. This means that 8 relations have to be introduced 
artificially (the steady stOlte assumptions). For which species tksc assumptions 
apply best will be discussed in the following two subsections. first the classical 
appru<lch is treated, which is applied by most authors. Then a new method is 
introduced. to determine the species for which the steady-state assumption is made. 
This new approach is based on a ~pecific kind of sensitivity analy~is developed in 
our group. 

Steady-Stat~ species selection based on the Classical Approa~h 

Which species are most suitable for the steady-state assumption can be obtained 
either by plotting figures like Fig. (3.2) or looking at the maximum mole-fraction of 
each species in the flame for which the reduced mechanism is to be used. In our 
case we consider a lean adiabatic premixed flame and compute th.e maximum mole 
numbers of the intermediate species in table (3.1). The set of intermediates can 
now be subdivided in two groups, one with a maximum mole fraction well bdow 
T% and one well above. It is then conunon practice to consider the first group to 
be in steady-state since, d.ue to fast reactions involving these species, every reaction 
creating a particle in this group i~ effectively balanced with a reaction consuming 
it. Themforc, the maximum mole fraction remains small and the net reaction rate 
(,an con"idered to be zero. [n tablc (3.1) weighted mole fractions are given as well. 

These Me egual to the origin.ll mole fraction weighted by the quantity J MNl! M;,N" 
where 

(3.7) 

·Without f'h <:hCr'T\i~t~y the N con~~rv"ti('n <:i~r~ be left out since Nl itself "ct~ ,\~ ,~ ('onse~ved scalar. 
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t,lbk 3,1; Original and weighted /"l"laxitttll1n mOk-fmctiuns times lOO jol' all 
atmospheric adiabatic methane-airflatlW i.p = 0.80, 

which is mughl)' p,oportional to the binary diffusion codfi(:ientt; of each species 
with respect to Nitrogen (which is abundant). It is known from asymptotic analysis 
thaI in the rc,)ctive layer, diffusive transport is dominant over convective transport 
(fl'et91]). Therefore, the weighted mole fractions ,lre considered to be more sigr\ifi
cant and it is bettE::T to use the weighted maximum mole numbers. This is illustrated 
by the observation that in most treatmCnts [II] is not taken in steady state whilst [0] 
and [Oil] are. This would not have bcer'! concluded if the original maximum mol!:: 
numbers would have been con~idercd. In the next subsection we will describe ,l 
more fundamental approa(h for the selection of the steady-~Iate SpCcil~S. 

Steady-State species selection based on S~nsitivity Analysis 

Although most authors rely On the method described above, the decisions which 
species arc to be t,lken in steady-state are mostly based on thc 'chemical' experience 
of the researcher. This is most unsatisfactory and for Ihil> reason an ,lltem3tive, more 
ratiOr'!,d method is introduced. It is based on a first-ord.er sensitivity analysis which 
ca n be pcrformed as a kind of post-processing following ,l detailed flame simula tion, 
Before we will explain how the method works, the concept of sensitivity analysi~ is 
briefly described, 

Suppose we want to study the effect of the variation of a certain p,)rnmeter on 
the dependent vari,)bles. A straightforward approach would be to alter the value of 
the parameter and recompute the solution, This would be a viable llpproach only if 
the effect of ,) v,Hiation of a few parameters is to be studied and/ or the considered 
problem is not too computational intensive. Generally, in the field of combustion 
modelling, where both the number of parameters is large and obtaining the solution 
is very costly this is not 'J practical way to proceed, 

First-order sensitivity analysis is a tool to predict the effect of parameter vfl6fl
tions without recomputing the problem. Most applications of sensitivity ,malysis in 
combustion literature de<J1 with predicting the effect of certain reaction r,ltef. on ob
servable properties like the burning-velocity .'h and quantities like the temperature 
T. Writing down the f)i'lTne equations in terms of the residual vextor, set Fq. (2.JI), 

(:\.8) 
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where Y contains a.ll thedependentvariables7, the species Yl ... YN , the temperature 
T = Y N + 1 as well as the maSS flow rate Tt!L = Y N +2 for the special case of an adiabatic 
flame, The vector "[ is a short notation for the set of parameters kl' with l = 1, P 
with P the number of parameters. Thus the quantity we are interested in is the 
sensitivity matrix consisting of the partial derivative OYjf)k. To determine this 
matrix we differentiate Eq. (3.8) with respect to the vector of parameters [ leading 
to, 

d _ Y _ f)t f)Y [h7 

rlf(r( Ik)) "" try ok + Hi;' 

tf it is assumed that d(r(Ylk))ldk = 0, this gives the following set of equations for 
the sensitivity matrix f)jJ jak, 

bY df J.---:; ;:,: - ~ 
iJk ()k 

(3.9) 

thus implying that the r-(:Vlk -I- dk) = 0 as well, The Jacobian J is introduced here 
according to its definition in section 2,3, The advantages of the sensitivity analysis 
now becomes dear. It can be performed as a post-processing rou tine after the actual 
flame simulation. The only decision which has to be made a priori is the set of 
parameters whose effect will be studied. Since the Jacobian is already available in 
the computational procedure for the numerical simulation of the flame, the extra 
msts are small, Furthermore, each column (iry fakl) of the sensitivity matrix can be 
«}kulaled with the same techniques as used in the flame computation itself. The 
extra prOQ"ramming effort is restricted to the evaluation of the matrix !]~;. However, 

o ,Ik 
this can be do[\e numerically, with ~imil<Jr routincs used for the evaluation of the 
coluIDn5 in the Jacobian. 

U~u(llly one u~s the relative- or logarithmic sensitivity matrix S rather than the 
sensitivity matrix ay 10k. The clements of S are related to i.lYi)/Dkl by, 

S'k/ _ A~I {j Yij .. ,)If)'(YiJ) 
• Y'J - Y'J fJki - Oln(kll' 

(3.10) 

and will be used here unless mentioned otherwise. In Eq. (3.10) i is the species 
index and j the position index. It should be clear that the sensitivity coefkients are 
functions of space itself and generally can not be expected to be constant throughout 
the domain. Only for specific variables, like the adiabatic mass-flow rate, it is 
constant. If, for instance, the sensitivity of certain reaction parameters k" On the 
burning velocity is studied, we have t{) consider the 8 y

k
" since YN+2 correspond5 
I N+~)! • 

to the rna»»-flow rate and the burning velocity is defined as the flow velocity at the 
inflow boundary, me5h pOint j ::= I, of the calculation intervalS, 

Introduction of a set of dummy parameters J in the residual formulation of the 
disoctizcd equations (see Eq, (2.30)) according to, 

(3.11) 

"R~'<:~II that the dimension of thi~ vector i~ I,!qll"l tt' (N + 1) >< J( (Of (N + 2) >< l\ in cas~ of ~n 
adiabatic flame), 

~[n Dur cast' ~;~:~ ,'nd ~ ~I'<'! CDffiputed. To obtain S'~.':' bilSic differt'ntbt1or'l rllle~ h~v~ t() be 

applied. 
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yields the ~et .],:, i E [1, N + 2J each corresponding to i1 dependent v<lri(lble Y;. In 
the course of the flame calculation these parameter:o; ilre set equal to one and do not 
affect the SOI\ltiOTI. However, following the flame simulation, the (;CnSitivity mlltrix 

,<"J is eW)IU'lted. For the observables in the vector Y which need to be pr~~dicted 
accurately, thosc Yis can be considered in steady-state which show the :o;mallc:o;t 
sensitivity, st, Specifically, if the m<:lin Objective of the reduced mechanism to be 

deri~ed is ~o pr('~dict th'?f,bu!'~i:9. velocity a~~, temp~~ature profile accurately, ,t~:~~ 
~nSltlvlty wetfH,;lents S(c.; ) hSy ) and 5('1")' (= Sy ) are to be con:O;lderl.d . 

• I. . (N+j), ,J (N+'IJ 

Note that the latter is a function of position, The choice of the specie::> Y; to be 
considered in steady-state will then be the ones which yield the 8m,)llest semitivity 
.,J, '1'.1 C.:Ji . 
"ISd L' ,L "I'J').i· 

The basic idea behind this method is the following observation. A sCillinp; of the 
residual according to, 

1'!,) :::: J,[S'iJ -I- (li/Y;(.i-l) .. /Ji"Yi.il- i."UYi(.i+J)] 

has no effect on the solution (found when l'i,i = 0) because it is a glob'll ~c«ling. 
A low sensitivity for the scaling applied in Eg. (TIl), therefore, i!'Hlic<lt~~ th(lt the 
residual in good approximation is equal to, 

p.12) 

for speciesi, which is predscly the implementation of thiO residu.al for 1l steady-state 
species. Physically this meanS that the concentration of a steady-state species is 
determined by the balance of chemical production (~;j) and chemical consumption 
(,,\) !',Hlwr th,)n ,) b,~br\Ce of diff\lsive- , convective fl\lXeS and the net chemical 
source term (s,,! = ,~;j . '~0i)' e.g. see Figs. (3.1) and (3.2). We will refer to this type 
of sensitivity as the steady-st<lte ser1sitivity. Note th<lt inerts will yield steady-~tate 
sensitivitic:o; which aresmall ,~s well, <'lltho1,lgh thephysic,)1 r€;lsoningsketched <lbove 
is not valid in that eLlse. However, like for rcact<:lnts, $h~<:ldy"state <1$$Umption::; never 
apply to species which are pre:o;cnt in the fresh mixture <HId the sensitivity for the::;t~ 
spe(it~s does not have to be considered. In fact, this steady-state sensitivity analysis 
should only be <\pphed to species which are possible candidates, i,e, intermediates 
and product species. 

The method is tested for the deduction of the earlier mentioned 4-step model 
based on the skeletal mechani:o;m for lean methane-air oxidation. We performed the 
sensitivity analysis for the adiabatic burning velocity and the temperature profile, 
In figu.re (3.3) the sensitivity of the burning velocity for equivalence ratios between 
,+' = 0.6 (lnd ~) = 1.1 is plotted. J3ecause the results show a large variation in 
rrl<\gnit1,lde, two gW\IPS are distinguished, One group involving the species which 
,ne t<lken in steady-state later on (bottom), and one involving the others (top), 

Indeed the :;pecie~ th,lt were chosen to be in steady-st(lte ellrlier (table 3.l), show 
the smallest steady-state sensitivity with respect to the burning velocity, The steady
state sensitivity with respect to the temperature profile for a \f! 7.:': 0,9 flame gives 
for Si~"lj the same conclusion. In figures (3.4) and (3.5) the non-steady-state species 
,lnd the steady-st<lte species are plotted separately. 

"Jf for in~t;mcl' thl' objl'ctivl' i~ to predict <1ccumk NO profill'~, d cour~l'~/';'()), ~h"llld bl' 
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Both the steady-state sensitivity analysis of the burning velocity and that of 
the temperature proHie confirm the assumptions made in the previous subsection. 
However, thi~ method gives a more rational basislo to the selection of the steady
~tate species, Moreover, if the reduced model is derived to predict another flame 
property adequately, the sensitivity a.nillysis presented here can be applied directly 
to that specific observable. Furthermore, the implQffientation is as easy as any 
conventional sensitivity analysis at no extra costs. 

In the next sections, the procedure to derive a 4"~tep model will be described, 
using the steady-state approximations for the species indicated here and in the 
previous section, 

3.2.3 Reduction of the chemical set 

In Eq. (3.13) the differential equations are given and each individual reaction is 
specified explicitly. For all species present in the skeletal mechanism this yields, 

/,{l'cu.} .. - -(ilO - qll - q12 

O=r{l'c1h) qlO + !jll + !j12 + if]] - ql~ 

0= L{ 1"\~I1/)} qls - ql9 - 1211 

0= L{ l'elljo} qD - f/14 - ql~ + i{19 + q211 

0= /,{l'uC'o} q14 + fjlS - fjl(, - 1j17 

/,{t'eo} -19 + q16 + f/17 

!.{ l'(;02 } (N 

L{fH,} -q~ - (13 + if7 + qu + q)4 + fjl6 + 
'/1 y I ~/25 

L{I'u} -qj + (i2 + q3 - % - f/6 - f/7 (3.13) 

+19 + ~/III - ifll + qD - '114 - (}l6 

+'(117 .... ql~ -+ /?2l) - f/21 - 2q25 

/, {1'oJ -ql - (15 -I- (/7 "" q!l .... ql~ "" 1/21 

0" . ., /,{l"oj - ql - q2 + (/4 - qn + '/1 R 

O-r{l'OJ/} (II + (/2 - (/3 - 2q4 + 2~/6 - q~ 

- (19 - (112 - 1)15 + 21)22 - q23 - 1)24 

0= "{['J/oJ fJ~ - 1J6 - '17 - W - 2q21 + '123 

/, {I'II,O } ... ({J + q4 + (/8 + (fu + fjl5 + (m + (}?4 

0= /,{I'J/20J fl21 -- fl22 -- '12:l 

L{I'N2} 0 

Fnr the steady-state species the net reaction rate is taken equill to ;.:".ero. The sd is nOW 
rt'du(ed by eliminating precisely as much reaction rates as there are steady-stilte 
species. ror instance if reaction 21 is to be eliminated, the steildy-stat~ assumption 

considert'd, 
1I)1r"l <'OI)I~a$! to the more heuristic argumentation bas,,'d on thl' Wl'\lll'ltl'd rni)~in'll)r'T1 rTl()k, J)lJI'r"Ih,~ 

,,~is ,1pplil'd by n'I(r~! ~\J!hlW$. 
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for 112<h (:ilTI be used to perform this task. Usirlg (/21 - '122 - (/21 ~ (), E:>rlCh OCC~Hrence 
of fl2! can conseyuently be replaced by fl22 + 'in thereby eliminating fl2! from 0111 
equations, Which reactions are to be eliminated is arbitrary'!! and does not affecl 
the res~l1ts of a computation as l(lrlg a.., the ~~xpre%ion..,/or tlw ..,tf~ady-..,tate sTJ(-~cie$ are not 
tnmcated. The w<Jin ide.l is to eliminate the fa.stest re,lctions th'lt de~troy the ~t€ady
~t<)tc ~pecie~ ~i!\Ce the ~lowest arc rate-determ.ining, A kind of main chain by which 
the complete combustion takes place is then derived. Hen~, we choose to follow 
the approach of Peters and Seshadri Or Peters and Willi<l.m~ [Ses90, PetS7, Pet91j, 
From the Hz-(h subsp;tem they eliminate reactions (/2, {j:\, {j7 and (/22 being the fastest 
consumption r.ltes for 0,0 II, Il(h and 1120 z, respectively. For Ih~~ intermediates in 
the (,\ -chain, ell" C IH), C Ifl) and fiCO, the~e 'fil~test' reactions Me (m, ({?{J. '114 

and (117, The last four complete the minimum set of reaction~ thclt C,ln be removed 
from the main reaction chain, Other reactions, which are linear combinations of the 
previously selected reactions, disappear as well from the main chain, For instance, 
reaction 7·H can be written as a linear combination of r3 and 1'7 I.e" 

112 ·1· () 11 ~ HJ)I /I 7"~\ 

II + /-J(h ;::.~ Ih 1- ()2 1'7 

+ 
011 + fI(h ~ 1120 + 02 'I'~. 

Similar <lrguments ,lpply for rE"Ktions 1'4(~ 7'1 - 7·2) and 7"1,(= 7"]1 + 7".1), icading tn 
the elimination of reaction rates </4 <lnd ({15, 

The resulting work is to carry out the lineilr (llgebr,l with the t>et of bal'lnce 
equation~, This is L! rather tedious job, which can be automated a~ is done by 
G"ittg(!n~ el al. (REDMECH IGiit93]) or the algorithm presented in appendix 13.1, 
[loth the pllckage developed by Gi."ittgens ct al. and the algorithm developed here, 
only need the ba~ic detlliled mechanism, the chosen steady-stale spcdt~~ and ror 
each of the latter a corresponding reilction to be r~mov~d from th~ main chain. The 
progr<lm then gives the global mechal"lism i'Jnd tk wrre~ponding overall reaction 
[<HE's. Here we will present the results only, yielding the following conservation 
equations for the non ~telldy-st,lte spe(ies, 

L{I'CII,} -ql 

L{1'co} -(Ill + (/I 
r{ 1'(,o,} - (/11 

1,{1'1I~} 4(lI + q 1/ + 'I II I - ({I v 
{, (I'll ) 2111 2" II /1 2(11 v 

/,{ 1'()J -(/IV 

/, {l' Ii,O } -({I .- 'I" + 2ql\! 

Here, the global reaction rates of the <'.I-step model are introd,w~d, 

({ / 

(Ill 

(/! 1 +- '110 -j-. l{lZ 

-

(1.14) 

(3.·15) 

(3,16) 

\1.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

C1.2o) 

(3.21) 

0.22) 

II See for inst<1nct' [pd9l, 8il401 fOr typi(nl differ~r)C'~~ ir1choic(,s ,lS applied by diff«r«nt Oluthors. 
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fiIlI 

illV 

q5 - 1j1O + qlf> - 1j18 + IjIY - (/21 + QZ3 + q21 + (/25 

qj + q6 + ql8 + q~l - q23 • 

89 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

The t>o-cillled principal rate of each overall reaction is the one appearing first after 
the equal-sign. The magnitudes of the overall reactions- are deterrn.ined by these 
reactions mainly. The global re<Jctions are obt<lined from the ~toichiomctry in the ~et 
(3.14-3.20). The rate of reaction fl, associated with 1j1I, for instance, appears with-1 
in the CO-balance Eq. (3.15), +1 in the C02"balance Eq.(3.16) , ·1 in the H2-balance 
Eq.(3.17), 'r 1 in the H20-balance Eq.(3.20) and is not present in all the others. When 
we gather all species with negative numbers on the left hand side and all those with 
positive numbers on the right hand side, we find global reaction I I, 

(3.25) 

In a. similar fashion all other overall reaction may be obtained and are presented 
below 

C'1l4 -I- 2H + HJ) ~ CO + 4Ih 1', ,_. 
CO + H2O ~ C02 + lh I'" 

fl+Ji+M ~ Th+M 1·," ~ 

02 + 3Ih ---'- ~rr + 2TM) 1·,V· ~ 

where we included reaction I'll again, It should be noted that thet>eoverall reactions 
can be obtained by the same algorithm which performs the linear algebra mentioned 
earlier (App. ll.1). 

Some aspects of the overall reactions are worth mentioning. First, we see that 
fuel-breakup 1'[ its-elf is chain-breaking since it consumes radicals. It is for this 
reason that the H -radicals are not able to diffuse upstream, as can b~ seen in ~everal 
figures in the previous t>ection. Furthermore, it is interesting to see that not ()2 but 
! hO <lets as the oxidizer in the fuel breakup, Overall reaction r II is the water-gas 
t>hift-reaCtion, which accounts for the CO - C(h conversion in the postflame zOne. 
The recombination reaction till accounts for the chain-breaking in the post-flame 
/.one. Its principal rate is given by reaction I's (ll + 02 + M ---'- fl0 2 + M) and 
opp'Hently not 1"25 (N + H + M .w' H2 + M) as one might expect. Chain-branching 
is accounted for by the oxygen breakup reaction, l'IV, which effectively produces 
tW{l ril(!iCills. 

However, the set of equations is not complete yet. We may not expect that 
all steady-state species have disappeared from the rates q/ ... q/v of the overall 
reactions. This would have been pure coincidence and indeed is not the case as one 
c,;an s{;::e easily. Even if one would truncate the overall rates to the principal rates 
(<]\), <]9, '75 and <]1, respectively) which is the minimum set, we still need expressions 
for the concentration of N02, 0 and ON since these occur in reactions 1'5,1'1 and 
1\). The set (3.14 - 3.20) is not dosed and we need expressions for most steady state 
species. These have to be solved from the steady-state subset of equations in (3.13) 
leading to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations, which is complicated to solve 
as it stands. In simulations this has to be done for each mesh pOint, which is in 
general very CPU time comuming in 1D <lnd specifically in 20 and 3D. Therefore, 
one often tries to truncate the expret>sion for the ~teady"st<lte species in such a way 
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that an easy-to-evaluate explicit set of equationf. evolves. Th~: trUTwation pro("!xlurc 
is again a sort of post-processing procedure since the t>trategy for the trunc,ltion 
procedure can be obtained only ilfter cMefully examining the ,:;epatate patts in the 
expressions for the f.h::'ldy state ~pede~ which follow from a simulation with the 
detailed chemic,]1 model. The procedure for lean methane-air flames (lPet93]) will 
be presented in the next suhsedion. 

3.2.4 Tru.ncation of the steady-state relations 

Formally for the evaluation of the wncer\ttation~ of the ~teady-state species we 
should solve the set: 

1110 + III I + (II? + (/13 - fjl~ () {1·(.·lh} 

1/1R - 1/1~ - IfZIl () {I'(:IUJ) 

1/13 _. 1111 . /1"15 -I- 1/"19 + 120 -- 0 (J'r·'!l2()) 

'/14 + 1/15 - 1/16 --- '1"17 () {l"/uof 

'II - If) + 1/4 - 111~ + /fIR 0 { I'u } (3.26) 

'II I 112 'i~1 21/4 + 2116 - 'I~ - 1/9 - 1J12 

. Ins + 21m - 'In - 124 0 {I"oll } 

Il.'; .. 1/11 117 . If~ --- 2lftl + 123 0 { 1'!I()2 ) 

i{21 - !j22 - 1j2l 0 {I'II/); f, 

for fixed n(1r\ steady-stale species and temperature, which is non-linear and coupled 
in the steady-f.t,lte spedes concentrations, To reduce the ilmOunt of work, which 
i~ one of the main objechvef. of the reduction strategy, the complexity is to be 
t~~Juced. Therefore truncation of this set h,~s been given much attention in the l,l~t 
yeart> ;md GIn be con~idered to be the most important step in reducing the detailed 
chemic<ll model from a numerical point of view_ first the approach which is used 
by Peterf. n OIL to ttuncate the steady-state exprt:ssionf. is prc&ented, This will be 
referred to as the classical approach. Next ,~nother new implementation [Som94j 
of a ~ensitivity analysis it> introduced, which can be used to simplify the t;lf.k of 
truncation considerably. 

The cb.ssh;i11 i1pproach towards truncation. 

Fitst we determine the minimum set of exptessions we have to deduce in order 
to perform ,I flMW~ calculation with the reduced mechanism. Simple bookkeeping 
leads to the obsetvation that in order to calcul<ltc the set III • 1111' as presented 
earlier, we need expre~sions for all steady-state specie~. If thio' ovctall r<1teS would 
be restricted to the prin(ip<ll r<HCS alone, this minimum t>et would bl~ I'educed to 
the species (.'Ih, (), 011 and If(h- Not~~ that, ~ince the steady-st,lte rdations fot' 
these species involve m<lny l'Caction~, there is no guarantee th;Jt the ev,1luiHion of 
the obtained expressions does nM ir\volV'c the other steady-state sp~~(i~;~ as wdl. 

We now continue with tht~ deduction of expressiont> as propo~cd by Peters 
[pet911. The way in which these expressions are obtained is by analy:--.ing th(~ Sllurce 
term of the different species. At first, a truncated expre%ion fot thl~ concentmtion 
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of 0 H i~ derived, For an estimate of the magnitudes of the contributions of the 
different elementary reactions consider Fig. (3.6). In the reaction zone the main 
con tribu hon stems from reaction 7'3 which leads to a leading order approximation 12 

for Oil: 
[Oil]. "" k!i[H20][H] 

k{[fi2] 
(3.27) 

The next extension can be obtained if the forward rate, q{, of reaction /'] is included, 
since this rate has a non-negligible contribution in the reaction layer, However, 
if only q{ would be added this leads to an expression for [Off] which does not 
satisfy the cOrrect equilibtium value downstream. Therefore, the backward rate of 
1'1 has to be added as well. The contribution of this backward rate is very small 
and C;;In be viewed upon as a second-otder correction to the expression for the OH 
con centra tion, 

The expression for the all concentt,ltion nOw follows from balancing ql and 13; 

(3.2H) 

Since an explicit relation for [OH] is the principal goal, the yet unknown [OJ in 
Eg. (3.28) should be replaced by an expression in terms of known quantities. Once 
more, it should be kept in mind that at this point the con~~entrations of the non 
steady-state species arc assumed to be known ,)nd the only othet unknown is the 
O-concentration, The elimination is performed by introducing an ad hoc approx
im1ltion for the O-r<ldical satisfying the p<lrtial equilibrium of reaction 4 leading 

121n fact thi~ leads to a partial equilibrium as~umption of reaction 3. 
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to: 

(3.29) 

Note that the leading-order approximation (3.27) for lO III is substituti<d in the 
partial equilibriumexpmssion. Substituting this downst~cam valucl~ in the balance 
equation (3.28) leads to ,lT1 explicit expression for [0 Ii]: 

Thi~ manipulation is expecttld not to be seriously in errOr', ~ince the term involving 
the 0 radical (qi·) was only ildd~~d to yield the correct e(juilibrium value fot' lO If] in 
the region downstreM'I"I of the flame. 

It should be stressed that the ad hoc expression (3.29) does not [lcce~sarily lead 
to ,I torred value for [0] itself. In fact it is not correct as we (an sec when proceeding 
with ,I rnOT~~ systematic approach to estimate the (}-radical concentration. Following 
the S<lTl·'H~ proccdure for 0 as for () II thc main contributions i'lte determined. This 
leads to the bal<lnce equation: 

[/l][(hJA:{ + [OI!J[lllk2 + [Ol-Jfk[:::-

[O](ki·[OIl] + ktrIl2]+k4llf/)j+A:dCfhll (:U.l) 

Now a problem at'i!;cs because a non-negligible contribution (i.t·. ]·n) necessitates 
the evaluation of ,If'I cxpm.ssion for lClh] which is not available yet. I Tow('vCI', from 
the balance equatiorl for (.' Ih, 

( [fI]A:{l + [OH]k{z 
l(:lhJ( A:i·o[flHM] 

)[e f/41 "" 

j q·l[f{2J + A:d!l20] + AdOJ) (3.32) 

it can bc observed th'lt re,l(tion 13 links both eq~l'ltions. But, except () II, whidl is 
known ,\I this point, no other stc,ldy-state variables <lrC involved. Therefore ,lnd 
due to the simple coupling between Eq. (3.31) and Eq. (:'1.:'12), this set CilTl k solved 
in c1o~ed form leading to a quadratic expression for [0] yielding, 

where 

-b + )1)2 - 4([(" 
[0] = -----=--

211. 

b = 01) + kdC' - ;1), 

(J.:::q 

(" = -II!) 0.34) 

':~N~ItL.' lhill !hi~ ~~xpre!:ision m~ly ~m!y h~ ~xpt:"ctl2d to be ~ c.:()rn,'Vt l,~~.:;tirni!lLl;.! for iOll..hw.1n!'-dn·.l.IC'r), wh~r"\! 
the mi~t,,,,· <'I'r"""lch~s e'llliiibritim 
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and, 

it [Ff][Oz]k{ + [OHJ[Hlk; + [OIJ]2ki 

H [OIllk l + [lhlk~ + [Hz0Jk:i 

C ([/i]k!ll· [OHlk{z) [CIl4] (3.35) 

f) = [H][Mlk 1o + [Ilzlki"1 + [/hO]A;j·z· 

U~ing the expre~sion for the O-radical gives, 

(3.36) 

which is the last species needed for the principal rates. Note that already an eval
uation order for the steady-state relations appears, first 0 H and then 0 and C I h 
have to be c<Jkulated. 

For the 8tuLiies we want to perform, expressions for the other species are neces
~ary ,\S wdL Once the expressions for on, 0, and Cfh are known, the truncated 
v,llu($ fot' the other steady state species are easy to obtain. Below the results for the 
remaining intermedii'ltes (:11:,0, CflzO and lIeO in the main chain are listed, 

[(,'H/)] = [CIIJ][2[2]Al~lR (3.37) 
[HJkl 9 + M k20 

[ClhOl "" [C Ihl[Olk13 + [C IhOl( [H]kly.~r. [1\1]k20) (3.38) 
. [H]k 14 + [OHlk 15 

[H(,'O] = ([II]kl1 -+- [OH]h5)[CH20 ] (3.39) 
. [Hlk16 + [Mlk17 

The expressions for ([IlOz]) and hydrogen-peroxide ([ IhCh]) (an be obtained from 
their main rates in the lIz-()2 subsystem (?'~ - "s). This leads to the following
expresswns, 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

It should be stressed that the above set of equations form expli~jt expressions if they 
are ev,~luatcd in the order (3.30 ... 3.41). The steady-state expressions together with 
the differ~~ntial equations for the non steady-state species and the ch~mical source 
terms given in section (3.2.3) define the complete system. 

Truncation based on sensitivity analysis. 

Although most authors use the approach presented above to truncate the steady
state expressions, the success and a.mOunt of work depends On th(~ expertise of the 
1"eseMd~er. In the following an implementation of a sensitivity analysis is treated, 
which helps to perform this task mom ~ai;ily. Before this amllysis is introduced, the 
truncation process has to be put in a more mathematical cOntext. 
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Basically, each steady-state species i i~ determined by an equation of the form, 

M 

l:::: 1/ ,£ m.fJm = a 
m.:..:.:l 

n.42) 

where the stoichiometric coefficients 11,,,, determine which reactioM afC! involved. 
Effectively, truncation of these equations is no more than discarding t;ome of the 
reactions '01. which have 1\0 or little influence 01'1 the soll,.lbon of the equation (3.42), 
Classic,llly, this influence is determined by investigating the contributions of ea(h 
rC,Ktion with the help of figures like Fig, 3.6, However, this process can also b~~ 
performed with a sensitivity analysis. In principle what has to be estimated is 
the effect of variations in each reaction (q",) on the solution of Eq, (3,42), i.e. the 
concentration of 'i itsdf. In terms of sent;itivity coefficients this could be determined 
by evaluating either 

S'1~' 
I ~.1 (1.43) 

or 
9~"'·cm 
"jJ (:3.44) 

where j is the position index. However, the sensitivity S7t, if evaluated by the 
procedure described eMlier in this chapter affectt; other steady-state equations and 
the t;ource terms of the non steady-state species as well as the tempel'ature. It 
thus gives an estimate for the effect of discarding a certain reaction in all SOurce 
terms, which is not necessarily intended by the trun(ation procedure. A reaction 
can be left out of the truncated expression of a spedfic steady-state spe£.:iet;, but it 
still remains in the SOurce terms uf the non steady-state speciet; or in the truncated 
~~)(preSSions of other ~teady-state t;pecies. Therefore, the sensitivity with respect to 
the ~toichiometric coefficients Sr;m hat; to be used instead, These will predict the 
effect of dii;carding- a specific reaction from the steady-state reI~tion of one specific 
species, 

Apart from the more mathematical and controllable approach, anotht~r adv<ln
tage of the sensitivity analysis is thatwe do not necessarily have to coni;idel' the effect 
of truncation of a certain steady-state relation on the steady-state spedes i itself. It 
is as simple to compute the sensitivities of the truncation of a i;pcdfi( stt~'ldy-:;t,\te 
i;pccics i with rcsp~xt to other observables i' as well, yielding the coefficients, 

(3,45) 

instead. It is of course more important that the truncation procedure predicts the 
observables you are interested as accurate as possible, which in our cai;e would be the 
burning velocity and flame temperature for the case of an adiabatic flamt~. for this 
reason only the sensitivities with respect to the bL1rning velocity at(~ determirWd. So, 
instead of evaluating the 8D'" for every steadY-i;tate species i, we (:valL1at~~ ,<",(,»'4.2) t 
(= S~.,/,,) only, We willrcfer to this analysis, as the truncation i;ensitivity. 

For three equivalence ratios, 'f.! = 0,6,0,8 and 1.0, these sensitivities fot' the 
steady-state species in the 4-stcp model arc given in Fig. :U. Since only () 1/, 
(..' Ih, () and l-l()~ are truncated in the model of Pelers et al. the other steady-state 
species are not presented, The reactions that arc involved in the trunc<Hed model 
are indicated with arrowt;, 
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From the plots it can be seen th<H for the ~pecies () ,e 113 and If(h most reactions 
are incb,ldcd in the truncated expressions of Peters et at.. The ones that ,lre not, show 
sensitivities which are negligible compared to the others. However, for () II ortly 
two reactions, 1"1 and 1'3/ are included in the truncated expression of the previous 
section. Indeed, for the equivalence ratios i.f = 0.8 and 1.0, these two show the 
largest sensitivities, and again validate the choices tn..'1dc by Peters and coworkers_ 
However, for 'f' = 0.6,1'.1 is not the reaction with largest sensitivity nextto re(l("tior'l "1, 

which indicates that the truncation procedure might be improved by taking another 
rellctioT\ instead. This is tested and investigated in the last section of this chapter. 
It should be noted that the procedure presented here will not automatically give an 
!!a~y.to·cvalltate explicit set ~)f expressions. However, the sensitivity analysis gives 
a rrl.on~ tractable and ration,ll approach to the truncation process_ 

Before the results with the systemOltic(llly reduced chemical model (Ire presented, 
some nUmeriGll techniques often employed in modelling flames with systematically 
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reduced chemical models are discussed. 
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3.3 Numerical Aspects of Reduced Chemistry M6delling 

In the previous "ection a set of algebraic equations for the steady-state species has 
been deduced. Under some assumptions these equations could be 'truncated' to 
yield an explicit formulation. Most of the relations fo. the concentration, n;, of the 
steady-state ~pedes are (or can) be expressed in the form, 

N 
1/.;= D' (3.46) 

which requires special attention to avoid the 50-called Zero-Denominator problem. 
]n general, if I) and N approach zero, the fractional expression N / D will have a well
defined finite value. But, during a calculation it might occur that due to numerical 
round-off errorS J) is much closer to zero than Nand n; becomes infinite. Rogg et 
ilL rWan93] now argue that this problem can be avoided, by replacing Eq. (3.46) by 
a modified expression, using, 

niTJ+~ni = N +(n; 

to obtain, 
N + E11·i 

ni '" -- (3.47) 
I) + f 

where ( is a small parameter. For appropriate values of ~, Rogg claims that this 
expression i$ to be preferable 10 ad hoc approaches like 

N 
n,j"::":':' , t 

Macr.(iJ, (0) 

since Eq. (3.47) avoids the zero-denominator problem but still is adequately accu" 
!'ate. lIe t<Jkes ( .so that 

where I ",in is 10 to 100 times the smallest positive real number that can be repre
sented on the computer. For <"'''0''' a value of 10 to 100 times the smallest value for 
11., in the flame is suggested. We employed the same strategy in Our computational 
method and no problems were encountered during the simulations. 

Another problem, often encountered when dealing with reduced chemical schemes 
is ,lswciated with the unrealistically high values for concentrations of certain steady
state intermediates in the pre"flame zone defined in figure 3.8. 

In the fbmc zone the profiles of the species are determined by a balance of 
the diffusion-, convcclion- and source term. In the post-flame zone the values for 
the intermediates are determined by a balance of consumption and formation rate~ 
and the steady-state assumption will perform well. However, in the pre-flame 
:/'on€' chemical source terms of most species, both formation and consumption, are 
negligible because of the low temperature~. Then, for most species, the profile is 
determin~~d by a balance of convection- and diffusion fluxes and the toteady-state 
approximation is not valid. For some species, in the skeletal mechanism these are 
fl(h and HZ02, the main contributions to the chemical source term do not decrease 
,Is the temper1lturc decreases. For example the source term for H()2 i!; given by, 
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This equation involves the specific r~il~tion rak A~~ given by, 

0 '" .:.> 

(3.4tl) 

whiCh contains <1 negative power of the temperature. The other rat£s (k(" k7 MKl 

A~Il) behave 'well' and decrea~e exponentially as the temperature decrea~es as is 
shown in figure 3.9. In 11 detailed chemistry Sil'nui;ltion thit> chemical source term lS 

balanced by large diffusion and C()nv~xtior'l flu )(CSI1 in Order to t>atisfy the boundary 
c()ndition~. However, in ,j st~~ady-state approximation the profiles of steady-stale 
species arc determined completely by the chemical source term and in the pre-flame 
,...onE:' yield unrealistically high values for l/-{(h] and l/h(h] if no ~pcti,)1 rrH:'i1~\lre~ 

<m~ tclken. It t>hould be noted that this occur~ also when the Me,\dy"st<Jt(~ sp~~(ie~ 
ilre not truncated. To illustrate this phenomenon, the mole-ft',Ktinn nbtain!.~d by Hw 
stcadY-Shlte cxp,est>ionl~ for If(h are presented in figure 3.10. 

To handle this difficulty most authors replace the expression for these sptXies ,\l 
temperatures lower th,)n <l given temperature, t>ometimes referred to as the cLlt-off 

.... ..... . ... _--_._--_._----
I\;e,)(,,'ally /I 0, pI'd;k'~ ~h"w high deriv,1tive~ unci curvature in the pr~-flame zone!. 

"'I'(,r if,(h the ~ittlution is O!ven worse since 110, ~I)let~ the I)I)lninM'I!' q'Ii,dr"tic:"IIy. 
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temperature T, .. We employ this ~~UHfff strategy also and in the present c<lkulMiono; 
a value of 'I; .. = lWOg Ls taken. At the low temperature side the skady-~t<lte 
expression is replaced by the solution of the convection-diffusion equation with 
constant Peclet PI' and Lewis numbers I.e, thw, yielding for l' <" 'I:.: 

.(.)-(.J «(). ( .. )) l.O-(.·:l:p(-I'd,c;(:I~-:r".)) 
n,.l. n,.I1+ n, ,," Il, II 10-:~'- .. ( II . .. ( .... ))' . (.~.,p (.1,( I . .1" - .1'1,. 

where :1',,: is the I,lst position where the steady-state expression is ~tiH a~sumed 
to be valid with (n;)" the value £II that position. Furthermore, :t.(I. indicates Ihe 
POSitiOllOf the unburnt boundary and (nd II. the bound My value for the species under 
consideration. The discontinuity in the first de,ivative, introduced by this cUI-off 
procedu,e, did not affect the solution of the flame problem, nor the convergence 
behavior of the algorithm. 

Tn reduced chemical modelling another difficully OCCUrS when the ~teady-state 
relations <\T~~ not arranged or m<lnipulated in such a way that the l~guation::; <lr(' 
explkit in the unknown (juantities, the concentrations of the .stc,)dy-stM~~ sp!:'ci!:'s. 
This would be the "dS€ when truncation is not employed. Then the resulting 5d 

of eq\l'ltion~ is a nonlinear set of coupled algebrai~~ cqu<Jtions which we choo~e to 
~olve by a simple succesive substitution procedure. The steady-~tate expressions 
are nll mLlnipui<)ted such that the concentration of each specie~t IS formul,)t('d ,l1O, 

N 
ni= /5' 

For example, the unlruncnted ste<l(ly-state reiMion for [IICU] then yields, 

N 
f) 

[!/ ('0] 

[II][C 1120]k14 + [0 11][(.' 1I/)lA~I1; 
[1I]k](, + [M]kI7 
N 
Ii' 

(3.50) 

(1 .. 'i I) 

This expression for !/('O is identical with the one mentioned in section 3.2A It IS 

possible to del'ive a formubtio[\ ilr"l<llogous to Eq- (3.51) for all steady-stale species. 
An algorithm has been developed 10 ppllCr'<'lte the complete (untruncated) set of 
equations governing the steady-state specks. 

To solve ,lll the sh:wly-state concentrations from this set of clluatinns W(, l.!S~> 
the iter,ltion cycle presented in Fig. (3,11). At the 'input' section tl\(~ tCr'l\fwr<\ture, 
concentration of non steady-state spcck~s and specific l',Hes k; (lfe given. Then an 
initial estimate fm thcconcenlt'ation of steady-state species is provided at the second 
stage of the flow-chMt ('initialize'). In practice we take the values of a previously 
wnverged iten)tiol\ step ,1S initial guess. Finally, the iteration loop over [ is l~nll~tl'l1 
until convergence is reached. The solution is converged wlwn the quantity (.~ ,It the 
i tera tion step I, 

li N' - nl *//- 1
11 

(~I. = I ~ I 

, IIN!II 
is smaller than a previously set villue, t'lken to be 10 \ for every species i.,).: is the 
concen tra tion of species i a I Hera tion level I. 

This iteration procedure is often ~dcrr'cd to as 'i[\ner itcr'lbon' in the field of 
combustion modclling'Wan9:~I_ The adjective 'inner' is clearly rei(lted to the fact that 
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this procedure is used inside the iteration loop performed to solve the conservation 
equations of the non steady-state species, temperature, I'r'I.lSS and momentum. We 
will conform ourselves t{) this nomenclature and refer to this approach as inner 
it~~ration whenever it is used. Clearly, the truncated set of equations for the steady
state ~pedes derived in section 3.2.4 is explicit <J!ld does not need an inner iteration 
loop to be evaluated. Inner iteration will be used to compare results of the truncated 
set, with approaches that do not lead to a set of explicit expressions. In the next 
section we will report results of calculations with the 4-step mechanism introduced 
here. Several assumptions introduced will be tested and compared with results of 
the detailed chemistry simulations presented in chapter 2, ~ection 2.4.2. 
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the input sectiun ill! knuwn quantities are provided. At INITIALIZe mitiul 
esti mates for the stfUdy-s/crte species ure calculated and the i teTation loop min I 
is starkd wrlil cmrvr.rsc,·rce is reached. Here (: is a previously set convergl'lrce 
rati() /md I ""'.J. II maximum number of cycles. 
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3.4 Systematic analysis of a 4 step reduced chemical model. 

A systematic ana.lysis of the 4.:;;tep methane-air chemical model presented earlier, 
will be performed in this section. The deduction of this model consists of MO 
diHinct parts: the applica.tion of steady-state assumptions and the truncation of the 
steady-state relations. In the first section the effecl of the steady-state assumptions 
on the behavior of the observables is investigated without truncation of the steady
state relations. Then, in the subsequent subsection the dfect of the truncations as 
~pp1ied by Peters et al. is studied. 

3.4.1 Effect of the steady-state assumption. 

To disregard any effect, other than related to the steady-state assumptions, the 
original algorithm of the study presented in chapter 2 is modified by altering the 
definition of the residual. ror all steady-state species the residual is replaced by, 

which is a straightfolWard implementation of the steady-state assumptioni the 
diffusion- and convection fluxes are simply discarded. H{)wever, as might be ex
pected from the discussion in the previous section, this leads to unrealistically high 
values for I!O~ and IhCh concentrations in the pre-flame zone. It is fOund that 
this straightforward application does not lead to a convergent calculation strategy. 
For this reason a cut-off similar to the one mentioned in section 3.3 has been im
plemented. A switching function Fl· ;::- F(T, T,;,o7\) is introduced in the residual of 
HOz and li2(h according to, 

(3.52) 

which switches16 gr:adually from zero to one in a region around Te, 5chem:atically 
presented in Fig. (3.12). Furthermore, during the computational study it occurred 
that the fMmulation tiJ = $'J for the other ~teady-(;tate species leads to a poorly 
conditioned17 Jacobian matrix in the pre-flame zone. The reason is that in the pre
flame ?.one the concentrations are determ.ined by a balance of the convective- and 
diffusive fluxes. The chemical source terms approach Zero exponentially, due to 
the Arrhenius terms. Then for the steady-state species the entries in the Jacobian 
matrices become extremely small compared to those of the major species for which 
the convective- and diffusive fluxe:;; are not discarded, which leads to a poorly 
conditioned Jacobian. To circumvent this numerical problem the residual of the 
other steady-state species is modified according to, 

(3.53) 
----,----------"." .. ' ....• ~---

"'We ll~ed 
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fig. 3.12: Cut-off funcUor! V Function switches smoothly from 0.0 to 1,0. 
The valuefor [,'1:: is a measure for the 'width' of the cut-off. 

where the functional form of I' k = F('/, 'Ik, S'lk) i~ identical to the earlier introduced 
t-; .. The only differeno? betw"cen this definition and Eq. (3.52) is the value of'!'" which, 
in contrast to Tc" is taken well inside the pre-flame ~.Ol"1e where (hemical reactiom arc 
of no importance. A v<Jlue of'll.: "'::; 400/( works fine fM all computations pedormed 
with this model. For both 'widths' fi'!'" and IN" typically 10K is taken. 

In order to make sure that possible differences between the ~h~ady·stak studil~s 
and the original detailed chemistry cakulati~)ns of chapter 2 are not induced by the 
introduction of 1'1.: the residuals of all species are replaced by, 

(3.54) 

Fl<ln~e c<lkulations with this definition (Eg. 3.54) of the residual, but without steady
state assumptions applied, show that the introduction ~)f 1'1., alone has no noticeable 
effects on the results (see App. 1'1.2). In fact all detailed wmputations reported in 
this (hapter have been performed with a residual definition according to Fq. (3.54) 
mther than with the original implementation Eq. (3.12) unless mentioned otherwise. 

To iJlustr<*' th,)t the implementation of equation (3.53) is equivalent with <1 

t>teady-state assumption, the reaction term of (.' II:> is given in figure 3.13. Indeed, 
chemical pruJuction- ,)nd consumption term:o; cancel and the net reaction rate is 
exactly equal to zero through~Hlt the tomplete wmputational domain. In Pig. (3.11) 
the resulting burning v~~locity .)S a function of the equivalence ratio 'f is comp<lred 
with th~' rE~~ult~ of ,1 dl~h)ilcd chcmi:o;try simulation. On the lean side the 4-skp 
rnodd pn~dicts the burning velOcity well. Near the stoichiometri(, point the dif
kr~~nc~~ in~~re[):o;e:o; to approximately 3 cm/s (about 1O':{,). The cilkul<ltions with th(, 
5-step model (fol' I.e == n.n, OJ;, and 1.0) show that this difference can be red\lced 
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by taking C H3 not in steady-state, This finding can be found from the sensitivity 
analysis, In Fig. (3.3) it can be seen that the steady-state sensitivities at stoit:hio. 
metric conditions for CH3 and OIl are comparable with that of j{, However, the 
sensitivity of the methyl radic31, with respect to the burning velocity, has a negative 
value. This indi<;ates that applying the steady-~tate assumption to C 1f3 will lower 
S r,· Consequently, taking C' [h not in ~teady-state will increase the burning velocity, 
which is confirmed by the results of the 5-step calculation, Similarly, the scn~itivity 
of the hydroxyl radical has a positive sign. Leaving all outof the set of steady-state 
species will lead to a further decrease of the burning velocity as is observed in the 
results (Fig. (3,14)), For the sake of completeness a 5-step model with the a-radical 
not in steady-state is included as welL Since the steady-state sensitivity has the 
same sign as the one of r: If) but is smaller in magnitude, we expect that taking () 
not in ste3dy-state increases the burning velocity as well, but has a. smaller effect. 
This is confirmed by the results of the simulations (Fig, (3.14)), 

For the burner"stabilized flame, C<':lkulations have been performed with the 4-
step and one 5-step model (C lf3 not in a steady-state). Results of the stand-off 
ddance and flame temperature are presented in Fig. (3.15). These confirm the 
conclusion of the adiabatic flame simulations. Again the 5-step model with no 
steady-state assumption applied to C 113 performs better than the 4-step model for 
both equivalence r<~tios. 

FOr the same two reduced models (4- and 5-step) differences in the detailed struc
ture of the flame have been investigated. The profiles of both reduced models are 
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fig. 3.14: Bumir18 velocity Sf- a.~ function of 'P. The solid line is the full 
scheme calculatimr with eonstallt Lewis rlu111bers. The Iint~ with the op!n circles 
indicates the rest/its of'the computations with 8 steuuy-stute upproximations 
and withrmf any trU1tcati('11t (4-StQI scheme). Cmnpututions are included al 
'P "'- 0.6,0.8, i.lr!d 1.0, for which each time one steady-state assumption has 
been drnppd. T!te.sl~ i.lrejl)t(.' f{1 (.), 0 (op~:1t si.lulm:) antl Oil (solid trir.mglt'), 
respeelively (S~tep modi!!). 

(omp,lT:"€d with the retoultto of a detailed chemistry simulation of a bUl'ner-~tabilizcd 
flame for the same conditions as used in Chapter 2 ('P = 1.0,1;1. = 0.02508CI"II-28-1). 
The results of the reduced models are presented in diffcrent plots (Figs. (3.16)-(3.18)). 
For the intermediates of the {'I-chain different linetypes and symbols arc used to 
distinguish the different species (Fig. (3.18)). 

It is cleM that the profiles for mot;t major species are predicted accurately. Only 
th' maximl,lm rnole fraction of 112 is overpredicted in both reduced models. The 
5"step model perfu,ms better; the profiles of the species practically coincide. With 
respect to the radicals, there does not exbt a toignificant difference between both 
models. BOLh predict higher peak concentrations for f!, (), and 0 fJ at; can be seen 
in Fig. (3.17). The difference b~~twcen the 5-step model ilnd the detailed chemistry 
toimulation is smaller in the pre-flame and flame zonc (:D < O.O~ ern). H{)w~~v~~r, 

this is again due to the larger stand-off distance predicted by Lhe 4-step model1S 

The cut-off procedure, described in section 3.3, is clearly visible in both figures. 
The fact that the peak-values of I{(h and HZ0 2 arc lower than that of the detailed 
chemistry model is obviously a result of the chosen value for the (uh)ff t~~mrer-

I~ A~ rn~'nti()n",d in th~· prt'viou~ chapter, tht, 11,0 and 011 radical~ cannot diffuse past the flam" 
;wnc, ~incc they ar~ rapidly consumed in the C11. breakup. 
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of Ihe computati()ns with 8 steady-state approximati()ns (4-slep scheme). For 
the computation indicated with (.) the steady-state expressiotlfor CH3 has 
been dropped (5-step model). 
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ature (T" = nOOK). For the (\ -intermediates the differences between the 4· and 
5-step model are much larger. The 4-step model overpredicts the C [[3 peak value 
by approximately 100%. Consequently, the profiles of the other intermediates in 
the (:]-chain are different from the detailed chemistry ~imulation as well. Further
more, due to the steady-state assumption, the concentration of all intermediates in 
the pre-flame zone is lower than that of the reference results, indicating that the 
higher concentrations found there in the detailed computation must be attributed 
to diffusion. This conclusion is suppo.ted by the results of the 5-step computation, 
where the C' Ih-radical is not taken in steady-state. For this radical the profiles for 
the detailed- and reduced calculation practically coincide. The concentrations of the 
other intermediates are now reproduced better as well. Only the gradual increase 
from ;~; = 0.00 em to .t· = D.D5 em is not present in the 5-step modd, since for these 
sp~xies diffusion has been switched of{. 

Generally, it can be concluded that the untruncated 5-step model given by the 
gld)al reactions, 

('H4 + H ~ C 113 + Hz (/10 + 111 + 1J12 q ~-

('II] + Jl + H2O ---I. CO +1H2 i"f13 + 118 1'/' .,--

('0 + HJ) ---I. CO2 + liz (/9 
I' " 

.,--

Ji+ll+M --" Ih+M '15 - (flU -I- 1116 - (jj8 + 119 .,--

.... (Iz] + (/23 + '124 + q2~ r·/ / / 

3Hz I· 02 ~ 211 + 2H2() (/j + % + (II~ + 1j2] _ .. (m 1'1\1 ,-

performs better fur the prediction of the global adiabatic- and burner-stabili;[ed 
flame pt'Operties. Consequently, the detailed structure is predicted better as well. 
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fig. 3.16: The restliis of the major speci~!$ profiles oj the 4-step model (0, 

lr:ft figure) and the 5-step model (-, right figu.re). In both plots the Il2-molc 
fraction is mr~ltiplied by a/actor 5. The solid lines art~ the origin#l calwlations 
in /}{)Ii1figurts. (tp.:::. 1.0, ri', = 0.0250 gcm- 2s·- 1.) 

Nute the difference with the 4-step model. In this 5-step model the C 114 to CO 
conversion is covered by two reactions 1', and I' J' instead of one (scction :'1.2.3). The 
rest of the reactions (I'll, I'lli and 1"/ v) is identical to the last three global reactions 
in the 4-step modeL 

It should be stressed that the implementation of a reduced model a" is deS<.~ribed 
in this section doe~ not lead to a reduction of the 'numerical' effort to simulate 
a flame. Here the application of the steady-state assumption only changes the 
definition of the re~idual of some species and will therefore not lead to shorter 
computing times. Therefore, for simulating Oames there is no reason to employ 
this strategy. Howevet, it is easy to implement in an existing flame code and gives 
an ideal tool to predict the performance of systematically reduced models, without 
truncation applied to the steady-state species. Furthermore, the results obtained 
with this implementation will indicate the theoretical limit of the reduced model 
since there are no other approximations applied. In fact, it would be fortuitous if 
any obs~~rvable is predicted better when truncation, i.e. further approximations, of 
the ste,)dy-5tate relations is applied. For this reason the results of the 4-stcp model 
presented in the present section, will be used as the reference computations in the 
next subsection. 
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3.4.2 A systematic analysis of truncation. 

To take advantage of the reduced models, we have to modify the algorithm d(~$cribE!d 
in the previous chapter. For the non steady-~tate ~pecies the combined modified
Newton / time iteration approach, ~ymbolically, 

will ~till be u~~~d. It should be noted that the dimension of the blo~+ rnatrice~ 
J;,II", in the Jacobiarl m'ltrix JU)' now equals (N" + 2) with Nn the tlumher of non 
~teady"~tate species. This reduces the problem size drastically and in ptirKiple le<ld~ 
to the claimed reduction in CPU-time necessary to compute the Jacobi,ln rn,ltrice~ 
and thus to tackle fl'lme problems19 , The source terms 8,) in the t'l;~Sidu<'.ll, ,Ire now 
composed of the overall reactions q I ... q I II in trod Ui.;ed in Eq. (3.24) according to 
the stoichiometry defined in equations (3.14-3.20). For the evaluation of the overall 
reaction rates the elementary reactions rates, for which the same routines Me ~l~ed 

,)S in the detailed chemical model implementation, need to be computed. These 
routines need values for the concentrations of all species, including the steady
state species. To obtain a flexible implement.ltion, <l. new routine is introduced 
which produces the concentrations of the steady-state species at all grid-points, 
for fixed v,llues of the other variables (temperature, non ~(eady-Slate ~p(Xi(~S imd 

mass·flow rate). The only algorithmic difference between the ~tudies pre~nt!<d in 
this subection, js the contents of this new routine, The routine dcpt~nds On the 
')rrmxi!'n<)tions th<lt <lre applied to the steady-state relation~. Four different fr\odE.'it> 
will be ~tudied and compared with the 4-step untruncated cakulatiOrl (denoted 
symboli(",lliy with F4) presented in the preceding section, The first modd will be 
the one with the trunC<lted expression~ for the steady-state species as g.iven by Peters 
d ,ll. in ~ection 3.2.4 (symbolically denoted with En The ~cond model Lts('s the 
same trurl(ateJ expre~t>ion~ b\lt .mother choice (Dilger et al. [Bil91, Che91]) for the 
over,)ll rc,lctions (symbolically denoted with Ell), In the third model the ofigin<ll 
4-stcp glob,)1 ,e'Ktions are u~ed, but some approximations, introduced to obtain the 
explicit set of expressions for the steady-~tate species, will be dropped. Thi~ model 
will be denoted symbolically as IP, The final model to study the effects of tr'url(MiOn 
will be an improvement t{) the II"' m.odel. This fourth model uses an extension to the 
s(eady"~tate !~xpressions, in(l\J("ed by the sensitivity analysl:;, which will be shown 
to perform better than the three other modek It will be indicated with IS. 

Before we present the results we will deS(l'ibe the first three rnodeb into more 
detail. The first two (EP and EB) arc inspired by the trUl\CatiOr\ procedure for the 
steady-state relations, Due to the truncation the reaction rates which ,Ire e1imin'lted 
from the overall reactions are no longer arbitrary. Formally the relations bdW(~~'n 
sct~ of reaction r<*'~ presented in section 3,2,4, imposed by the steady-state assump
tion~, arc n~) I{)nger v'llid. Therefore, different choices for the overall reactions do 
not necessarily lead to idcntiGll results after the truncation process, To test this 
observation, c<llculations have been performed with another 4-step mechanism. It 
i~ b'lsed On the Silme detailed chemical model and is presented by Bilger and Dibble 

1') Rl'<:,l I I that m,,~t of the computing time is involved with the ev~luati()I) d the l~"I)bi",) ~+·')I"I1I~ 
(~ection 2.3). 
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[Bil91, Che91j, 

C· H4 + 211 + fl 20 
CO + H20 

2lh + 02 
02 + 3lT2 

~ 
,\,.-

CO+ 4H2 

C02 + 112 

2lT20 
2I! + 21120 

with ~)Verall reactinn rates given by, 

qI .- If]] + illS 

qIl iN 
q f1 I = fJ5 - Ijll) 'I- (116 - Q20 - !j22 + 1j24 + i/25 

/fIV = ql - 1j7 + {flO - q16 + q18 + Q20 .. '" q24 - C/25 

111 

(3.55) 

which differ from earlier presented overall rates (3.24). Computations with this 
4-step model are performed only for the expressions for the steady-state species 
presented in section 3.2.4. Since these form an explicit set, the calculations with the 
4-step model presented above will be referred to as Explicit-Bilger (EB). The original 
set of overall reactions together with the explicit expressiol"ls is therefore referred to 
as the Explicit-Peters model (EP). 

ThE~ third model, earlier denoted as IP, is introduced to attain insight in the effect 
of the application of the partial-equilibrium assumptions in Eq. (3.29) (introduction 
of [OJ., section 3.2.4). These assumptions are only made to render the set of steady
state relations explicit. To study the effect calculations have been performed without 
these assumptions as welL A consequence of this modification is that the eguations 
can no longer be manipula.ted such that they form an explicit set. The expression 
for [() ll], [01 and l C Ii 3] are now coupled and the resulting relation for [() H] is given 
by, 

N 
D 

[OTl] 

k{[IlJ[02] + k5[f-VJj[Il] 
- k1[Oj + k£[1l2] 

NID. 
(356) 

which is coupled to the expression for [0] through the term k;' [0] in the denominator. 
The expressions for the other steady-state species remain unaltered. However, due 
to the coupling the relations for the concentration of the steady-sta.te species cannot 
be manipulated such that they form a set of explicit expressions and thus remain 
implicit. Therefore, the results of this approach will be il"ldicated as Implicit·Peters 
(lP), To solve the set of equations for the steady-state sp(~cies, the inner-iteration 
approach mentioned in section 3.3 will be used. Before we il"ltroduce the fourth 
model, results for' the burning velocity are shown of the (Omputations with these 
three models in Fig. (3.19). 

The calculations with the El' and EB model show that the different choice for 
overall reaction does not lead to large differences in predicted burning velocities. 
For this reason, computations with the Bilger 4-step model are restricted to the 
standard explicit set of equatiol"ls for the steady-state species only. The calculations 
with the W model yield better results for the complete domain. Apparently, the 
application of the partial equilibria has a negative effect on the burning velocity, 
For lean flames all three reduced models perform equally well. However, the 
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fig, 3.19: Adiabatic burning velocity .eh as jurlc/ion oj 'r~. '{'fli~ .9yN1/)ol~ 
t"f!presmt wh:ulatiolls with the EP,EB and IP model (explahu!d in Ifli~jigun). 
The calculations indicated with IS (.) is performed with at'l extetlded rC)lI] 
expressiun (Eif' (3.57)), In the insert calculations are shawl! (al 'r~ :::: O.S) with 
the reactions (arrows) added to expression (Eq . . l.'i6) jor [0 II] hymhols + Mnd 
e;. Other models tIre presented as a reference. 

difference between the reference calculation and the reduced model::; appn.h)dws 
5em/s an error which is almo~t a~ large a~ the value of .'iI, its~~lf. $in(e it O('cur:; in (lli 
three models (EP,ER and IP), this is an effect of the truncation pmcedun> whidl, iJS 
mentioned earlier, might not be corrc(:t fol' [e,ln fbmes. To investigate this further, 
the .'<'/ for () II (sec Fig. (3.7)), arc presented again in Fig. (3.20), but now grouped 
per equivalence r<ltio. Although reM:tions land 3 show the largest sensitivities for 
'P "" 0.8 and r.p ~ 1.0, this is dearly not the case for 'jJ = 0.6. To gain insight on the 
meaning of the sensitivity coefficients, a short numerical study has been performed. 
For 'P ~ 0.8 the burning velocity is recomputed, where the truncated expression 
Eq. (:\.56) fol' Oil, is extended with One of the reactiuns 1'~, j'4 1'~), j'l~ or j'I~' The 
r~~ult$ of these c<lk\JI(l.tions ;;I{e shown in the insert of Fig. (3.19), It shows that 
whencvL~1' .''<-'/ h,lf; il positive sign, the burning velocity decreases compared to the 
IF model if the pal'ti(ul<lr readion J is included in the truncated expression for the 
o II-radical (reactions 2 ilnd 4). Thel'd~)re, to incre<lSe the burning velocity, re,1ctions 
have to be added which show negative sensitivities, as is confirmed by th(·~ other 
computations (reactions 9, 12 and 15 in Fig. (3.19)\ 

The fourth (final) model, is bilsed on the observations made with the sensitivity 
<;tudy. Sin(e re,KtioTI '15 shows the largest negative sensitivity for all three equiva-
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lence ratios, this reaction is included in Eq- (3.56). Explicitly, the resulting truncated 
expression for OIl nOW reads, . 

N 

D 
[OH] 

k{[Hj[(h] +. kHfl20][1I] 

- k;:[O] + ki[H2] + kdC li20j 
NIl)· 

(3.57) 

It may expected that this model, indicated by Implicit-Somers (IS), increases the 
burning velocity over the complete r,lngc_ The burning velocities with this model are 
pre~ented in Fig. 3.19 by the solid markers (,,)_ Indeed the burning velocity increases 
over the whole range of equivalence ratios. Compared to the (un truncated) reference 
calculations, the extended expression gives almost identical velocitil;!s, which is a 
definite improvement of the !'elers model for lean methane-air f1ames_ 

The performance of the foul' modeb, BP, EB ,lP and IS for burner stabilized 
flames is studied as well. As ft)r the adiabatic case results are com/-" :~ed with those 
for th(;:: un truncated 4-step model presented in the previous sub~ection. Again the 
burner stabilized data confirm the earlier mentioned conclusions (set!. Fig. (3.21)). 
For both equivalence ratios both the stand"off distance and the flame temperature 
is predicted better by the extended expression for OH (IS). As for the adiabatic 
properties the differences betvveen the results of the other 4-step models and the 
reference calculation be(ome more pronounced for leaner flames_ This might be 
expected since the relative difference in the burning velocity increases with decreas
ing stoichiometry. However, for burner-stabilized flames it may be argued that 
the explicit ['eters (EP) performs better than the Bilger model; although for both 
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oj'fhjar 'P ~ 0.8 (to,,) und 'P::= 1,0 (bottom) flames. The .golid titleS rqm~~i'nt~ 
the r4f1'ence cf.liwlation (F4). 

equivalence ratios the flame temp~tature it> <lpproximately the same, the stand-of{ 
distilnce it> predicted better by the Peter~ model. This W<lt> not so clear from the 
,ldiabatic results, 

The detailed ~trttdl1 re is !'lot studied for all trunca ted model~. Sincc d i fkr~>nc.;et> in 
t>tand-off distance are Significant between the several models, differences in detailed 
structure will be large as well. To illustrate this the temperature profile~ for all 
reduced models are plotted in Fig. (3.22). Indeed a~ might be expected from the 
results for the stand-off di~tan(es in Pig. 3.21 both implicit models IP and IS resemble 
the reference calculation (F4) the most. The Bilger model yields a larg:er stand-off 
distancc, whi(h it> reproduced by the temperature profile as well. T'crYIp(~ratUTI:' 

diffcrcnce~ up to 100 K OCe\lr through the flame for this case, as can be St~en in tht~ 

insert in Fig. (3.22). Therefore, only the detailed structure fot the extuHJed () II 
mod£! (IS) is presented (Figs, (3.23) .. (3.25)). 
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fig. 3.22: The temperature profiles of the four truncated 4-Skp models- Or!ly 
thefint millim.eter is plotted, The. symbols are explained in thefigrm~. A small 
region arOlmd ~: = O,05cm is enl~lrged in the insert in the right bottom COtlur. 

The su/jilli1l/~ is the reference caic:ll/Mim! (F4). 
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A~ was already sugge~ted by the results for the global phenomena, the detailed 
structure of the flame is generally reproduced welL The major species profiles for 
the truncated model almost coincide with the untruncated 4-step model. Even the 
Jl2-(h radicals arc predicted well. Peak values for the H, Oil and 0 profiles differ 
2% at most For II (h and l-fz0 2 these differences axe much larger, but that is clearly 
rdated to the cut-off procedure which is different in the untruncated 4-step model. 
In the IS model cu t-off is applied different! y. There, at tempera tures below the cut-off 
temperature T, the steady-state relations for "02 and IlzOz are simply replaced by 
the constant Peclet·Lewis solution of the convection-diffusion equation (Eq- (3.49)), 

whereas in the reference calculation at ~l~: the chemical source term is switched 
off gradually, The equation which determines both radicals becomes effectively a 
('O[wcction-diffusion equation (Eg. (3,52)). For the profiles of the C1-intermediates, 
larger di~repancie5 are found_ Differences up to approximately 10% may occur. 
Apparently these do not have a large effect on the global flame characteri"tics, 
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fig, 3.23: Mole Jracfiott pm/lies oj the major 5p~cies (~f burner stabilized 
methane-air flame ( '/' = 1.0, til, = 0.0250gcm- 2 H· 1). Thl~ symbob (0) repre
sent the calculations with the trw'lcafed 4-step model (IS). 112 i~ mldtiplied by 
5, The solid lines indicate the 4·'Rlep referettCl~ n~sult$ (F4). 
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fig. 3.24: Mole fraction profiles of the Ih-()2 radicals of burner RtahiIiz(~d 
methune-uir flume (op 7. 1.0, l'h = O.0250gcm-2,~-1). The symbols (0) repre
sent the calculations with the trw/cated 4-sterJ modd (IS). j-J ()2 and Ih(h ar(~ 
multiplied by a factor 50, The solid lines indicate the 4-step 'Yefi~rf.nce reRulls. 
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fig. 3.25: Mole fraction profiles of the CI intermediates of burner stabilized 
metharte-air flame ( 'f = 1.0, n~ =:; O,0250gcm-2,s-I). The symbols, explained 
in thejigure, represent the results with the truncated 4-step model (1S). HCO 
lImt C TfJU are multiplied by 100, The soiidlines indicate the 4-step rf:fi?retlce 
rewlts (F4). 
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3.5 Conclusions and Discussion 

Two implementations of <) first-order sensitivity ''In<llyt>it> 3re pret>ented, that can be 
llsed t~) deduce and analy:r.c systcmatic<llly red\.lced reaction t>chemes. The steady
state sensitivity is applied to the 4-step methane-air model of I'ctcrsct ,)i.[Pet9lj <!TId 
confirms their choices for the stead y-state species. Using the sensitivity an,)l y~if';, ,l 5-
step mechanism for lean methane air flames could be deduced which performs bdh~r 
for both 3diabatic- and burner-t>tabilized flames, Furthermore, the sensitivities S~'J 
can be used to simplify and rationalize the truncation procedur~~ of thc ste<ld;~ 
state relations significantly. For instance the chokes made by Peters et ,)1. for the 
tnmC;"Jtion of the different sh~,ldy-state relations were identified by this analysis, 
Even ~nOn,:, the sensitivity analyt>is suggests a simple extension of the truncated 
expression for () !l, which improves the performance of the trunca ted 4-step model. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that sensitivity analysis can be used as a flexible tool 
to deduce and improve systematically reduced reaction mechanisms. Both aspects, 
the identification of the steady-state species and the trurH;atintl nf tht~ n'sulting 
algebraic expressions has been analyzed successfully. 

From a numerical point of view, the use of reduced chemical models is justified 
only by the decrease of the computational effort Since in most flame applications 
mot>t of the CPU-time it> needed to eVllluate the Jacobian, thit> procet>s i~ considered 
in mOre det,~il here. In ,In implementation of a reduced chemit>try model, the 
dimension of the matrix equations (2.8) is reduced cont>id€T<lbly. For <l.n <l.diabatic 
flame problem, the 4-step model yields subblocks of dimension 10 in the Jacobian 
rather than 18 for the det3iled chemistry model based on the skelet31 mechanbm)[), 
Values for the ratio 

of 0.46/ 0.52 and 0.53 for testcases EP, IP and IS are found, respectively, Here 
I"~. and t,l arc the lime:'; to evaluate the Jacobian in the 4-step reduced and the 
detailed mndcl :;imulation:<;. Although there is a decrease in the evaluation times, 
the reduction is clearly not quadratic in the number of variables, This isrelated to the 
implementOltiOtl of the reduced model. Still the r<ltes of <lll th(~ dement<lry reactions 
pre~(:nt in the bil~ic dct<~iled chl~mical sch~~me arc t~alcubtcd ilnd the transpnrt· and 
thermodynamical properties are formulMed in t!>.rmS nf all <;pP.ci~~:=;. Furth~'rmnr(:, 

sitH;e the steady.state ~pedes arc eV<lluatcd prior tn any calculation of the rc~idual 
v('(tOr', the ev,)luation time IffOr' one vector i" will only be marginally shntter than 
that f~)r the ddaill~d (hemistry implementation. Therdnrc the nmnunt of work 
to ev,llwlte the J'Kobi<'.ln is pmpnrtional to (Nil + 2) )( I f' wher~' N'" !'qUi)ls tht' 
number of non steady-state spcdes. Since in the detailed computation the dfort i~ 
proportional to (N + 2) x /'f, an implementation of a redu(~~d model will lead nnly 
to,~ ]ine,lr dccre,lse in comput,ltion time, approximiltdy equal to ((Nil I. 2)/(/'1 I 2» 
lOllS ~ 0.56, which indeed ,lgr'CCS with the above nbscrvation. The difference 
between the results of tet>tcase EP and (IVIS) origimltcs fwm the appli(,)tior) of th!.~ 
'inner iteration' procedure llpplied in tet>tca~e~ ll' ,lnd IS. Since El' Us!'S !~)(plicit 

expressions, only one' sweep' in the inner i tera bon loop is neceSS3ry to ('V,l hlM(' Hw 
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steady-state species accurately, For both IP and IS, the steady-state equatiuns are 
processed several times to obtain a ~uffidently accurate solution for the steady-state 
expressions, It is worth mentioning that the ~o-called 'Partial Explicit' approach 
proposed by Wang et 'l1.[Wan93! will lead to a ~lightly larger decrease in CPU-time 
necessary to evaluate the ],Kohian Ur//'/ was found to be 0.43), 

From a computational point of view this reduction of work remains the main 
adv<lnt<lge of the tcduced model. The reduction in CPU-time might be increased 
slightly if the evaluation of the element«ry chemical rei!ldion terms is tuned t~) the 
rcjm;cd chem..ical model. However, it should be noted that the relative increase of 
performance of the 4-step mechanism in the preser'lted casc, is the least one may 
expect, because the skeletal mechanism is approximately the smallest methane·air 
detailed mechanism which performs well, Therefore, for reduced models based on 
more extensive detailed mechanisms the relative reduction will increase, since the 
denominator N in (N" + 2)/(N + 2) increases whilst NY! remains the same, e,g. for 
the ('1"('2 model presented in chapter 2, a theoretical reduction of 10/27:;:,j 0.37 will 
be obtained. 



Chapter 4 

Two-Dimensional Flat Flames with 
detailed chemistry 

4.1 Introdudion 

The previous two chapters dealt with the simulation of perfectly one-dimensional 
flames, for which the differential equation~ can be simplified considerably. In 
this chapter the computational method introduced and discussed in section 2.3 
will be extended to deal with two-dimensional flames. The study presented here 
deals with a relatively simple flow configuration. but is essentially two-dimensjonal. 
Th~~refore, it offers a convenient testcase for the development of a multi-dimen:;;ional 
extension to the numerical method developed in chapter 2. 

The one-dimensional flame computations presented in chapters 2 and 3 de
scriben an idealized experimental situation. A realization of this pseudo one
dimensional flame burner is used in our group (Fig. 2.1, p. 22) to determine the 
one-dimensional flame characteristics. The construction of this burner is such that 
it may be 'lssumed that all variables are constant in each plane parallel to the burner 
(at least in a region near the burner axis). Variations in the unknowns only oc
cur perpendicular to the burner surface and the reactive flow equations become 
one-dimensional (see section 2.1). 

In this chapter, it will be investigated whether flames on sLlch an experimental 
burner are flat on a small scale. According to a previous computational study 
[Bo:;;93], performed with the two-dimensional flame method developed by de 
LangelLan92] which uses 1\ one-step global reaction model, two different multi
dimensional effects ma.y be observed: 

• 'Global' dfc~:ts and 

• 'Local' effects. 

These two possible multi-dimensional effects in the flat-fJOlme butner are discus~ed 
first. 

(ill} The globa.l effects are associated with the deviation from true one-dimensionality 
which occurs at the edges of the burner rim.. Due to differences between the (hot) 
reacting gas and the (cold) environment, the gai;.flow will expand. The streamlines 
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Chapter 4. Two-Dimellsional Flat Flames 

fig. 4.1: Top view of the burner head (left). Th,: SO-Cllikd 30'" demenlarlf 
st~uctl1re is pre~etlli~d it"! UU~ risht figure, 'the diameter rl of the drilled IlOle;, 
the pitch ]"I of th(~ I-LOli~s and the thickness h of the burner plute arl! iniliwtci/ in 
t.he figures. 

diverge and the flow, temperature and ConcentI'i'Jtion will not be perfectly con~tant 
in planes parallel to the burner plate. 

(.) The local dfect!> occur due to the construction of the b~lmer rIMe. Tlw perfo. 
ration of the burncr' plate forms a regular pattern of t;mall drilled holes, se!:' Fig. (4.'1). 
Forman y, this perfor'<\ted pia tc rna y be viewed upon as an ensemble of tin y prerni xed 
Bunsen-like burners of diameter d ord~~rcd in .\ regular honeycomb t;tructure with 
pitch p. Obviously, when the diameter and/or pitch of these elementary Bunsen 
bUrr'!ers increases, the importance of the local multi-dimensional bch[tv!or on the 
flc\t-flarne will increase as well. 

The two-dimensional method will be tested on the effcct of the local diMurbances 
on the (me-dimensional profiles. Due to synunetry considerations, the lo~~<)1 dfects 
may be ~tuJied with a mmputaHonal domain describing only (I smaJi p~lrt of tlw 
burner, For the ~iD1ul,ltion of the global effects a representative piece of the complek 
burner head <\r"ld the surroundings would have to be modeJled. (\)r'r"lp,m'd to i"l 
represent<"ltivc dot'r"1[tin necessary for a study of thc loc,"ll dkct$, ."1 n"ll!ch 1nrger 
comp\ltational <lr'e<1 would have to be taken, Thereforc, a ~tudy of the loc[tl effects 
app~~ar.s to be a good test case for the new method. 

In principle, the local effect can be negelected only when both the diameter and 
pitch <1rl~ chosen infinitely small, which it; a theoretic,~1 limit. For the pcrforated
pbt~~ burnl~rs used in our group the diamete~ of the burn(~r' head i~ [tpproximatcly 
5 on, <1nJ vc)lll~~s d :.::: O.5mm, I'::: O.7mm ilnd Ii ".'" 0.4m1l1, ]I -::: 0.6/11111 for the 
perfor'ltion~ c"lr(: used. The study presented by Dosch et c"l1.II3()sSl~L is performed 
with a one-step glob<)1 re,Ktion model. [n this chapter this study will bt' extended 
to a detailed chemicill model ,\nd results will be compared with the results of the 
on~~-step model. In section 4.2 the two-Jirnensi~)nal model llsed to study the l(1ccil 
effects will be presented and the c)ppropriate equations and boundilry conditinns 
c\r'~~ intt'Oduced. In section 4.3 the discreti:(.,Hion of the differential eqm1tion:; ,'lnd 
boundary mnditions arc given and the method employed to solve the rt,:;\Jlting 
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set of non-linear eql,lations is discussed. Finally, in section 4.4, the results of the 
simulations will be presented and discussed. 
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4.2 Definition of the two-dimensional model. 

The comput<ltion of the IOl;al effects would involve a three-dimensional simul.'1tion 
which is not yet feasible. Therefore a two-dimensional model will be introduced 
which is believed to give a good indication of the local effects which are supposed 
to playa rule in th~~ e)(p~'rimental burner setup. 

The definition of the two-dimensional modd nmsists of three PMtS: 

• the two-dimensional burner model 

• th(~ governing equations 

• the boundary conditions. 

These will be treated in that o(der in the following three sub-sections. 

4.2.1 A Two-dimensional Burner Model. 

Formally the burner 111 . .:"IY be represented scherr\ilti~:ally as in Fig. (4.1). If the 
burner would have an infinite r1ldius (~O that global effects are unimportant), 
the 3(t-element presented in rig. (4.1) with synunetry boundary condition~ ~H1 

all sides would be an appropriate representation. Be~·'luse this l~lcmentary struc
tun! is thre(~-dimensionaL it cannot be simulilted with the methods developed by 
de 1.,lngc [Lannl. Furthermore, it would be too CI'U·inh~nsive 10 to incorporate 
detailed chemical models in multi-dimensional fl,)mc simulations. Therefore, a 
two-dimensional approxim,ltion is introduced which is believed to give ,) good 
indication of the effect of the IOGlJ Jistllrbances on the pseudo ()ne-dimen~ion,)1 
behavior of the experimental burner at relatively ~m,lJl computational enst. The 
model used, i~ COIT1pOS~~d of an array of parallel micro-slits, presentcd sdwrn<1tically 
in Fig.. (4.2). Note that the pilrMnctl~r8 Ii and {) for the two-dimension<ll rn(>lkl arl~ 
different from the diameter (/ ,Ind pitch {) introduced in Fig. (4.1). Th!! rilti(f dill, 
hnwevet·, givc~ the porosity of the humcr plate for both ca~es and the aVt'(ilge TTi,)SS 
f1nw rate in every micro-slit is therefore equal !o the mass flow r<lte in th~~ c(1rn~

sponding three dimen~ioTl'll micro burner. It may be expected th,lt tlw 'ILI,llitativt~ 
r(~sults obtained with the two-dim~~nsional model are valid for the exp~'rirnl'nt<)1 
burners. However, qU<lntit,ltiveiy, small differences are to be expected. 

4.2.2 Equations for Two-dimensional Flow. 

In ont'-dimensional flame simulations the equatinns for conservation of enth,llpy 
and specie~ together with the equation of state, <Ire S~l fficient to determint, the fl<lIW! 
structure completely. This is related to the comhl~til)Tl approximation, implying 
iso-baric circumst,lnces (se~' section 2.1), which for one-dirnCTlsinnal flow systems 
leads to a constant pre~sun~ field (p(:I:) = Jio), For multi-dirn(~r\sional flows the 
Naviet'8toke~ equations have to be considered as welL De Lmge hil~ shown that 
for the simulation of stationary two-dimensional reactive flows on uTlstructured 
grids, it i~ preferable to cast the fJow ~'qll<)tions in a stream function (4,)/vortidty (,:;) 
fOr'mublionILan921. This method ,lvoi~1s the u~e of staggered grid ~tnl(tur'('s, since 
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fig. 4.2: Schematic view of the two-dimensional bunza model. A cross
section is presented in the right figure. The elementary micro-slit burner (see 
illso Fig. 4.3), for which the 1'(~active flow will be computed, is given in the 
small box. 

the pressure is eliminated from the equatiom. The vorticity vector is introduced ,tS 

the curl of the velocity vector 
(4.1) 

which in tw"o-dimensional flows reduces to a scalar property since only the z
component of w = (Wl·'W:V''''"'') is different from zero. Therefore, from now on the 
7.-subscript will be dropped and with U) we refer to We' The statioD<lry equation for 
",,' takes the form of a convection-diffusion equation 

pfi. Vw - V ·1)'9",", = "'"' 

,IS shown in [Smo89, Lan92J. The source term /3w is givcn by 

()p O( iJp U( 

Tiii 0;: Da; f}v 

_ 2!!..2.!L [(}v _ ihl] + f}q [f)w + 7\12./.] 
ihj)y Dy {h a!J (}y -

+ t.!_', [~~ _ 2V'2u] _ [iJ
2

/"1 _ 0
2

1"1] [IJ.."!!:. -I- au] 
Ih: i).?: (1:1;2 niP ay i):r' 

where \1 2 ;:: '(7 . '9 is used and ( is introduced atcording to 

,u' -+- 1)2 

(= -2--

(4-2) 

(4.3) 

It should be r'lt)tcd that the termS on the second- and third line of Eq. (4.3) do not 
appear for the case that the viscosity ("If) is constant. 

The stream function (¢,) is defined in such a way, 

ihj., 
--:- == p·u and 
iJy 

(4.4) 
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that (he stationary continuity equ,ltion i~ ~ati~fied automatically 

ilpu Op'/) 0 (ihr,) U ( U, '~") .-+-~- - -j-- - =0 
I');-r dy lh: Oy Itu /h . 

The stream function may be calculated from a I'oisson-like equ,)tion if the definition 
of w -:- ih~/ih - ihl/au (Eq, (4,1)) is used to give 

(4.5) 

which reduces to a true Poisson equation in case of incomprc:ssibll' flows. It ~hollld 
be stressed that the (4), w) formulation introduced here only applies for th~: sirrlll
!alton of stationary two-dimension,)1 phenomena. The streM"l:1 functiun i~ defined 
such that V . pi}::::: 0 is valid locally, which is not true in unsteady flows. 

F[1r stationary reactive !lows thl? sd of differenti,)l equations is rompleted by the 
conservation of enthalpy and speci~~s which re,)(l 

N 

LPl-'';t>, V" ~'I' 
I,d 

and 
fn!' -9 Vi - V, (p/hIlVV,-J :.:.: [il, 

respectively, The equation of state 

p = nl?7'. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(-Ul) 

together with the definitions (see section 1.2) of the transport (N, /),,,, ilnd 1/) and 
thermodynamic properties (cp and h,:) dose the set of equatiuns, As in chapter 2 and 
3, the second term on the right-hand side of the enthalpy equation (Eq, (4,6)), which 
irlvolv~'s the spcri(!s diffllSiv~~ fluxes f/i, will not be included hCI\~. As nwntinrwd in 
chapter 2, effect~ of thi~ term may be expected to be $mall due tht~ C;lncdlation of 
the diffu~ive flu)(e~. 

4.2.3 The Boundary Conditions 

The mathematical description of the model is completed with the <lppropriate 
boundary conditions, For a straightforward implementation of model for the ele
mentary micro-slit burner (see Fig, (4,2» a uniform Huw field at some distance below 
the burner plate would represent the experimental situation, However, Uosch has 
shown that for all simulations to be presented here, the computational domain c(ln 
be reduced further. r~lr th~: flow vdO(iti~~s and the Rcynnlds numbers nf intct'(:st 
for the present (:(1rlfit~UT<ltion, a [,~)iseuil1c-flow develops in thl~ micm"slil bdnre the 
flow leaves the burner. Consequently, the uniform flow below the blJTn(!r platt' may 

be transfe.red tu ,l p<lr<lbolic vdocity profile imposed <It ~I pnsitiOrl in th!: slit (y - 1,0 
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in Fig. (4.3)). Effectively, the experimental situation i~ mapped to the area specified 
by 

1 
(:I:,y) E [(O,O)'(ZP' "lj 

where]l is the specified width (pitch) and L the specified length of thecornputational 
domain. 

Boulldary conditiont> h(!ve to be specified on all four boundariet> present in the 
computational set-up, being, (see Fig. (4.3)): 

• Inlet: (I) 

• Symmetry; (II) and (H') 

• Walls: (III) and (III') 

• Ou tlet: (IV) 

The boundary conditions are specified for <111 primitive variables « tt, v), 1', }",), in 
the following, The implementation of the boundary conditions for (w, V') will be 
treated in t>ection 4.3 where the discretization method is presented (section 4.3.1). 

The boundary condition at the inlet (1) is given by a homogeneous isothermal 
stoichiometric mixture of methane and air with a parabolic velocity profile, The 
velocity at (];,y) = (0,0), (rom now on referred to as the center velocity lie is 
determined completely by the specified uniform velocity v-·(,· at y = -00, and the 
overall conservation of mass, This lea.ds to the boundary conditions 

T(:r, O) - '1""" 

(4.9) 

for:r E [U, ~dl and where v" = ~P~I-"""" It!. Note that in the definition of v(:I:, 0) it is 
,~ssumed implidtly that 11 no-slip boundary condition applies for the burner-wall 
(III), 

For the planes of symmetry (II and II') it is specified that the normal velocity 
(her~~ "II) and the normal derivative of the tangential velocity (here (h,llh) is zero. 
For <111 scalar variables (Y" T and p) the derivative normal to the pl<\O€ of symmelly 
i5 ~ero. For the ~pecified geometry this gives for V ~ [0, L] (II): 

'W 
(::-'-(0, V) = 0 
(}:J: 

rtF 
ih(O'Y) 0 

u(O,y) 
011 

- 0 i -f) (0, y) = 0, 
x 

Similar for ;II E [LI), 1,] (II'): 

W/; "1 
1.1:1: ("2.

'
\ .tl) .. - a 

(4.10) 
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fig. 4.3: Defin-ilian of the computational setup. The solid area is the bTllss
plale. Ihe compel/alior/al domain is bounded by the inlet at y = 0 (1), t·wo 
symmetry planes (II) (It :l: ...,. [) ami (II) ut :r. = ip (,tush-dotted line~), lwo 
walls (lfI),(fII') al :c = 1d and y = Lo respective/y, and 1m (Jut/l(Jw bOl1 /Ulwy 
(lV) at:1: - r. Fh~(ffeclivecomplJlalimral domain is illustmted by the hatched 
ilti~il. 
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o 

(4.11) 

The walls (Ill and III') are assumed to be impermeable and chemkally inertl. 
Furthermore a no-slip velocity bOundary condition is aSSumed. A consequence of 
the impermeability boundary condition is that the total flux of a species perpendic
ular to the wall (ii ' 77) is equal to zero. Within the Fickian approximation of the 
diffusive fluxes this yields for (TIl) (for a wall along the y-axis) 

OYi 
(ox = pUYi - pr);m -I) = O. 

:r. 

which together with 'I( = 0 leads to the observation that of all species the deriva
tive perpendicular to a wall equals zero. With respect to the enthalpy boundary 
condition, it is assumed that the brass-plate is a perfect conductor at temperature 
'I 'w = T- 0<, and the capaci ty of the cooling system of the burner head is large enough 
to CMty off all the heat conducted to the burner. Effectively, this implies that the tem
per<lture at the burner can be taken constant. Summarizing the boundary conditions 
for (III) :r. -" !tl, Y E [0, Lol yields: 

at': 1 
·:~(-d,!J) 
d,1; 2 

·1 
'1'(2 11 , y) 

1 
!/(2"d, y) 

o 

and for (lII') !I = Lo. ,1; E= rill, !p] Similarly: 

may be found, 

OYi ). 
{!y (x, Lo = 0 

'{'(j;, /'0) = 1:" 
'11.(:1:, (,o) = 0 i 'l'(X, Lo) = 0 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Finally, the outflow has to specified, It is presumed that the outflow boundary 
is pla('ed far enough downstream (values for L should be large enough) so that 
the flow has become uniform, mli:aning that the tan.gential velocity is zero ~nJ 
the normal dcl'ivatives of <111 scalar variables and normal velocity component with 
respect to 1:- and :IJ-direction of the outflow vanish: 

DY; (" I) .1" J 

fJy 
{J't 
-;-." (;r, /,) 
dy 

av (X, L) 
dU 

o 

o 

!Thi~ means th<lt it i~ ~~sul11ed that th~' burnl'r material does not have «ny l'h~mi,~aI activity. 

(4.14) 
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for y = l., :1; E rO, iPl (IV). Note that it should be I;hel;ked ,dterwards whether 
Vilriations in the presumed value for /, do not affect the solution. 

It is worth mentioning that the number of equations N to be solved is deter
mined mainly by (he chemil;al model which is used. Here the ~kl>.kt,)l mechanism 
(section 2.2, p. ~1) i:'i used, which consists of 15 specie~. Thii; implies th,lt the number 
of differential equations N ::::: 15 + 2 + l (Y;, j/I, wand'/' respectively) to b~ solved 
is only marginally brgcr th,m for the one-dimensional cai;C, wfwre N .". J5 + 1 
(T'; and T). However, due to the two-dimensionality, the structure of the ),lcobian 
equations arc altered ,)n(l the illgorithm presented in section 23 should.h' adapted 
to handle the multi-dimensional effects. Together with the discretization r'rwthod 
this is presentcd in the following section. 
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4.3 Numerical method 

Like for the simulation of the one-dimensional flame in ch<lptcr 2, a set of basic steps 
has to be made before computations of the two-dimensional flame characteristics 
are possible. Although not completely independent, they are thought of as the 
following three steps: 

.. Discretization of the differential equations 

• A mesh gener:ation technique 

• Solution procedure krr the discrete set of equations. 

In this section all three a~pects arc treated. First, the discretization of the differ
ential equations is introduced and the implementation of the boundary conditions 
is presented in section 4.3.1. Then, in section 4.3.2, the gridding strategy is given. 
Like in one-dimensional simulations, the expected large gradients and CUrvature 
of at le,)5t some of the variables require an adaptive grid strategy in order to keep 
the total number of mesh-points within reasonable bounds. The special features 
of the local grid refinement technique [Lan92] employed here, are presented and 
discussed. Finally, in section 4.3.3 the approach used to solve the resulting coupled 
set of discretized differential equations is given. 

4.3.1 Discreti::tation 

The computatioDill me~h, considered given for the time being, consists of a number 
of non-overlilpping control volumes. Principally, the conversion of the mathemati
cal model to (I discrete set of equations wnsists of wo tasks, viI.. 

• the discretization of the differential equations 

• the diS(retization of the boundary conditions. 

Discretization of the differential equations 

Let P be a point of the mesh and let W, 1-:, Nand 8 be its western, eastern, northern 
and southern neighbors, respectively according to the definition in Fig. (4.4). The 
wntrol volume interfaces, denoted with tV, f, nand s in the figure, are located 
midway between the grid points according to the proposition of Thiart[Thi90AI. 
Purthcrmore, all variilbles an: ~pecified at the mesh-points. 

In ~ection 4.2, two different types of differential equations were introduced, i.e. 
a convection-difhlsion equation for most variables (w, 1", Yi) and il Poisson-like 
equation for: the stream function (I;..). Pir~t, the discretization of the convection
diffu~jun equations is present~d. The equation for I( is, treated subsequently. 

In <~ generalized form a convection-diffusion equation reads 

(4.15) 

where representations of the coefficients f7 = (IL]',IL V )' A and S depend on the 
variable considered. 
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N 
.I. 

~N n 

~ 

W 
Os 

A.s 

l 

'L, ...... 
S". 0" 

fig. 4.4: Tile wHlml '(Joillmt~ (shaded) in /1 Iwu-ilimerlsiunalflow WI1figu ratlOI"! , 
J) i~ the center pOint arId W, J';, Nand S its nearest neighbors ill the rllI'sll. 

The 1"l()I.m.ililries (interlaces) tj'the shaded '(JoII.mw (w, f, 11 and s) lire located 
cX1ldly midway bdwt~en the grid pOints. The surface of the shaded area equals 

/::";diiJ where /::";1; = ;~:, ;(;w and /::,.y = il" y" 

A d~riv<1tion of thedi~creti;.,:ation, 1l~ was done for the one-dimensional convection
diffusion equation (lThi90Aj, see section 2,3), is for thc multi-dimensional case not 
po~~ible, A general analytical ~()llItion for Eq. (4.1:5) with const<1tlt 17, .1\ ,md ,Li 

does not exist for the two-dimension<~l control volume. The exten~ion of the Thial"t 
s(herrt~~ to two dirT'l(~nsi()I'1$ without SOurce weighing i::; not ::;tr<Jightfofw<ll"d[Thi90A, 
I'hi90B]. Therefore, the one·dimension<11 scheme is <lppJied to both directi(ln~ :-;ep<1-
ratcly and the contributi()n~ [lrc added thus yielding 

(4.lh) 

wh~~r(~ ll.:1." ;::: (:1;1'; - :I:w )/2 [lnd ll.!J = (YN - ys)/2 <lnd 6.:t:6.y t~qual.s th(~ ,1n\) d the 
cnntrnl vnlume. I"ht~ codficients arc tAU<l1 to [Thi90A] 

0.{1 
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dp 

bp 

fI. Lx 
-"-A ( -I'S), 

L., 
1\,,6.3; ( ) --A J~N 
LN ' 

P 
I~., 6.8 s=-A. 

i'N = J1,~!:i>N 
fl." 

(11' + cp +. dp + tp 
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(4.17) 

and Sf.' is the source term evaluated at F. Definitiont> of 6. W ,I';.N,S and (l", ••• ",. 

are pret>ented in fig. (4.4). The function A(F) is defined by Eg. (2.22). Properties 
like Ii and fI. are evaluated at the appropriate interface, where shn.ilar to the one
dimensiona.l case some freedom of choice is present. Unless mentioned otherwise, 
for all variables obeying a convection-diffusion equation, /J.,.", is taken equal to 
II·"(·T".I,,,YI') and ft",., is taken equal to fiy(XP,Yt".)· The composition dependent 
transport properties A.,w,$", ate evaluated using linearly interpolated values of Y; 
and T <H the interfaces, 

The stream function obeyt> 11. Poisson-like eguation, for which a Se<:ond-order 
accurate (if 6.x and !:i>y are constant) finite-difference expression may be used 
yieldinglLan92] 

.L(1j!E - 1/)1') - .l..(~,p - 4!w) 1...(V)N - 4'1') .• .L(V!P - 1;"5) 
_p, __ ..... PO! + p" p, .,,_- = -wp. 

(6.J;)2 (Ly)2 

If represented in the formulation adopted for tht;! convection-diffusion equation 
(Eg. (4.16)), the coefficients a}> ... tp would rea.d 

(lp 

Cp 

and the SOurce term is equal to 

6.9 
6.X(Jw 

b.y 

L,1;P" 
.6..1; 

6.yp" 
Lx 

6.Y{I., 

(11' + cp + dp + i!p (4.18) 

(4.19) 

Note that, in the limit for j.l:o;,y --> 0 and thus PR,W,N,S --l- 0, the coefficients in 
Eq. (4.18) OInd Eq. (4.19) are precisely equal to the presented discretization of the 
convection.-diffusion equation2 on meshes with constant 6.x and 6.y. This is of 
cOurse true in exact arithmetic only, since in the implementOltion of the function 
A(l'), due to numerical round-off, a diVision by zero occurS. However, this can be 
avoided if the power-law scheme 

1 
A-(F) = max(O, 1- lOF~) + max(O, .·P) 

'N(tI~~ th~t A(P ..... 0) = I 
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[Pat89[ is used to approxirYJ<)te A(P), Then the limit /\(0) is numerically well
defined ,lnd giws the right value. Furthermo!'C, it can be shuwn that the first-nrdC!r 
,)(CUr<lte finite-difference approximation for 6.:1: ,It'1d AU not constant should give 
the expre~~ion obtained with Eq. (4.17) for /' - O. For thi~ reason the discrC!ti:t"ltion 
presented by Eq. (4.17) is used for ,lll differential equations in the mC!thod developed 
to simulate two-dimensional rcactive flows. 

Discretization of the bound.uy conditions 

T-Iere, the discretization of the 4' and w bound~ry conditions according to de Lange 
(Lann) ('lre stated explicitly for the four types of boundari~s involved. The other 
(primitive) variables }'; and 't only involve Dirichlet Or Neumann boundary con
ditions for which the discretization is straightforward. In section 4.2 the boundary 
conditions are presented in terms of primitive vari~blcs. These need to be converted 
to thew and 4' v!".lri;1bles, using their definitions. For the determination of the strEWn 
function, Ml analytical approach is used 

l~ 

4' (:r , l/J = - J pud:t' + ?i'(;rl l y,.) 
it'l 

y 

~/J(":'"'l y) = f pwly' + 4'k,·, 1lil 

for all boundaries in ~;-direction with y ...;. y" ,1Jid U-direchon with :1: .. ,. :11., respec
tively. 

• Walls 
On the wall~ (III) and (JII') both velocity components <Ire :.:::ero (no-slip), According 
to its definition, the strE'Mr'I hmction may be obtained by the integration of the 
normal vclocity distribution ,llong the boundary. Since both velocities are zero 
on the w<llb, the houndary conditions for the stream function become: dkdivE!ly 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

For the vorticity de Lange uses the approach of Dennis d ,11. [DE!n79j, which is 
based on the second-order finitc·difference discreti£lltion of Eq. (4.2) in a so-called 
half-way point (X) between /' ,lt the w,lll ,lnd /'1 perpendicul1lI to the wall (I" _. W 
(UI) and I"~ = N (III')), seQ Fig. (4.5). Using 4Jx = (411' + WI" )/2 on an equidistant 
grid, the boundary condition for a wall point /' on (III) now yiddf; 

WI' -Wpl + 2 '/.1/' ~ ~!..~~ _ UN - 'II .. ..,. 'o·N' - -{/',",'! 

:~I'-j~p, iJ,v-y..,- liN' "!ls' 

Ii'!' - ('111 (1.20) 

whcre /V' and S' Me the northern ,lnd southern neighbors of /". Similarly for (III') 
the boundary conditi()n~ may be found to yield 

-!..Jp' + VI:; - Vw + VI-:' - 'IIW' __ 2~'~ 
:1;/.: ...• :I:w :1:/,:' - :I:w' !JI' -YI" 

(4.21 ) 
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N': N 
-----------*-_ .. _-----------

, 
, 

fig. 4.5: The discretization pOi1!t$ for the vorticity on a wall. 

Note that the constant em is not specified and may be chosen freely, since only 
derivatives uf 1/) are involved in the formulation . 

• Symmetry 
The vorticity boundary condition along a symmetry line is trivial. For both symme
try bound;>ries the u-velocity and iJvl[Jx are zero by definition. Substituting this in 
the definition of the vorticity leads to the observation that I.e' = 0 for (II) and (II'). 

The discretization of symmetry boundary conditions for the stream function is 
obtained from the analytical integration of the normal velocity distribution along 
the plane of symmetry. Since, the normal velocity is zerO, again a constant Dirichlet 
boundary condition can be imposed on both symmetry lines. However, now the 
value for this wnstant may no longer be taken arbitrarily since this degree of 
freedom i~ already used to define ('Ill on the walls (Eqs. (4.20,4.21)). To obtain CI " 
the mass· flow in iJ-direction pv must be integrated along the inlet. In the reduced 
(·omptttational domain this would lead to the integration of the parabolic profile. 
However, according to mass conservation we already know what the outcome of 
this integration must be, namely -p/2 p-'·"'v- oo + '~J( !t1, 0). Since 1)( id, 0) = C Ill , 

for ('II = -1>/2 p-'Y>v- c,,"' + ('111 is found. The freedom of choice is nOW used to 
take ('111 = c.:'lll' = pl2 p-'~:·v-'·"' thus leading to ell = 0 which is implemented in 
th~~ two-dimension,ll simulations. At the othe( symmetry boundary, Cll' := C1 I I = 
1)/2 P w~}-o<., (an be found. 

Sununarized the discretization for the ooul\dary conditions along the :;;ymmetry 
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lines are given by, 

Wf.' 0 

('/1 (4.22) 

and 

o 
(4.23) 

for (II) and (II'), respectively. 

II' Outflow 
At the outflow boundary it is presumed that the flow variables have attainL~d <) valu~' 
indepedent of 11 and are one-dimensional, which implies that the derivatives of the 
"((- and v-velocity in both directions arc 7.ero, thus le<)ding to ,) <:er0 vorticity as well, 
For the stream function ,)g,)in two choices <Ire possible, The analytical integration 
of (111(-:- c) along the outflow boundary, will lead to a linearly incrca:<:ing function:·\ 
of :l:, However, currently we employ for the stream function i?4,/ihi ~ 0, which 
may be derived using arla/ Oil = O. The :<:ccond·order derivative is diS(reti'.l'd \l:;ing 
a :<:econd-order one-:<:ided finite diffcr~~nce scheme . 

• Inflow 
To complete the definition of the computational set-up, the boundary conditions M 

the inflow have to be Jisnctizcd. Por the vorticity the definition of the vorticity at 
the point half-way between point P <l-nd its nearest perpendicular neighbor, here /II, 
is used Once mOre. 

The stream function is again specified with the analytical integration of 1'0 along 
the ~(;-axis, from J.: ~ 0 to J: -,- td, Using the specified parabolic velocity pl'ofile at 
the inlet this yields a third ordcr polynomial dependence on :f, 

whi(h give:> the prOpf;::( v<Jlues for !HO, I,) and V· I ( 1d, L) as can be verified easily, All 
boundMy conditions h<l.ve been specified now, 

4,3,2 Mesh generation technique in two-dimensionall'eactive flows. 

The adaptive gridding strategy developed by de Lange i~ presented het'c. As for 
the one-dimensional flame, it may be expected that large variation~ exist in first <1nd 
second derivatives of the variables in the computational domain. A :<:implc bUh:ostly 
mcaSLII'e would be to reduce the grid spacing uniformly over thE.:' complete domain. 
Cb)rly, for rea.listic bUJ:"ner geometJ:"ies (0(1cm)) this is not a feasible way to proceed, 
Especially when detailed chemical models are used, phenomena occur which need 

.... __ .. ", .... ,., .. , ..... ". 
':'Equal Ll) (.'11 + (t','/ If - (}I,)( ~)! with (,'u ;md (// ,I Intr.:,l(hH.:I.'d l'ilrlJl.'r. 
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grid spacings of the order O(O.lmml· If equidistantly distributed, this leads to a 
number of grid points equal to 100 x 100. Anticipating the Newton strategy used to 
solve the stiff differential equations, the memory requirements become large since 
per grid point at least4 N X N <eals have to be stored (s~~e section 2.3). Furthermore, 
the evaluation of all the elements in the Jacobian matrix, which often is performed 
by numerical differentiation, will become a very time consuming process. 

Therefore, some kind of adaptive gridding has to be used to keep the number of 
grid pOints and therewith the CPU time and computer storage requirements within 
reasonable bounds. In the tvvo-dimensional method developed by de Lange a static 
local refinement method is irnplemented[Lan92), which is used in the simulations 
presented here as well. This method starts with a fixed coarse mesh and a con· 
verged (or initially guessedl solution on this mesh. Additional points are added 
where some controlling funCtion, depending on the solution, exhibits large values. 
This procedure is performed in such a way that always a 6ve·point discretization 
molecule is added to the current level ofthe mesh, see Fig (4.6). Or equivalently, ilny 
rectangular region betvveen four points fOr which a refinement would be necessary 
is subdivided in four equally large rectangles. This added level of refinement to 
the marse mesh will be referred to as the first refinement layer. The procedure may 
be repeated for the first layer to give a second layer, etc. and a kind of hierarchy 
arises. On this multi-layered mesh the solution procedure is restarted until some 
convergence is reached. If possible, grid points, which have become supertluous 
during the computation procel>s, are removed. If the controlling function indicates 
no further refinement is necessary, apparently the solution is sufficiently resolved. 

As might be dear from FiS. (4.6), three kinds of mel>h points can be identified 
in this local grid refinement strategy. Following the nomenclatutc introduced by 
de Lmgli! [Lan92] these will be referred to as 'bollndary'-, 'live'· and 'interpolation' 
points. 'Boundary points are such pOints of the mesh where the bOllndaryconditions 
are imposed. The relation for each variable at these points is treated in the previous 
subsection. Live points are those points k)r which a control volume defined in 
Fig. (4.4) Can be assigned. The discretization of the differential equations for these 
points is already given. However, due to the special refinement technique, such 
a control volume cannot be found for some points. One of the neighbors of these 
points is not available on the sa.me level. To determine a relation for each variable 
On these points some kind of interpolation has to be introduced. Therefore, these 
are referred to as 'interpolation' poinb (0). 

The treatment of these interpolation points as given by the Lange for variables 
Y = (Yi , '[',w) has appeared to give good results. The interpolation depends on 
the orientation, which for pOints where either the western Or eastern neighbor is 
'mi~sir\g' is given by 

1. 1 1 1 
YI' "" --Ys' + Yi" -'YN' + -y~ + -YN 2 2 2' 2 

(4.24) 

where Y,,, is the eastern or western neighbor, respectively. YS' and YN' i~ a short 
notation for the southern and northern neighbor of l" (see Fig. (4.6)). As can be 

'Ree;,ll that concentr<ltioo pr'Ofiles nf C1 intermediates have typical width5 of the order of 0.2 mm. 
If thi~ b rC':\olved properly, with say 10 grid point~ ~) c~ptUl"e the fir~t ~nd ~~~o(\d deriv<ltivt·~, this In 
f,l"t lead~ to grid ~r~L"I\gs which <Ire ~veJ\ an smaller by ~n oI'(l",r of magnitudt" 
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fig. 4.6: f,o(:u/ grid-refinement straV'0J Murkers X denote 50-called live 
poirlls, c> are U/(~ interpol/Ilion POil1tS. The gridIint5 arl~ rqm~$/mted with dotll'd 
lirles. The solid line marks the boundary ofth~~ 1"i:fillement layer. Dashed h()x(~~ 
lm~ control volumes, 

verified, this relation states that the second-order discretized second derivative of 
y with respect to lJ in P is equal to the one in 1". For the CilSt: where a southern or 
nNthcn'l neighbor is not available, a similar expression is used. 

The stream function is tre.lted somewhat differently. Effe~~tively the differential 
equation (4.5) is used still. However, for the case where the westetn (or e,lstem) 
neighbor is not <w<1i1able, v,lriOltions in the x (Le. East - West) diI'e(:tion <lre not taken 
into <lccount, yielding 

(4.2S) 

Similarly in the opposite dirc(:tion 

(4.26) 

is used. Crucial in this definition is thatwp, in both previous e:':pI'eSf.;ions, depends 
on the orientation ,)S well. Analogously, variation:'; In the pcrpendiculilr direction 
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are not taken into 1!ccount. Therefore, for the West-East orientation this leads to 

and for the North-South orientation 

respectively, with ilx and 6.11 introduced in the previous subsection. It should be 
noted that the expressions, presented here, are identical to the ones used by de 
Lange. 

This kind of local grid refinement strategy has important consequences for the 
data organization. In structured (tensor-product) meshes a numbering method 
can be used which implicitly locali7.es the (E,W,N ,,:i) neighbors. Here, due to the 
un~tructUl'ed grids, special measureS have to be taken to keep track of all neighbors. 
Therefore for all points, pointers to the nearest (E,W,N,.':i) neighbors are stored. 
Furthermore, (or structured grids only two types of points are found, here referred 
to as 'boundary' and 'live' points. In the meshes used here, for points at boundaries 
of refinement layers it is not i"llways possible to define a control volume according to 
th~~ (me defined in Fig. (4.4). As mentioned in the treatment of these 'interpolation' 
points, these must be distinguished explicitly since other coupling relations are 
used. Therefore, the type of mesh point has to be stored as well. Furthermore, 
the orientation (perpendicular' to ;c or y) of the interpolation points and boundary 
points determines which coupling relation should be used and has to be known as 
w",11. 

Summarizing, this leads to (J data management structure where foul' (integer) 
am~ys arc needed to store the pointers to all four neighbors, one array to determine 
tht type of point and one a[[i.!y to determine the orientation of a boundary or 
interpolation point. However, this extra storage requirement is marginal compared 
to storage required by the Newton method. 

4.3.3 Solution Procedure 

Like in the one-dimensional flame simulations a Newton strategy is applied to deal 
with the intrinsic stiffness of the discretized equations. For structured grids the 
eXhmsion to multi-dimensional flows is straightforward. Using a mesh numbering 
scheme according to (:1:, y) H (k, I), the residual of all variables may be introduced 
yielding 

7··"·1 = l1ikl + (!,.·IYi1k-1)1 - biklYikl .j. tiI:IYi(k+l)1 

+ dikIYik(l-l) + /·:ikIY;k(I+I) 

k = 1(1) [(,.; 1= 1(1) /(v. 

(4.27) 

Here i corresponds to a variable and [(" and J(y are the number of grid points in 
;,;- and y direction, respectively. Note that n:q, i"lnd 6.YI do not need to be constant 
--_._------ -.,---

';NoTl-t~ctangular bllW:'1~%ti,,~ are not cllnsidt'r~d. 
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or equally Iarg~. hq. (4.28) may be rewritten if an appmpriate (slab by ~lab) grid 
numb~~ring scheme is introduced, e.g. 

j ::.:;1 ("l ) 1(,. ICy '"' l (1 ... j{ ~), (/\' y + 1 ... 2 f(?I ), ... , (( 1(,. - 1) /\' y ... K J.I\· il Jl , 
which is a colul1U1 oriented ordering of the variables. A row oriented approach may 
b~~ irltroduced as well. The residual can be reformulated according to this COI\lmn 

oriented numbering yielding 

"'ij = 8ij - (iL'jYi(J-l) - b,:.;Y,.; -I- C'.1Y'iHI) 

di)Y'(.I-i,·") + (:ijY,(,j+I\"J) 

i = l(l)N i .i = l(l)K 

(4.2H) 

(1.29) 

wher~~ N are thenumber of variables and f( = K,:KII the tot,l! number of grid points. 
This formulation is very similar to the one appearing in the one-dimensional flame 
problem. Using the same organization of the variables per grid point (section 2.:'~) 
the extension to multi-dimensional ca:o;e is now obvious. 

[n vector notation the residual is given by 

(4.30) 

where the structure of D, determined by the gmuping of all variables pCI' grid point, 
is illustrated in Fig. (4.7). The linearization performed by the Newton strategy lead:o; 
to a the set of equations to be :o;olvcd, symbolically written as 

J (t)L:.)7 = ·-F(t) , 

where't' denotes the pseudo-transient reformulation of th~~ di&creti:/.ed equations, 
which is not treated here but is rather straightforward. 

[t is obvious th<lt the structured grid approach leads to a regular Jacubian struc
ture as given in Fig. (4.7). Note that ac~~ording to this structure, it is implied that a 
5-point discretization molecule is con~idcrcd sufficient to discretize all differential 
equations. Formally, this is only true jf no mixed partial derivatives (like IP II).;!)!!) 
appear. Strictly thi:o; is only the case if the corresponding terms in 8w (Eg. (4.3)) an~ 
taken cqwll to :r,ero. Otherwise a 9-point pencil ~hould be used to indvde cross
dcriv<ltiveslike 1)2 / ihiJiI which leads to a Jacobi::1fi with 8 off-diagonals containing 
micro-blocks. 

For grid structures as presented in section 4.3.2, the extension to multi -dimensional 
systems (Eq. (4.28)) is not straightforward. A numbering like (k, I) is nut possible as 
can be seen in the schematic picture of an unstructured grid 01'1 the left in Fig. (4.8). 
Depending on the chniCf: for LlT.k and 6.y{, either some pairs (k, I) do not correspond 
with an existing grid point Or for SOme grid points a pair (k, I) cannot be a:o;signed. 
Here a numbering scheme is employed which is a column oriented count of all 
points encountered, processing each column from bottom to top as illustrated in the 
left part of Fig. (4.8). 

The residual now bccom~~s 

l'u = $iJ ! (li.IY;U-·!) - Ili)Yij + (:iJY'(.1+1) 

+ diJYi(jw) I ci)Y;Uld 

i -'" l(l)N j = '1(1)1( 

(4.11) 
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with jw and j/.; the pointers to the western and eastern neighbors of point j, re
spectively. K still equals the total number of points. Due to the different data 
Mganization implied by the local grid refinement strategy the structure of the vec
tor of unknowns now becomes 

- [-. ..:{. -'.I' .if .. ,. -lJ' ]' y = (tl I ••• I I'j,) , (I'I(! .j. I, ... I tl\'!+/,'z) I ••• , (tl( -A' I. , ... ,1,/( ) (4.32) 

where K, arc the number of grid points of column land L equal to the number 
of columns that is present in the grid. The 'mkro·vectors' t"" (Yl ... YN)T are 
introduced for typographical reasOnS. 

Although the residual is giv~n by Eq. (4.30) as well, the structure of the dis
cretiz(ltion matrix D becomes more irregular. This has immediate consequences for 
the structure ~)f the Jacobian OlS well, since in principle, the only difference~ between 
the Jacobian J and the discretization matrix D are the values of the entries in the 
mi(tQ-blocks. In the D-matrix all micro-blocks are dia.gonal matrices, whereas d\l~ 
to the non-linear nature of the differential equations the micro-blocks of the Jam
bi,ln be<:ome (partially) filled. For the example (unstructured) grid given in the left 
picture of Fig. (4.8), the structure of the Jacobian (and the dicretization matrix) is 
given explicitly. 

The method presented here is a first attempt to solve the two-dimensional flame 
problem. The resulting equations are to be solved with the method developed for 
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the block-tt·jdiagonal Jacobian arising in pure one-diment;ional flame problems (seE:' 
chapter 2). Therefore, the matrix equations have to be adapted, This is achieved by 
treating the coupling which is not ,)sso(iated with the three center block diagonals 
in the Jacobian in an 'explicit' way. Since the ev,)I1,lation of the Jacobian will be 
performed numerically, this ,\ppwxim,lted j<Kobi,ln matrix COln be calculated quite 
co)sily as will be shown, 

The residual at iteration level n it; split up into 'explicit' imd 'jmplicit' contribll-
buns: 

(4.33) 

where ni (ontains tlH~ (oefficietHS I.li", bi,1 and Ci} while DO. contains d,.; and ,\.;. ThE..' 
c,lst"West coupling ilre treated in an 'explicit' manner in thit; way. The numeric,}1 
eV,)hl,)tior) of the approximated Jacobian i~ still performed by the method developed 
fM the one-dimensional flames: 

. F:!JCV" + !l'i:'i, y,,-l) _ i"u(Y" , )3,,-1) 
J!I = ---.... '.';\' .--.--.-.---

with f:; n unit-vector <md!l' i'l small disturbance. J ll is now a block-tridiagonal mntrix 
again. It should be noted that if the numbering of the grid points is alt(~red from 
column to row oriented the coupling associated with the a;j and c;.i become the ·b.r' 
micro-block entries. in the ]acobi,)r) matrix equations. The resulting equation for 1':,. 
is very similar to Eq. (4.33), but now Di conti'.lins Ii(i, bij and 1'0 and DC contains 
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il,.; and ("j. The approximated Jacobian associated with this 'sweep' direction is 
indicated with .1",. 

In f<Jct the introduction of the residua.l ve<:tors iy,f"x only ensures that the Jacobian 
contains the three center diagonals only and these micro-blocks contain the COrrect 
entries for the implicit coupling only. Therefore, to solve the corresponding set of 
equations, only a small adaption has to be made to the algorithmic set-up described 
in chapter 2. In fact the method to evaluate the Jacobian numerically and the 
technique to solve the resulting set of equations are identical to the corresponding 
ones developed for the one-dimensional flame. The modified Newton technique 
may now be applied to the approximated Jacobian equations as:;;odated with the 
two possible 'implicit' directions separately. Currently j!1 is held constant for a 
preset number of iterahons6 and the approximated Jacobian equations 

(~e section 2.3) are solved. If the preset number of iterations is reached the 'implicit' 
direction is switched and the approximated Jacobian J~, is evaluated. Subsequently 

is solved for the same preset number of iterations. This procedure is repeated until 
convergence is reached. Convergence is checked by monitoring the nOrm of i"()J"), 
to ensure that the solution obeys the correct set of discretized differential equations. 

Since the Jacobian still contains the important coupling between all species 
through the chemical source terms, it may be expected that this partially explicit 
approach is able to deal wi th the stiffness ind uced by the chemistry. If the numbering 
method is switched from a colurrm-by-colutru'l ordering to a row-by-row ordering 
of the grid points, the 'implicit' direction switches from!! to ;t. In fact, if both 
approximated Jacobians jy and j., were evaluated and stored at the same starting 
level and Newton steps were computed consecutively <l method similar to the 
Alternating Direction Implicit method evolves. However, it is not exactly an ADI 
method since then the bi., would have to be taken either bi) = ail -+- ti) or b'.1 = d;J +~:;j 
for the x- and !}-implicit dirc<:tion respectively, which is not the case in the sketched 
approach, In numerical e)(pcrimetHS it was found that the intwdl.lced method gives 
better wnvcrgence behavior than the AD! method. 

"Typically 5 j~ u~ed now, whkh hM bee!) determined heuristically. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

The method dest~ribed in ~ection 4.3 will be applied to for some selected values of 
the width d and pitch p of the drilled holes (see section 4.4.1). It is expected that 
for small values of d and p the flame approximates a flat flame as studied in the 
previous chapters. This gives a unique opportunity to compare the lD and 2D 
results. Defore we present the results of the multiple-slit burner with ~everal values 
for 11, the calculation strategy will be introduced (section 4.4.2). Fin,)IIy, the re~\!lt~ 
will be presented and compared with those of the on~~·step glohll modd (sc'.:tion 
4.4.3). A discussit)TI of the method and the obtained re5ult~ i~ given in the final 
subsection of this chapter (section 4.4.4). 

4.4.1 Studies 

In order to have .) well-defined reference frame, cases will be considmvd whidl 
h,)ve alreMly been simulated using the onc·st~T global chemical model used in Our 
group [50s93]. Although in general not preferable, densities and velocjti~~~ will be 
~pecified u~ing em ,1Od g units inste,ld of the 51-units, ,)c(Ording to (w\YeTltion~ \Jt>ed 

in previous chapters and in combustion literature. 
For the simulation of the reactive flow field in the elementary geometry presented 

earlier, the values for the width fl, pitch p, length of the domain /, and the length 
of the inflow f,o are specified to determine the geometry. In the one-step chemical 
model study, ~imulations are presented with a constant thickness Lo = 0.08("111 and 
var-ious chojces for d MId 11. How~~ver, ,lS Mgued by Bosch ct ill. [Bos93J il constant 
r,ltio for the porosity (I/p will give a dear piCh,lre of the influ~~nc~~ of tlw g(~()mctry 
on flame characterbric~ such a~ the flatne~~. For, if this r1ltio i~ const,mt, the avewg!! 
mas~ Oow 1" per unjt 1Irea thrO\!gh the slits is constant 

with ·/iI .. · .. ·'·, the mass flow rate specified by the experimentator at the burner entry 
(conservation of mass is u~ed). For the study presented here, the ratio is fixed and 
giv~~n by 

d 2 
(4.34) -

11 1 

Larger valuL~s of this ratio are not recommendable as was experienced in experi
ment,!l studies. It w,lS found that d/ll :::: 0.8 can be considered as an upper limit 
to avoid too large burner loads7 . Too small values for d/p will lead tL) early blow
off due to the high vdodty in the slits. This was observed numerically using the 
one·step model rBos~l31. Furthermore, the latter studies showed that the domain 
length /, = 0.4 on is sufficiently large to obtain solutions, which are not dj~torted 
by th(~ outflnw boundary conditions, while at the same time keeping the compu
btion,ll dom,lin as small as possible. Given the constant length of the inflow <lnt! 
the constant length of the computational domain, the geometry is now completely 
specified if the value for d is given. 
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The computational set-up is completed by specifying the inli;?t (;Otldition~, which 
ate given by the concentration fractions, the temperature and the maSS flow rate, 
The latter will be specified through 'fil-

C
'''). However, in5teOid of presenting the mass 

flow rate, all studies will be 'labeled' by a specified uniform velocity 

at the burner entry (located at !J '" -=), since this conCUI5 with the experimental 
situ3 tion, The corresponding mass flow ra tc may then be determined by the temper
ature and composition of the gas at the burner entry, which are abo userJspcdfied, 
As in the one-dimensional simulations, for methanc"air combustion the initially 
present mole- (or mass-) fractions arc determined completely by the equivalence 
ratios ,(.', which for all simulations will be taken equal to 1.0. 

Thus, assuming the oxygen mole-fraction in air to be ~~qual to 0,21, this gives for 
the initial mole-fractiom 

)(r:!i; 0.095 

X(j;"> 0.190 

~y N~~\ 0.715 

0.0 

Using this initial composition'), the density may be calculated with p-<>o = (nM)-'>" 
to obt1lin the mass-flow rate li).-OO, The mol,lr density n can be calculated with the 
ideal gas law (Eq. (4,8)), given the pressure p :::-: 1 (JIm and the initial temperature 
'/" = 298.2 K. 

Bdow the range of all parameters (lre summarized: 

r.p 

P 
"/'""= 

d 

)) 

1.0 

I (ILtm,) 

298,21( (25"(:) 

35,Ocm (Ii,."'''' = ().0395~) 
8 cm2s 

2 

3 

For the values of the width d we select a subset of the studies presented in [Bos93l 
being 

d = 0,030, 0.050, 0,080 and 0,1 (em). 

An outline of the computational domain of the smallest and the largest case i~ shown 
ir'l Fig, (4,9), 

~Since the compo~iti(>n of air is a~~umed to bt, known. 
"Specifying the ave,-age molar ma~~ ti? 
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4.4.2 Calculation strategy 

[n "1ll results presE'tlted a coarse-to-fine grid strategy i~ used. Using an initially 
prescribed startitlg estimate for the solution, a converged solution is calcu[at(;'.d on 
the coarsest grid, with grid spacing taken equal to 6.:1; = 0.0025cm and ~V = O.01c/11 
in all cases (sec Fig. (4.10). Subs~~quently, one refinement l(lyer is added and the 
solution is interpol(lted Ol\to Ihis new grid level. The simulation is restarted with 
this 'initial' guess on the finer mesh until a solution is found. Finally, the second 
refinement layer is (lJded, interpolation of the solution found on the previous grid 
is performed and using this initial guess, the simulation is restarted once more. The 
procedure may be repeated on even finer me~hes, but herE' the refinement strategy 
is stopped after two layers of refinement. The three meshes are illustrated for ,) 
simulation with d ~ O.OBem in Fig. (4.10). 

It should be mentioned that the regions which are refined are determined by 
using the one-step calculations. In fact, the grid generation is performed separately 
and uses data of the one-step global chemical model calculations. Therefore, the 
grid might not be optimal for the deta.iled calculations. This did not appeal' to be "
problem for the simulations presented here. However, it is recommenJed thaI, the 
grid strategy is cuupled directly to the solution incorporating the detailed chemistry. 

In the coars~"to-fine calculation strategy described above, it has been as~umed 
implicitly that some kind of initial guess for all variables is (lvailable on the coarse 
mesh. The procedure employed here, to obtain this initial guess is presented now. 
FOl' the flow field and the temperature distribution, the results of the computations 
with a one-step global mechanism on a coarse regular grid are used. However, 
these simulations do not provide values for the chemical species. Since it may be 
~~xpected that the simulations of the hvo-dimensional flame structure will resemble 
a one"dirnensional flame (especially for small d-values), the result of a comparable 
('? = 1, Iii ..::. 0.0395 9 / (C11t2.~)) one·dimcnsional detailed chemistry simulation, as 
pres.entcd in chapter 2, is used. The one-dimensional flame results of the species are 
interpolated on the two-dimensional mesh using the temperature field of the one
step two-dimensional calculation and the temperaturE' field of the one-dimensional 
simulation. This interpolation approac;h in fact presumes that the temperature 
held of th~~ two·dimensional one-step simulation gives a good itlitial guess for the 
temper(lture fidd of the detailed chemical model computation. 

To perfurm the interpolation the solution for the mole frachon~ of tht~ Olle· 
dimensional calculation is described as a fUnction the temperature Tl /) values found 
in the one-dimenSional calculation, X,1/)(T1/)). The temperature profile TCr,y) 
found in the one-step two·dimensional sim\IIOltion is used subsequently to obtain 
the interpolated values according to 

(4.35) 

which t:mnplctes the initi(ll values for all variables in the two-dimensional domain. 
Note that this kind of interpolation only gives unique values for the interpolated 

variables if 'l'lI) is "- monotone function of :1; for the one-dimensional simulation. 
However, this is the case for all one-dimen~ional flame computations in this thesis. 
Furthermore, it should be realized that the initial guess obt(lined by this proce
dure gives only reasonable results for this specific geometry and is generally not 
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fig. 4.10: 'J'hrr.e levels (1' reftnmu:nt for a d = OJl. Only ~lllall )"IM·t of t/"i(' 
complete domain is presented ill the figures on the righl. 
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extendable to other geometries 

4.4.3 Results 

In th~~ study, presented by Bosch [Bos93], an indicator of the stand-off distan(c if; 
introduced. The so-c<llled Ii'!'";,, parameter, is defined as being the distance of a 
certain isotherm with value} '1".0 above the burner ilt the left symmetry boundary 
(t ( in Fig. (4.3)), from now 01\ referred to as the center boundary. Obviously, this 
height is cqual to the height of the same isotherm above the burner at the right 
symmetry axis (ll') if the flame is flat. For matters of convenience the I {I-boundary 
will be referred to ,lS the side boundary. 

If the flame becomes more curved, the height found at the center boundary will 
differ more and more from the one found at the side boundary. Schematically, this 
concept is represented in Fig. (4.11), where four isotherms are shown for the four 
introduced detailed chemical computations. 

d=O.03 J=O.05 

Tj,u 

''-1800 
.·1500 

1200 
i 900 ~,;~t ............. . 

x 

fig. 4.11: The ii/fir/ilion of (i'h",. From left to right, parts of tlte /1 = 0.03, 
n.m, 0.08 and d = 0.1 em geomelries are slwum. 7hnperutilt·t CorJi-()UfS with 
the values 'f' = 900, 1200, 1500 arzd 1800 {-( are presented. 

The !iT,."., values are calculated for temperatures equal to 900h:, 1200{\', l500K, 
1800/'" re5pectivdy, sec fig. (4.13), Dosch et a1. pr~sentcd results forT ::- 15001(, 1800/\' 
and 2000K instead (Fig. (4.12)). The re,lSt)n for not presenting the 2000K isotherm 
here, b that a detailed chemical model gives a different temperature distribution.. 
The T == 2000/\' i.~otherm is located far downstream, in a region where the flow has 
become uniform alread y. Small difference5 in computed tempera tures will therefore 
lead to quite large differences in the parameter Ini." beMeen the four cases. For 
that matter the 20DOK isotherm is not a good indicator of the flame flatness in our 
simulations. 
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From bottom to top '/' 

The ()'I'm! criterion gives a global indiUltion of the fl"tnet;t; of the flame. ilnd will 
therefore be referred to as a gtohll property of the flame. The detailed structure of 
the flame is investigated as well. Profiles of the temperature, major species along 
the left symmetry axis arc wmp'lred to the profiles along side axis. These results 
are referred to as 'detailed prnpertie:;' in analogy with the ~t\ldies presented in the 
previoLis two (hapters. 

Finally, in order to determine whether the flot-f1ame geometry ilpproaches a 
true one-dimensional flame for sm,lll d-v,~lues. the profiles along the center axis are 
~~ompared with the resu Its of <\ one-dimensional simulation. To rule out effects of the 
grid as mLlch as possible, the olw-dimcnsionai siml,ll,ltion i~ performed with a grid 
sp,King cxt!"Kted from the center boundary of the twu-dimensional simulation, 

Global properties of the flat flame: 5'J:i",,-criterion. 

In rig. (4J 3) the .l'i;.",-parameters are presented for the four cases of d that are 
studied. COrTIpilrcd to tht' one-step global chemlclll model results (see Fig. (4.12», 
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the trend observed i~ confirmed by the detailed model simulations. Both smaller 
geometries Ii = 0.03 em and d = 0,05 em produce 'HOle-flames in the sense defined 
by the 8'1'i",' criterion, The distance of the three lowest isotherm~ above the burner 
is equal within 0,01 mm, whereas both larger slit~ ~how an increasing difference for 
alt three isothenns, e,g. for the 900 K isotherm this difference increases to 0,05 mm 
and 0.1 mm for d = 0.08 em iH\d d = 0.1 em, re~pectively, 
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fig. 4.13: Values for tiT;.", (o)/ound/or the ~ludies with d = 0.03, d = 0,05, 
d ::= 0,08 ami (i = 0."1 (em). 'I'i.o = 900, 1200, 1500, and 1800 f( lire 
shown, 

It can be observed that as the width of the slit becomes smaller llnd the two
dimensional flame ,lppr'Oache~ the one-dimensional limit, the isotherms become 
ks~ curved (see also Fig. (4.11)). Furthermore, in the 'flat' flame zone (i.e, d = 
0.03, 0.05 em), the plots suggest that the height of the isotherm is given by the value 
at the center boundary iUl.d Iwt the height of the isotherm at x = 1P, as one might 
expCd. 

Detailed properties of the flat flame, 

The comparison of the profiles of the temperature and mole fractions of the major 
species along the center boundary and the profiles along the side boundary are 
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presented now. Since the one-step global chem.ical model simulations arc used to 
provide an initial estimate of the temperature for detailed model calculations, the 
results of the one-step simulation are presented as welL 

To illustrate the differences between a flat and a curved flMn.e, the det<liled 
properties are shown for the two extreme values of d that have been L1sed, i.e. 
d = n.m em and d = 0.1 em. In Fig. (4.14) the temperature pmfiles ~llong both 
boundaries arc presented for the two elementary burncrs. The Or"HN;tep glob,)l 
model temperahm?: profile that is induded (dash-dotted line), it> the one found at 
the center bounuary. 

Compared to the one-step calculation the final temperatures at if _. L for the 
detailed chemical model are lower by approximately lOOA'. This difference cannot 
be attributed to differences due to the chemical model since both chemical models 
give flame temperatures in ,) one·dimensionaJ calculation which differ only a few 
degrees. This difference is induced by the too small G)l("l,llational dotni;lin, which 
c.)USCs the slower ('() - (.'( h conversion to stop too early in th~~ detailed chl~mistTy 
simulations lO. 

The temperature along both boundaries give very similar profiles for the d = 
O.03cm case. Although poorly resolved, at the side boundary the temperature 
derivative shows a discontinuity at ~r = tP (as it should be above the cold. wall) 
where,)s at the center boundary the temperature deriv,)tive is smoother (insert in 
top figure of Fig. (4.14)). Obviously, a discontinuity should occur at the burner 
edge otherwise no cooling mechanism would be present and the flame would 
propagate upstream. In thc II = O.lcm case, both boundaries can be distinguished 
from each other mOre cJeMIy. The temperature profile ,It the side edgc is clcMly 
shifted upstream with respect to the profile found at the center boundary, showing 
the larger curvature of the temperature contour which was already observed in 
Figs. (4.11)-(4.13). 

With re~pect to the species, no information is ,~v~jili)ble from the orw·~;t(~p rn()dl~1 
(·,jlcuIMions. [n Pigs. (4."15) ,)nd (4.'16) the major species pr{)fil~~s nre prf$l.~nted ,H the 
(:~nt~r- ilnd side boundaries of both ca~e~. As w.)s found for the temper.)tLlre profile 
,llf"€ady, th[:~ ([ - (Umln w~ornetry yidds th~~ largest two-dimcl\sion.11 dfects. This is 
confirmed by the profiles of thc major species along both boundaries (Fig. (4.16)). 
For ~1: ::... hi the species profiksarc shifted upstream with respect tp those at t1W(e!ntcl' 
line ,)nd coincide with the center bound,)ry results where the! flow has become! nearly 
uniform ,)nd the mixture h,)s approached chemical equilibrium. 

For the smallest geometry, the profiles of the major species along both lines co
incide bdorc the reaction layer is rcached. Differences occur in a small region in 
the pre-flame zone only, where the temperature is low and the mixtllre is chemi
cally frozen. These differences in the pre-flame wne Me induc~yj by the diffcrent 
boundary conditiom at both boundaries. 

Concluding, the calculations dearly show that the results for the smaller slit 
widths ,)pproa(h a on~~·dimensionallimit. Only in a small layer above the burner 
pbte, v,)riations in th~~ dir~xtion parallel to the burner plate occur and the flame 
shows multi-dimensionlll effects. However, these multi-dimensional variations 
unly dfect the region with rclatively low temperatures and the reaction layer may 
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thlO.mdOT~ b~ CQnt>idered to be truly one-dimensionalll For the two l<lrg~.t>t widths 
thi~ is not th~ c,lt>e OInd the reactive flow becomes uniform in a n.:~giori where the 
mixture rcachcs chemical t>quilibrillm, thu~ behind the reaction layer, 

IIOptiC311y.the flames is flat since the lumin()LI'; z()ne in a (.'II,-fl~m~ is rej8t~d t(' tht' c\'nL"('ntl·~tion 
I)f ~\~cttt~d (.r,/, (,I fl ,,)nd Oil !'adic~11s, which I"f!ilCh Lhl:~il' r'l:'h~Xirl'1urr1lI''' th(~ I"t::~.a~~tion lay~~r. 
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Comparison with the one-dimensional limit 

[n the limit of d --t 0 the results should approach those of the one-dimensional 
model. The profiles of the major species along the center line are compared to 
results of a simulation of a one-dimensional model in this subsection. Only four of 
the major species are treated to get a dear picture, i.e. the reactants C Tl4, Ch and 
the major products C02 i'lnd IhO (see Fig. (4.17)). 

For the largest slit the profiles are clearly shifted downstream. Furthermore, 
the equilibrium composition is different for the one-dimensional and the MO
dimensional simulation (2.5% difference in maximum mole fraction for H20, see 
Fig. (4.17)). However, for the smallest slit (d = 0.03 em) all profiles are shifted 
downstream also, which contradicts the assumption that the model approaches the 
one-dimensional limit for small d-values. Furthermore, the difference in the equilib
rium composition is here even more pronounced than for d = 0.1 em. Here, the H20 
mole fraction at the outflow, is increased by 6% compared with theone-dimensional 
calculation. Although it is dear from the previous section that the smallest slit 
width behaves one-dimeI'lsional, the results shown here indicate that the difference 
in equilibrium composition between the one-dimensional a.nd the twt)·dimensional 
simulation incre(lses with decreasing d values. 

To investigate this contradiction, the equilibrium composition of all cases is 
studied more closely. Since all elementary reaction~ conserve the elements it may 
be shown that the so"ca lied 'specific clement mole n LImber' r. = X. j.M, obeys a 
convection-diffusion like equation without chemical source term 

(4.36) 

where I'. \f. i~ a linear combination of the diffusive fluxes L V, of the species (see 
Appendix Cl). The element mole fraction X. is defined as being 

N 

X, "-' L: XoiXi I: = l(l)N. 
i=] 

(4.37) 

where N c• is the number ~)f elements present in the mixture, here N, "" 4 (C,H,O,N). 
The coefficient X,i deI'lotes the elemental compo~ition of <) species i formally iI'ldi
(ated with 

for an arbitrary species l2 

Since <H the burner entry 11 = ·'·00 and the outflow!J = L the flow is considered 
as being uniform in y-direction the diffusive velocities vanish at both Sidf?s of th~~ 
compu ta tiona I domain. By integra bon of Eq. (4.36) over the complete compu ta tiOI'lal 
domain, it can be derived for the present geometry that r,(:I~, -=) ::..;. I'.(:r., I,), which 
is obvious since at both sides pilis equal and uniform. Similarly, for y = 0 and 1) = /, 
(i.e. where the inlet and outlet is specified in the computational domain), it may be 
shown th<\t 

l'.(O, 0) = [,.(0 , L) 
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should be valid for all elements. (see Appendix Cl), To illu~trate this phenomenon 
the quantities, ['r.~, 1'1I1 Co and fN, are plotted for a one-dimensional calcula
tion (solid Jines) together with the results at the center boundary of all the four 
two-dimensional simulations (marked lines) considered in the present study, see 
Fig, (4.18). 
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fig. 4,18: The properties I '. along the center boun.dary (markers are indicated 
in thefigure) compared to the one-dimensjonaisimuiation (solid /j11.e~)_ Fou.r 
eielllerlfs /; are shown, C (top-leN, If (top-right), () (bottom-left) and N 
(bottom· right), 

,., 

The solid lines indicate that di~;;cretization in the one·dimensional calculation 
is such that the specific element mole-fraction is conserved perfectly (error within 
O.2'1~). However, the marked lines in Eg. (4.18) show that elemental conservation is 
viol<lted in all two-dimensional ~imulations. Furthermore, the smaller d the larger 
the difference with the one-djmensional calculation and thus elemental conserva
tion becomes increasingly violated- This observation correlates with the inc~asing 
differences observed between o!\e- and two-dimensional COlS~~S fM the major species 
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,--_ .... ... _-
width C II 0 

. ... _-
N 

d = 0.00 +0.000 +0,060·_· +0.000 +0.000 
d = 0,03 0.035 +0.056 +0.021 -0005 
d::;:: 0.05 -0.02l +0,037 +0.012 -0.003 
If == 0.013 -0.015 ·j·O.021 +0.007 -0.002 
d = 0,10 ··0.011 +0.021 +0.006 -0.002 .. ,. .. _ .. 
d _ 0,00 3,433, lO- J 1.373 . 1O:~2···· i.X73-:-1 0 - < .I).l71·10 
.1= o.m 3.31:1.10- 3 1,449,10- 2 1.402, 10 .. 2 5.145·10-" 
d = 0,05 3.360, 10 .. 3 1.423· 10-" 1.388 ·lO-2 5.l513·10- 2 

d::.;; 0.08 3.,~83 ·lO-' 1.10::1.· 1O-~ 1.382, 10- 2 5.165·10 2 

(1::= 0,10 3.395,10- 3 1.401 ·10 2 1.381· 10-" 5.165· lO-2 _. __ .- .. ,----- . 

table 4.1: Tfli~ relative errOl· in de-me-n.tal conservation defined according 10 
ll." = (lAO, L) - (',(0,0) )/1',,(0, 0). In. the bottom part of the tablcthe valu.es 

JOY 1'0(0, L) aye f{iVl!"I"1.. Tht!.1)aiu.,!s pI·(!Sented/(JI· d = 0,00 ure obtained with 
the ()lle·,di-mel1.~im·lal tmtiwd. 

mule fractiuns as well (in Fig, (4.17)), 
In table 4,1 the relative error for the four 20 cases and the one 10 (il = 0.(0) 

is presented, The dependence of the elemental deficit on the width of the slit (Ii) 
suggests that this dfcd may be attr:ibuted to the discreti;;-;ation uf the boundary 
conditions. If this is assum~~d, the effect of the error would scalE:' like 

where Lb is the total length of the boundaries and A the area of the wmputational 
dOlt1<lin. J\lr all geometries considered A ~ }p. r while the total length of the 
boundaries equals 1'+ 2/,. Therefotc, if the error would b~~ induced by the ho,md'lry 
conditions only, th~~ ddicit could possibly depend on d like 

Investigating this fraction for the cases d .-.. 0 gives t:..,,(d) t.( ;~ which correlates with 
the increase found in table 4.1 with decr:easing d. 

For this reason, the boundary conditions are investigated in more detail. Cur
rently, for all speci7s, the bound~ry conditions along the walls and synunetl'Y axes 
at'C the same, vi7.. ~ = 0 or ~II)( = () (sec $lxtion 4.3.1). In the nUTnC!rical imple-

~d. !j 
mentation these conditions are rcpt\~sented by a one-sided difference sc;heme. The 
effect of this implementation on elemental conservation will be studied for a wall 
along the lI"axis. The argumentation, however, holds for the symmetry-axes and 
walls i)long the J;-axis as well. 

In rig. (4.19) a diagram is presented of the two·dimensional finite·voILlml~ c)rC!as 
used to discretize the convection-diffusion equation for the species in a 'con::;et'Vative 
way'. Effectively, the discrcli7.ation of the wrre.~ponding differential equation for 
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fig, 4,19: IilI4strtltion of a COtlServative Tfliart-like implementation of the 
zero-fhlx boundary conditi()n. 

the finite-volume around pOint A may be represented by the formal expression 

(~ - (~ + {~ - E'} = S 

161 

where ( if; the flux perpendicular to the eastern, western, northern and southern 
irHerfaces C, 1lJ, n, s, The total flux ~ across an interface (c.g. the dotted lines in 
Fig. (4.19)) is conserved exactly if the flux on that intedace is calculated in the same 
way for both points (i.e, for the control volumes belonging to H and A, respectively, 
in Fig. (4.19)) that share that interface, For example, the flux across the east interface 
of A is I;onserved exactly if in the implementation of the discreti7.ation scheme 

.fj .11 
('ill =f.t. 

hOlds. Overall conservation is guaranteed if this is true for all interfaces. However, 
if the %eTO nOrmal flux boundary condition is discretized with a one-sided difference 
scheme (as is used in the present calculations), 

(Jfj rf - rt 
ih: - :L B - a;A 

conservation along interfaces near walls is no longer guaranteed, In fact, it can 
be shown that this implementation of the boundary conditions does not conserve 
species mole-fractions and thus acts as a source or sink term. 

A correct way to ensure conservation and yet to avoid a flux of species through 
th~~ wall is to introduce a fictitious mirror-point (A' jn Fig. (4.19)) with all scalars 
equal to the values at A but the veh;ity vcctor13 equal to iJ' = (-11, v), where 

"'M<)fe genefally, the velocity vector ii' i't i' v'lnt mirrl'r-irn~t;~d Ir\ ar\ ~I'bittaty boundary with ,1 
Ih'" I)ulwatd ur\il normal vector (see Pig, (4,]'!», ciln be ddined ~t'C()I'(\'r\g 1I) ii' = ii - 2( Ii· ,i), .. 
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ii = Cn, '0) i~ the velocity vector of point A. r-urth~~rmore, if <) flux <llon!!, tlw wclll, 
through the control vohlme is (lllowed, the di~creti'.<ltiOn of the imperm~~able wall 
will yield 

which gives with the usc of the approach of Thiart (sec section 43.1) 

(4.38) 

Hcre, all coefficients are determined according to their definitions 14 Eq. (4.J7). Re
calling the definitions of ((i' and (:i' 

("i·' 

it can be shown that since hv = .- PE for [3, aT' - q.. and th<lt the introduction of 
the fictitious mirror-point effectively yields a second-order accurate discreti"iltion 
of the diff\Jsion flux whic.h formally assures conservation of ~pecie~ in the umtrol 
volume for walls. 

With respect to the overall conservation of elements the conservative discretiza
tion of the boundary condition is investigated by implementing these in the ,11-
gorithm. Since it may be exp€(ted that the local refinement method introduces 
new 'boundary' points, (viz. the interpolation points, see Pig. (4.6)) simulations 
have been performed using (l regul<J[ \lnrefined mesh only. furthermore. since the 
I.)rgcst clement deficit f),." is found for 1/ in the d = 0.03 ern geometry, f),.11 for the 
smalkst fwometry is considered only. The implement,ltion of th~~ 'new' boundary 
conditions is performed in several stagesf all shown in Fig. (4.20) together with th~~ 
origil1<)1 rcsLdts (dash-dotted line). In the firt\! 5tage only th~~ ~ymmdry boundaries 
II and II' are treated in thb con~ervative way. Results of this implementation are 
shown with a dotted line. In the second stage, the walls arc treated as weI! (marked 
line). It was found that the intersections of boundaries need special attention ,\t\ 

well (e.g. the edge of the burner ,H (:1: .y) = (~d. 1'0))' The discretization of the~e 
special points has to be considered with care, since they have a relative l<\rge dfed 
on the elemental conservation as is illustrated in Pig (4.20). The re~ults show that 
\lsing (onservative discretization for all points in the computational domain (solid 
lines in Fig. (4.20)) yields the besl resultsf Le. 6.1I ~ 0.7%. 

Finally, the species profiles along the center boundary ,Ire (Omp<)l'ed to the 
one-dimensional simulation (see Fig. (4.21)) for the case where all boundilri~'~ <In<1 
intersection are treated conservatively. Now, the agreement betvveen the one- ,1nd 
tvvo-dimension,ll simulation is excellent. The difference in 11 20 mole fraction ilt 
11 - I; has now detr~~ased to n.4~;', which is a clear impmvt;:ment over the origin(ll 
2D imulatioTI (6'Y,». Furthermore, all profiles coincide ex(cpt in <) small zone ne,lr 
y = () em. There, due to the much higher velocity in the two"dimensional simulation 
(v;::; 75 cmj.~ in the slit wmpared to v ~ 35 cmj.~ in the ID sitl'lL!lation) the profiles 
~how a diff(~r'Cnt curvature. 
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fig. 4.20; Effed of the conservative treutment of tht 'bou.ndary' volumes. 
The dash-dotted ii/u indicates the original calcuiati(ltl, dashed lines: improved 
treatment of the symmetry ilXes; marked line; walls impmved as well, solid 
line: all bO!l./"ldary control vollmws treated conservatively. 

4-4.4 Discussion 
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The f;imulations have shown that the results obtained with the global one-step 
model [Bos93] ;Ire confirmed by the detailed chem.i£try simulations. Fl,lrthermore, 
the comparison with the one-dimensional detailed simulation (Fig. (4.21)) deal'ly 
shows that if the width d of the slits is taken small enough the detailed structure is 
almost identical to the One found in the one-dimension1!1 case. 

For all cases presented the method developed here to model the two-dimensional 
nat flames obtains a. converged solution, For the smallest value for d typically 600 
Jacobian evaluations!'? were needed to reduce a measure for the error to 5 . 1.0-4 

on the 2-1ayer rdined mesh, However, the larger the slit width becomes, the more 
curved the flame structure becomes, convergence behavior becomes worse. For 
those cases, the couplings tha t are treated explicitly become more important. I t may, 
therefore, be expected that the convergence behavior will be improved if all spatial 
couplings are treated implicitly. However, for that c,~se the method developed 
for one-dimensional flames c~nnot be used. Currently, a method (Bi-CGSTAB) is 
implemented to deal with the ful1 set of Newton eqU<ltions arising if all couplings 
are treilted implicitly. 

"lh.· C I'IJ-tiIne needed to I.'vld\.l~te OIH! Jacobian i~ of the orJ"r O(~OO.,), on a MIPS 44UO rr')':~~~'Ir. 
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Appendices Chapter 2 

A.1 On the equivalence between Thiaft- and Larroutourou dis
cretization. 

In [(;hi911 Ghilani and Larrouturou presen t an anilly~is for an upwind scheme for the 
dis(reti:zation of the convection-diffusion equation with a realistic tranl>port modeL 
This type of equations appears frequently in the simulation of one-dimen~ional 
premixed h)minar flames. They prove that this scheme preserves the positivity 
of the mass-fraction of all spedes and does not induce oscillatory behavior of the 
solution for any value of the local cell Peclet number and/or magnitude of the 
timestep. The "liter is the main drawback of central discretizations of the convective 
flux. I Iowever, opposed to upwind methods, the method ofGhilani is second-order 
accurate (depending on the value of the Peclet numbers), Therefore, this difference 
method leads to a more robust yet accurate algorithm, These results Me very useful 
in the simulation of Ol"lc-dimensional flames with detailed chemistry since large 
variations in local cdl Peclet numbers may be expected. 

For the generalized convection-diffusion equation mentioned on page 34, 

(A.1) 

with variable dlffusivity /\, given in the nomelKlature adopted in chapter 2 (sec
tion 2.3), the discretization presented by Ghilani yields, 

with 
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(A,2) 

(A.3) 

(A,4) 

(A5) 

(A.Ii) 
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where fl.} ~ :ri+1 - ;rj and the local Peclet numbers (or Reynolds number for that 
matter) 1', = 11fl.,,/ AJ arc introduced. S) is the (chemieill) SOurce term 1lt gridpoint 

It should be mentioned that the expressions (A3 ... A.5) ill'(~ equivalent with the 
original relations of Ghilani [Ghi911 p. fl5, multiplied with (ii.1 + ii). I) <md without 
the typing error in expression (84) for c} on the same page. l'ht~ fun(tiCHl () i~ given 
by, 

I~(f') -"- coli! (-~) - 2/1' (A.7) 

which involves some exponential behavior in I' as docs the function A on page 36, 

t\ (P) -,- ----:-
(J 1 

appearing in the method propo~ed by Thiartl. 
Now it can be shown that the discretization of the ~ame Convec.tinn-diffu~ion 

equation proposed by ThiarL 

j 
(lj 

c'. 
} 

1'1.,-1 A(-I'· d 
6.]_1 ) 

.0..Lt\(P) ii
J 

} 

Iii - 1< + I~~ 
"'~i 8,i-l~,i-'dl -- W(/.lj - 1)) -I- 8,f~,dW(J~i)) 

(A.H) 

it> equal to the Ghij,mi dit>c~ti:.::: .. til1n if Sj _I is replaced with 8:i and the source term 
weighing is not applied. The source term 5 J then yields, 

(ASl) 

which in fact is the implementation chosen in our algorithm. '10 prove thi~ :<;t.Hcrncllt 
(I) will be reformulated such that the a:i arises. 

First realize that ai is equivalent with, 

II} - J.! [,2 + ('OUI (Ii-I) -+- +1)] 
IJ.I 2 1).1 

(A, 10) 

where the identity 2/FI -1 "" 2Ai-I/(tt6..i-tl is used to get It outside the square 
brackets. Now, the 2/ Pi- \ terms cancel and 

(
I'. 1) 

ai - It(cOlh ; + 1) 

(A.II) 

'N,)t~ thatwth(:r;) = ;,:;!:=~ 
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Multiplying the l"Iominator and the denominator in Eq. All with e·- I ', .• l!2 gives, 

;\j-l ( 2P;-1 ) 
aJ = Lli-l 1 ._. e=i~~~ 

2~ ( -,/;-1 ) 
£l.1-l (.-I,_l - 1 

(A.12) 

which is thus equal to 
21\;-1/ £l..I-l;\'( -P;-d = 2a';. 

The f,,1<;tor 2 originates from the f,let that '~j = 8; (l1 j - 1 + LlJ )/2 appears in the Thiart 
formulation (Ilq. (A.9)), instead of 8.-; :::;;; 5j(6.j_l + .:.\j) which is introduced above 
(Eq. (A.6)). An al"lalogous reasoning can be applied to show that r:; = 2r:j. Like for 
the Thiart method, ilj + c; = '-'.1 is valid. Indeed, this can easily be showl"I from the 
original relations (A.3 + A.5). 
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A.2 The numerical evaluation of the Jacobian matrix. 

Here the numerical evaluation of the Jacobian matrix mentioned in se(tinn 2.3 i~ 
tn',lted in mMe det,)il. The nne-sided difference s(heme 

iTY + lilY.) - i'(Y) .T - ········_··········3··-···· ............ . (AB) 

is the st<lrting point of this treatment. To ev~lu~te the complete Jacobian matrix 
with the least computational effort, off course an analytical approach would have to 
be chosen, However, this is a very cumbersome task and the analytical expressions 
have to be reconsidered for every change in the description of the residu<)l vl~dnr. 
Furthermore, if certain iteration schemes are used to obtain specific quantities, an 
analytical approach D.light not be available2 at all. 

The main g-oal will be to determine the Jacobian numerically with the least pas· 
sible evaluations of the residual vector, To meet this pre-requisite some knowledpp 
<lbOlJt tfw d~~pendence of the residual of species 'i at position .I 

(A.l4) 

on species i' at position .i' is needed. Obviously, this is closely related to the dis
ONization star (molecule, pendl), for which here a three-point molecule is chnscn. 
On one hand the residual r"':i is explicitly dependent On Yi(,i_·!),Y;} and Y;(,-t-I) ,,5 

would occur for the case of a convection-diffusion equation with constant diffusivity 
and mass-flow rate. 

On the other hand, implicit dep~~ndcndes <Ire present as well. In flame.s, the most 
important coupling- is induced by the (complex) chemical ~ource term "1.1' which 
deper\ds on the conccntr<ltions of m<lny species and the tempCl,.:Jtllre due to the 
~'ll'mentMy ~eactions. Depending- on the transport- (\ 1.\",) and thermodynamical 
hi, 11..) models that are used/ thecocfficientsllij, bi,i and cu, also introduce a coupling 
between /"':i and the other species i' at positions j - 1, j and j + 1. 

From this consideration it might be clear that in order to obtain proper vl1lues 
for the Jacobian clements 

/".,' = Uri; i, i' -l(l)N, )' -.I -1,),.1 +"[ 
"1.1 - iJ Y;'j' 

the disturbance vector r has to be chosen carefully, Obviously, through the implicit 
coupling: of 1"';.1 with ,111 species j' only one species mily be disturbed ~lt a limt":. 
Furthermore, through (explicit ~nd implicit) Jeper\(krK~~ of '''ii on YiC,-'I), Y'.i ,)nd 
YqH !) only these entries in the disturbance vector 5 may be different from zero 
which sh,ue the :;,Irnl~ v,lluc jl ,)nd il constant) v,)lue, with 

.! = IIlOd(./, 3) (A. J 5) 

{Likl· the 'inner' it'.'r:Clti(1n pr~~·~·dun.· i1ppli(·d in :-;ilnuL~~im).':; wdh I',="duc~d /"'hel ... ~i'C.'~)1 ,))u~h~I.' .. , 10 

~v~h.lat"i' cl'!rtain ~p(!ci~'~ C{Jnct'ntrilt!{}n:::. (Chilpt"..'r :n· 
.1B,~,.(! II) InII)d that the diffu~ivity of ~peci~~·j for inst~ncedept'nd~ on all ~p<!ci('~: 

/)"" == (1 - l',)C2;:, X';[),,)-', 
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The calculated 'disturbed' residual vector r(jJ + l) may then be used to evaluate all 
elements 

J il~1 ,fjl d Ji~i' "(l)N 
iV-I)' ';.i' an i(i'+l) 'I 

Simultaneously! In Hg. (A.1) this procedure is elucidated, 

~¢~u OQc}(l-
0000 
0000 

X 

x 
;=4 

~ooru ~o~~~ ~QQ~ 0000 g g~: ~ ggg~ (.1(100 
Qr,¢(1 

~::~i ~::~ oOQ.: oooc, ()GQ.I 0000 
~¢-£:!. 00.Q0 

i ..... , 

Jacobian 

m J mod 3= 1 

m 

8 

fig, A1: Numerical evaluation oj the Jacobial1 matrix, Here a theorelical 
model willl four couplelj differential equations (N = 4) is used as an illus
tration. A value Jor ] = mod(j',3) = 1 is indicatell with the solid symbols 
in the disturbance pectOr (rigid)' These correspoml to the only entries whic/l 
(tifJ/~r from zero. The corresponding elements of the Jllcobiatl to be evaluated 
~imllltarle()usly with this l arl!. indicatcd with solid symbols in till!. micro-blocks. 

From this it may be conduded that the evaluation of the complete Jacobiiln 
requires 3N residual vector evaluations, where N equals the total number of differ
~~ntial equations to be solved, 
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A.3 A C1 - C2 Chemical scheme for methane combustion. 

The C'j-C'2 chemical scheme by Warnatz[War831. The reaction [',He dOlt<J for the 
Ihcrm,ll decomposition of C !l4, reactions 34 and 35, are djffcr~~nt hom the original 
reference. Here the rate data, mentioned in Eq. (2.42), page 52 are substituted. 

II ~~.~.~~?.cr Reaction A n . ~.~:~~~ ,,=,ij 
112 - (h Subsystem 

()2 + 1/ ~ () 1/ + () 2.0001011 n.o 7D.:lO 
1.56810 13 n.o ::\}-;2 

2 Ih+O-=Ofl+ll 5.060104 2.(,70 26.JO 
2.222104 2.670 18.29 

::\ Il z + 01/ ~ 1120 + Il LOOO 1O~ 1.600 13.80 
4.312 1O~ 1.(,00 7(-,.4f, 

4 () If + ()!l ;-'- IhO + () 1.500 10'1 L14D 0.42 
1.473 lOlO L 140 71.()9 

5 11 + (h + M ~ I[(h -I- M 2.30010 18 D.800 0.0 
6 // 02 + // ~ () // + 0 Ii 1.50010 14 () .0 4.2() 
7 Il(h + II ~ 1/2 + (h 2.5001Oi3 0.0 2.YO 
8 Il(h + Oil ----' fhO + (h 6.00010(3 0.0 ().O 

9 1102 + If ----I. 1120 + 0 3.000101.1 0.0 7.20 
H1 Il(h + () ----' Oil + Ch 1.80010 13 n.o -1.70 
n lI(h + IlO~ ----I. Il~O~ + (h 2.50010 11 0.0 5.2 
12 Oil + Oil + M ~ fl202 + M 3.25010n ···2.0 0.0 

1.092 1(124 -2.0 202.29 
13 1/2(h'l II _.' I1 z() ·1· OIl 1.000101:3 O.U 15.00 
14 112Ch + () 1/ ~ 1120 + lI(h 5.4001012 0.0 4.20 

1.80210 11 0.0 134.7.1 
15 // + /I + M ----I. !l~ + M 1.80010 18 ·-1.000 0.00 
16 0/1 I // 1M··' /I~() I M 2.200 1{]22 -2.nOO O. (I(J 

17 o + 0 + M ~ (h + 1'..1 2.900 lOI7 ·I.DOO o.()O ---,--_ ... ,-,,--

CO''" C(h subsystem 

18 (;'() + ()II ~ ('(h + II 4-400 lO() '1.500 -:un 
4.95610~ '1.500 89.76 .. 
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!LB~mber Reaction A n r;a·-~ 
,,-

C1 reactions 

19 CII+02"~ HCO+O 
.. ~ 

3.00010 0,0 0.0 
2() C H -I- CCh --" H CO + CO 3.4001012 0,0 2,9 
21 lICO -I- fl -' CO + Ih 2.0001014 0,0 0.0 
22 HCO+Oll--" CO + H2O 1.0001014 0.0 0,0 
23 H CO + 02 -' CO + H 02 3.0001012 0,0 0.0 
24 HCO -I- !vI ~ CO -I- H + M 7.1001014 0.0 70,30 

1.1361015 0.0 9,97 
25 ('/-fz+U""Cll-l-112 8.400 109 1.5 1.40 

5.83010" 1.5 13.80 
26 CH2+0---'-CO-l-H+H 8,0001011 0.0 0,00 
27 CHz+(h---'-CO+OfJ+H 6,5001012 0.0 6.30 
28 CHz + 02 ---'- C02 + If + Ii 6.500 1012 0.0 6.30 
29 ClhO + H _. HCO + Il2 2.5001013 0.0 16.70 
30 CH20+0 --" HCO+OH 3,500 lOB 0.0 14,60 
31 CH2() -I- Oll --" flCO -I- H2O 3,000 1013 0.0 5,00 
32 ('H20 + iiI ---'- IlCO -I- II -I- M 1.400 1017 0.0 320.00 
33 C'H3 + H ;:'" Clh + lh 1.8001014 0.0 63.00 

3.68010 13 0,0 44.30 
34 Clh -I- H ".,' CH4 1.9 1036 -7,0 37.865 
35 r:H4 ---'- Clh + tI 2,31038 -7.0 478.254 
36 r: H3 -I- () --" C H20 -I- H 7,0001013 0.0 0,00 
37 CH3 + CH3 --" CVh 5.7301Os1 -11.6 75,66 
38 CH3 -I- 02 --" CfhU -I- OH 3.400 1011 0.0 37,40 

39 GH4+II~Clh-l-H2 2,200 104 3.0 36,60 
8,319102 3.0 34,56 

40 C1l4 + 0 ---'- ('l'hl Off 1.200107 2,1 31.90 
41 Cf{4 -I- Off ~ C'f/3 --I- H2O 1.600 "]06 2.1 10,30 

2,631105 2.1 70,92 
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[I Number Reaction A n I'.I·(~ 
.... _J 

C2 reactions 

42 (:'2 11 I Ih ~ (:2112 + II 1.1001013 n .n 12.00 
5.270 lOI3 0-0 119.95 

43 (:2 11 I· (h ----' IICCO + 0 5.00010 13 0_0 6.30 
44 11('('0 + II ----' c: /{2 + CO 3.00010 13 0_0 0.00 
45 ('11 2 + (·'0 ----' IIceo + If 2.361 1012 0_0 -29.39 
46 IIGeo + 0 ----I. CO -+ (:01 /I 1.000 1014 0.0 0.00 
47 ('2"2 + 0 ----I. Cll~ + (:0 4_lOn 108 1.5 7.10 
48 e21! ~ + 0 ~ II (.'(:Ot 11 4.300 ]()11 0.0 50.70 
49 C~I!~ + 0 f{ :;:::- C:2 Jl +- IhO 1.000 1013 0.0 29.30 

9.00010 12 0.0 ··15.YH 
50 r'l/!:! + /I ----" (:2 112 + 112 3.000 lOB 0.0 0.00 
.Sl ('l1l1 + O2 ----I. Clf!? + lJ(h 5.400 WI 0.0 0.00 
52 C'2/{1 ~ (:2112 + II 5.720 Hfo 5_1 188.73 

1.0531014 0_0 3-39 
53 eV/4 + II ~ C21h I- th. 1.S00 1()14 0-0 42.70 

9.6051012 0.0 32.64 
54 (.'2 114 I () .• (:/h + (:() + II 1.600 109 1.2 3.10 
55 ('2114 + Olf ~ C),1I3 + II~O 3.000 1011 0.0 12.60 

8.28310 12 0.0 65.20 
56 (.'2114 -I- M .... , (:2112 Ifl2-1-1vl 2.5001011 0.0 319.80 
57 (:2 1/ ,;1 II "'" (:113 -I- (:II:~ 3.noo 1013 0.0 0.00 

3.5471012 0.0 /19.68 
58 C:2!l5 + o~ ~ C2!l4 + If(h 2.000 1012 0.0 20.90 
59 (:?,lh ,...." CJh + If Lflon lO11 --H.I) 2 I WII 

:U891O J3 0.0 12.61 
60 C'211(; + 11 ----I. ('),Ih + 112 5.400 llJ2 3_5 21_HO 
61 C2f{6 + () ~ e2l1S -I- OJl 3.000107 2_0 21-40 
62 C21h + Of{ ~ C2/lS -+ IhO 0.300 Hl' 2_0 2.70 

.,--_._ .... " .... ,. 
"IJjg-h-p reS5u re lirnit: switching (unction F(fM]) [MIo/IM1+1 

with [Mj,. == 0.006:"11:' IIlOOO.II/JiT 

I., Enhanced third body efficicndc~ 17",: (:111 - 6.5, !/2() - 6.5, ('(h· 1.5, (.() . n.7!';, 

()2 = 0.4, N~ = 0.4. Others -~ 10. 

T~blt' A.l_ n -C~ l11echilnisrn for C /l4-air combustion. The coC(ficients 
l)f th~' Arrht'niw; term A: = AT"(:q.J( - F"I liT) are given in the three 
columns on the right (see Chapter 1). All units arc em, .~, K and K/ou/I's 
<lccurding to conventions used in standard literature on combustion. 
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S.l On the automatic generation of systematically reduced 
mechanisms. 

Much of the reduction process is based on basic linear algebra. At least to the pOint 
where the truncation of the resulting steady-state expressions everything can be 
automated. Below the algorithm which is developed here, is described. 

To derive a reduced model of order 0 au t of a reaction mechanism which consists 
of N species and E elements, a fixed number 5 of steady-state assumptions has to 
be applied. A count of the free parameters in the chemical scheme leads to the 
observation that 

S=N-E-O 

which means that for the skeletal mechanism (N "" 16, 8 '" 4), to obtain a four step 
model (0 = 4), eight steady-state assumptions have to applied S = 8 (see chapter 
3). For every species which is considered in a steady-state, the assumption 

N, 

L(f'd = 0 = "I>IjI/j 
)=1 

can be used to eliminate one, say qk, of the reactions qj (j = 1", "N") present in 
the source term (L represents the convection-diffusion operator). This process is 
automated simply with the following pseudo fortran algOrithm which eliminates 
IJ,k for all i using the coefficient VI!, of the selected steady-state species I: 

173 
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dQ l~l,N 
IV (l.n •. !) THEN 

IF (nu(l,k).eq-O.O) TUEN 
wrLte() k,re~~str(k),Name(i) 
stop' choLce is line~rly Qependent with previous c~oicea.' 

l!:I.SE 
~~c ~ -~u(l,k)/nu(i,k) 

ENtJIF 
do j=l,Nre~C . 

nu(l,j)=nu(l/jl+Fac*~~(i,J) 

en"- do 
ENDIlr 

et.Ld do 

It zeros out the column k in the stoichiometry matrix V·i) of the chemical t>cheme. 

The approach is iIlut>trated with the derivation of the 4·step model of I·'Net>; ct 

al.[Pet91] which is based On the :;keletal mechal"li~m. The program needs an input 
file 'chemistI" which provides the species and the chemical mechanism and ,) file 
'reduct" which specifies the steady-state species. 

Fil.e: chemistr 
ELEMENTS 

:II 0 C N 
ZND 

Sli'I!:CIES 
CH4 C~~ CH30 CH20 aCQ co2 CO S2 
H 02 0 OH H02 H20 :11202 N2 
END 

REACTIOUS 
S. ... 02~0IHO 
0"H2-09Hl 
H2'1"0S. .. 920+H 
Q:II+oH-o'l"H20 
lH02+M>H02.M 
IHH02>OH'I"OH 
9+H02>H2+02 
oH ... S.02>H20+o2 
co+oH .. C02+1I 
C1I4=CII3 .. ll: 
CH4+H=CH3.a.2 
CH4+0H~CH3+H20 
CH3 ... 0>CH20+H 
CH2o+H>ll:CO+H2 
CB20+0H>IlCO+B20 
fiCO+H>CO+H2 
HCO+M>CO+H+M 
CH3.02>-CH30+0 
CH30"'1I>CH20+1l2 
c:II3 O+M> CIl20+H+t« 
Ho2+H02>a:202+02 
H202+M~OH+OH .. M 
1l202+0H~H20 ... H02 
OIl+Il+I!II>H2o+M 
H+H+M>22+M 

END 

S'l.'EADY 
CHl CHlO CH20 HCO OH 0 Ho2 H202 
lilNtl 

IlLIMIN1I.TE 
CH3 1.(13 
Cll:30 1(20 
CH20 KU 
HCO K17 
o K02 
OH K03 
H02 K07 
H202 1.(22 

END 
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Both tiles are read and processed to fill the stoichiometric matrix Vi) corresponding 
with this chem.ical model. The users choice for the reactions to be eliminated should 
correspond to the order in which the reaction scheme is read. 

Below the stoichiometry matrix Vij is presented and the reactions which are elimi
nated are indicated with an x. 

original Stt;liehiometry 
:w: indicates ~li!ll.inated reactions 

1 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 B 9 0 1 2 3 

"' 
S 

L(CH4 ) : -1-1-1 
L(CH3 ) : 1 1 1 x -1 

l:o(CH30 ) : 1-1 :w: 
l:o(CB.20 ) : 1 :11;-1 1 1 

L(HCO ) : 1 1-1 K 
L(C02 ) I 1 
L(C:O ) : -1 1 1 
L(:a:l ) : -1-1 1 l 1 1 1 1 

L(H ) : -1 1 1 -1-1-1 1 1-1 1-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1-2 
L(02 ) : -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
1.(0 ) : 1 x 1 -1 1 
1.(OH ) : 1 1 K-2 2 -1-1 -1 -1 2-1-1 
L(H02 ) I 1-1 '1(-1 -2 1 

L(H20 ) , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

L(B2.02 ) : 1 x-1 
L(N2. ) : 

Table B-1: StOichiometry matrix. The Vij corresponding to the reactions that are 
goitlg to be eliminated are indicated with an x. 

The algorithm then presents the result of the zeroing process for the non steady-state 
species aftervvards, which for the specific choice gives: 

Non SteaQ.y-State sp~cieB 
Reduced Stoichiometry 

1 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2. 3 4 5 Ei 1 a 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 

L(CH4 ) : x x x -1-1-1 x x x x x 
L(C02 ) : :w:x x 1, x :w: X :II: :II: 
l.(CO ) : K x x -1 1 1 1 x x x x x 
L(H2. ) : -3 x x 1-3 x 1 3 4; 4; xx 1 x-4 1, x-4 x , 1 1 
L(B ) : 2 x x -2 2. x -2-2 xx -2 :w: 4-2 :w: 4 :w:-4-2-2 
I,. (02 ) : -1 x x -1 x xx K-1 K-1 :II: 1 
L(B:20 ) : 2. x x 2 K -1-1-1-1 xx x :I x 2 x-2 
L(N2 ) : x x x xx :w: x :w: 

E1i.m.ina.1=.e.d reactions: K02,K03,K07,K13,K14,Kl1,K20,K22 
A.dd.S.tiond (.,.e<:!i6en t=al, linear 6epen~t) d:u\!'itlaud. 
:("$,,"ctiQns: ~04,,¥:08,ltlS 

Table 6.2: Stoichiometry matrix of the non steady-state species after the elimination 
process. The); correspond to the chosen reaction rates that are eliminated, The 
empty coluITUls are reaction rates that have disapp~ared from the r~duced mecha
nism also, 
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Now the user is prompted to choose a number of overall mactions from the possible 
set. Since in the fjle 'reduct' eight species .;\(e specified, the total number ()f global 
reactions is equal to 4( '" 16 - 4 - 8). All possible global reactions based l)ll the input 
are presented by the algorithm, here being: 

01: 3112+ 02 ;> 2ll+ 2H20 
05: 2H > ll2 
06: 3H2+ 02 > 2H+ 2a:20 
Og, eO+ a:20 > e02+ H::i! 
10: etl'+ H.20 ;> CO'" 3H:<! 
11, CH4+ 2;!1+ H2o ;> eo+ 40:2 
12, CH'" 211+ H2O ;> CO+ 4112 
16, 2H > H2 
lB: 4.H2'" 02 > 'Ii+ 2H20 
19, 2H > H2 
21, 4Ii2. 02 > doH+ 2H20 
23: 4H+ 2H20 > '112+ 02 
24.: 2H > H2 
25: 211 :. 11.2 

The number preceding the glob"l nlactions correspond to the column numb~~r of 
the stoichiometry matrix ,md are in fact derived from the columns of Table 13.2 by 
reversing the approach which is used to extract the stoichiometry matrix from the 
input, 

The choice of the global reactions is tested for linear dependence using Singular 
Value Decomposition (from [Pre93]), if not the user is prompted for another choice. 
Here, as an example we take the choice of Peters et at. being 

(' H4 i- 2H + H2O -~ CO +4H2 tl ... -.'. 

CO + fi 20 C02 I- H2 "1"11 

H+H+M ~ H2 + ,'vI "iff 

U2 + 3H2 
....... 2H + 2H2O 1'1V· .,--

which corresponds to numbers l"I, 9, 5 and 6 in the list presented above. Sinc~) ,\11 
global reactions must be a linear combination of the chosen set, this fM::t Com be used 
to determine the global reactions rOites (agian uSing SVD since the Set uf relations 
IS overdetermined). FOl' instance, it can be seen that 1'21 = 1'6 - t5, thus leading to 
the observation that reaction 21 is present in both global reactions, Finally, the 
algorithm presents the globa.l reactions with their global readion rates: 

11: cH4+ 2H+ H2O :. CO+ 4.H2 11:10+ 11:11+ 11:12 
09: co+ !l20 :. C02+ ll2 K09 
05: 2Ii > 112 K05- ltJ.O+ 11:16- K18+ 11:19 

- 11:21+ 11:23+ 11:2'. 11:25 
06: 3H2+ 02 ;> 2H+ 2H20 K01+ K06. K18+ 11:21- K23 

which concludes the derivation of the Peters model. It should be mentioned th<lt the 
Dibble model [Che91] can be derived if instead of the previously given file 'reduct', 
the one below is used: 
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STEADY 

CH3 CH30 cH20 Reo oa 0 H02 H202 
END 

ZI.ID!IWo.'1'E 
CH3 11:13 

c:a30 11:20 
cH20 11:14 

BCO 11:17 
o : 1(02 

OB KOJ 
B02 K07 

B202 K22 
END 
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This shows the dependency of the global reactions on the choices of the reactions 
that are eliminated. In fact, this is the reason that for different types of flames, 
different global models exist. 

The presented approach is very flexible and the 5 step model mentioned in 
chapter 3 has in fact been derived using this algorithm. Furthermore, it should be 
noted that by far the largest effort is necessary to implement the string manipulations 
to extract the stoichiometry matrix from the reaction mechanism. All the linear 
algebra can be performed with standard software ([Pre93]) or is triviaL 

B.2 Effect of cut-off on the burning properties. 

In cha.pter 3 (section 3-4), cut-off (Fig. (3.12), p.104) it; applied to deal with the 
numerical singularity appearing in the Jacobian. Here, a short numerical study is 
presented to determine at which value of To the cut-off of the chemical source terms 
alters the observables, As mentioned in chapter 3 the cut-off strategy is applied to 
all variables, thus not only to the steady-sta.te species, We will only study the effect 
on the adiabatic burning velocity .'iL since thjs is ~he most important parameter in 
premixed flames. 

To get a dear picture of the effect of To alone, no 5teady-state assumptions arc 
employed in the cakulation5 presented below, In Fig. (B.1), several values for '[~ are 
taken and the values for .'h are indicated with different symbols. The computation 
with T, = 500 K is the lowest va.lue for T, presented here, since for lower values 
for T, the result5 coincided with this computation. [t may, therefore, be concluded 
that the value To "" 450 f{ which is used in the studies presented in chapter 3, has 
nO noticeable effect On SL for the whole plotted range of 'P, 

Note that only at fairly high values (e.g, Tc "" 1100) the .'h deviates considerably 
from the computations with Tc = 500 [{ (dashed line). In fact this value correlates 
with the so-called cross-over temperature TOTo>; = 1300 Ie Often it is argued in 
reaction models where H radicals playa significant role, chemical activity becomes 
important at temperatures higher than l~T&'" Below the cross-over temperature it 
is believed that the recombination reaction 

Ii + H + M --'- [J2 + .Iv! 
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.. 

1.1 

fig. B.l: The effect of different '(Jalues Jar To or! the computed hl-ming ve/ucity, 
In all computatiOlt5 the width of the switching !tltlclion (In;" p. O(J.3)) i~ 

taken equal to 201f. The symbuls are explained it! the jiglm~. Th~ cas,:& 'with 
T~ = 1100, 1300 [( are connecteii by lines, 

is always larger than its reverse, the dissociation reaction and therefore at low 
temperatures the recombination of H causes the chain reactions to stop, through the 
lack of ll-radicals. 
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C.l On the convection-diffusion equation for elements 

The conservation of elements will be illustrated with a fictitious, small reaction 
mechanism 

H2 + M ~ II + II + M 1'1 

112 +0 ~ [hO 1'2 

() -I- () H .,..,.. (h + If 1"3 

consisting of on ly three reaction~ ilnd Si)( species. Furthermore, only two clement~ if 
and () are present in this scheme, which are conl>erved in every elementary reaction, 
as can be ob~erved eal>ily. 

L~~t' s consider the sum 
N 

i=1 

far the case of f = 11 (N is the number of species) and write the result explicitly: 

(CI) 

wherea sUbscript h is used to distinguish X" from mole fraction X H of the ll-radical. 
If we now consider the source term associated with X h and write it explicitly; 

'h = 2( ··lil - (12) + 2(f]2) + (2ql +!i3l . (/3 = 0 

it is :t;eTO as it should be, since elementary reactions do not create etemcnt:5. It may 
be derived th<lt H" = L;~ \.".8, .". 0 for every demclH e, where S; equals the total 
chemical SOurce term of specie~ i. Using thi:5 and the fact that Eq. (Cl) may be 
divided by M, it may be derived that the specifi( element number L· = X"j /1.1 
obeys a convection-diffusion equation with zero-source term, 

pfi. '9f" -"7. ({']'oV.) = 0 

sinn~ all operators are linear and therefore, the summation ;S Xi. can be substituted 
in the derivative~. Obviously the elemental diffusion velocity is given by, 

N 

1 '. Co = L l'j V; (C.2) 
·,=1 

179 
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where 1',- = X'; M and \1, the species diffusion velocity. fhc convection-diffusion 
cqu,Hions may be reformulated (using th~~ contin\~ity ~quation) to yield 

v· (J,. ~ 0, 

with C). = (i'ill'" - pl'"II,. 

«('.3) 

(C.4) 

Now we use the divergence theorem; .fA .;;; , (jd/l J:~, (J . ?l where II is lwo-
dirr1~nsion,~1 area, S' a closed surface bounding il and ii. the unit outward normal 
vector at ~utfi'lce element riA. Applied to the elementary micro-slit (Pig. (4.3)) and 
Eq.(C.3) thiO integnhon over S may be shown to give: 

(0,1.) 

!.. .I qy,(/,r,...:. 0 

dl.l,l,) 

(C.S) 

where the ~.: and !I component q:: and qn of the element flux vector ej, are intro
duced. The quantities hi, I" and 1d are defined in Fig, (4.3). Due to the boundary 
mnditions, the contributions of the other parts (walls II and II', symmetry III ,}r)d 
II I') vanish, At the inlet (:r,y) E [(0,0), (1d, 0)] the diffusional velocities <ue ~ero 
and the first put of the contour integral gives l : 

~d,O 

l',(O,O) .I p(~;, O)v(;r, 0)(1;1:. 

(),O 

with v the v-component ofil. Using ma~s conservation this (~)(preSt>ion yields 

, ) _ ._\":;.'! 1 
1,(O,Om ill. (C6) 

The integration along the outlet, where it is assumed that the flow is uniform in 
)I-direction the integral reduces to: 

whiCh yields 

Il,;, 

1'.(0, "leU), /,)v(O, L) ( (11;. 

~p,l, 

[' (0 f) , -(X! 1 _. < ,., ~II, "271 (C.7) 

whi(h thus gives th!lt for this pMticul<Jr geometry and set of buund<l[Y conditiont; 
elemental conservation can be checked by consid~~ring 1',,(0,0) and 1', (0, I,) only. 



Summary 

The premixed flat flame burner enjoys a wide interest. The concept offers a well
defined experimental set-up which, due to the specific flow conditions, can be 
simulated using a simplified flow model. The main subject of this thesis is the sim
ulation of (premixed) laminar flames stabUL':ed on this type of burner with complex 
chemical models (detailed and reduced). 

In chapter 1, a general introduction to combustion modelling is presented. The 
basic concepts, the reactive flow equations and elementary reaction kinetics, are 
discussed. Furthermore, the evaluation of transport and thermodynamic quantiti
ties in multi-component mixtures is adre~sed. 

In chapter 2 a method is developed which enables the simula.tion of strictly one
dimensional premixed flames with detailed chemical models. Most important as
pects involving the specific problems of modelling flames with detailed models are 
dealt with (discretization, adaptive gridding, modified Newton method). Using 
this method and a skeletal mechanism for lean methane/air combustion [50'1091], 
several approximations to the transport- and thermodynamical model are tested. It 
is found that the constant Lewis number approximation combined with a simpli
fied model for the conductivity performs extremely well compared to the mixture
averaged approach. Global properties (burning velocity, stand-off distance and 
flame temperature) as well as the detailed structure (species profiles) are in close 
agreement for adiabatic as well as for burner-stabilized flames. In fact, simulations 
show that only the Lewis number of the H -radical has a significant effect on the 
global and detailed properties. All other Lewis numbers may be taken equal to one, 
still giving quantitatively good agreement with mixture-averaged transport results. 

Compared to experiments and a larger chemical model (Cl-C'4 [Wa,83j), the 
:-;keletal model has been shown to give good results for lean methane/air flames. 
As expected, for rich flames results tend to deviate from the ones obtained with the 
('1-(.'2 mechanism for both adiabatic and burner-stabilized flames. However, the 
bumer""tabilized flame simulations :-;how also that the importance of the C2<hain 
inereases with decreasing mass flow rate. This fact indicates that the region of 
validity of C'] chemistry for adiabatic Simulations, cannot be simply transfe·rred to 
burner-stabilized flames. 

In chapter 3 the 'systematic reduction' of detailed chemical mechanisms is studied. 
A method, using sensitivity analysis, is introduced to rationalize the reduction 
process. Both aspects, the selection of steady-stOlte species as well as the truncation 
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of the resulting &h~ady-state relations arc ~~ovcr€d by the sensitivity analysis. On the 
b<lsis of the derivation of the 4-step model of Peters et al. [Pct87, SesSlOj, the method 
proves to give a relatively simple tool to derive a systemically n~duced mvdel. 

A more important feature of the method is its ability of predicting the quali
tative effects of the assumptions in reduced models. Therefore, it can be used to 
improve the performance of these models. Using th~ ~ensitivjty analysis a 5-step 
model is derived which performs better than the 4-step model. These observations 
are confirmed by sirnulations of adiabatic and burner-stabilimd tl'lmes. Further
more, b<1sed on th(~ &en~itivity analysis, a simple extension was POshllllted to the 
expression of the () f{ radical in the 4-step model. Again, simulation.". show thllt 
this extended model performs better for <ldiabatic and stabilized lean mt~th'~TH;:'!<lir 
Hames than the original 4-step model. 

In chapter 4, a method is developed to simulate two-dimensional premixed fl,)me~ 
with deh)iled chemical modeb. The method is used to study the effect of the local 
structure of the 'perforated plate' burner [Maa941 on the fbtnt~SS of the flame. A 
two-dimensional 'multiple-slit' model is introduced to simulate the effect of thl~ 
plate perforation on the small scale disturbance of the flat flame. The detailed flame 
structure is wmputed fo~ one v<llue of the burner-plate porosity and soow different 
values of the slit width. The result::; for the maximum stand-off distance cOTlfirnl 
the condusion <llreOldy obtained by the simulations with a one"stcp global re<lCtion 
model. Below ,1 (ritical value for the slit width, the flame on the 'perforatwl-ph1te' 
burner behaves essentially as ,) one-dimensional flame. Even more, for the smalll>st 
modelled value of the slit width, the det<liled structure along the center of thl~ slit is 
almost indistinguishable from the results of ,) one-dimensional simulation. 



Samenvatting 

De voorgemengde vlakke vlam brander is een veelgebruikt instrument binnen het 
verbrat'!dingsonderzoek. Het bicdt een goed gedefinieerde expcrimentele situatie 
terwijl door zijn specifiekc constructie, simulaties met cen simpel strominp;model 
kunI'um volstaan, Het hoofd onderwerp van dit proefschrift is nu de berekening van 
(voorgemengde) vlakke vlammen op dit soort branders, met complexe chemische 
modellen (gedetailleerd en gereduccerd), 

In ht)ofdstuk 1 wordt e€n algemene inleiding gegeven over het modelleren van 
verbranding. Dc basis ingredienten, de stromingsvergelijkingen in reagerende me
dia en elementairc reactie kinetiek, worden gCintroduceerd, Bovendien wordt de 
bcpaling van transport- en thermodynamische grootheden in mengsels besproken. 

tn hoofdstuk 2 wordt een methode ontwikkeld voor de berekening van zuiv~r 
cen-dimensionale voorgemengde v1ammen met gedetailleerde chemie, De be
langrijkste aspecten van het modelleren vat'! vlammen met dit soOrt chemische 
modellen worden behandeld (discretbatie, adaptid verroosteren, Newton meth
ode). Met de ontwikkelde methode en een chcrrUsch model[Smo91] 5pe(:ifiek voor 
arme methaan/lucht mengsels (skelet model), zijn verschillende aannamet'! it'! de 
tran:;port. en thermodynamische modellen getest. Uit berekeningen voIgt dOlt de 
constante Lewis getal aanname is een <:oeer gocde benadering is, Zowel de glob
ale grootheden (vcrbrandingssnelheid, stand·off distance, vlamtemperatuur) <lIs 
de gedetailleerde structuur (temperatuur en 5tof profielen) stemmen uitstekend 
overcen met de resultaten van het complexere 'mixture-averaged' tran,o;port model. 
Het blijkt dOlt aileen het Lewis getal van het waterstof radicaal (II) een rcalistische 
waarde dient te hebben Om de resu\taten in goede mate te laten Overeenstcmmen 
met het complexe transport model. 

Vergeleken met de experimenten en een uitgebrcider mechanisme (CJ·-C2,[War83]), 
geven de berekeninget'! met het chemische :;kelet model goede resultaten voor arme 
mengseh;, AI& verwacht, wijken met name de resultatcn voor rijke mengsels af van 
die van het C [-C2-modeL Berekeningen aan brander gestabiliseerde vlammen laten 
zien dat het belar'lg van de (:2 keten toeneemt tlaarmate de massa stroom dichtheid 
afneemt. Hieruit, blijkt dat het geldigheidsgebied vat'! de C]-chemie voor adiabatis
che vlanunen niet zonder meer vertaald mag worden naar brander gest:abiliseerde 
via mmen , 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de systematische reductie vao gedetailleerde reactie mod
dlet\ bestudeerd, Er wordt een methode geintroduceerd, gebaseerd op een ':;en-
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sitivity' analyse, die hel reductic proccs ratiOTI'lliseert. Seide a~pecten, de keuze 
van de 'st€Mly-st<'Jte' componenten en het afbreken van de resultercndc algebr,)iS
cht~ veJ:"gelijkingen, kunnen met de analyse geanalyseerd word(~n. Dc 'lflciding 
van het 4-stapt; model van Peters et al.IPet87, Ses901, laat zicn dal de methode eHl 
rationalisatie biedt van de aflciding van gercduceerde chcrnisdw modelkn. 

Bovendien kan met de geintrodllceerde '~ensitivity' an,)lyse, ,h: kWillit,ltieve 
effecten van verscheidene aannamen in de gcrcducc~~rd~~ modellen vouJ:"spdd wor
den. De analyse kan daarom gebruikt worden omgericht verbctel'ingen ,Ian tf: bn:n
gen. Gebruikmakend van deze techniek is een 5-staps model afgeleid. Dit mnde! 
pret;teert beter dan het 4-~taps modeL wat bevestigd wordt door de berckening~~n 
aan adiabatische en gestabiliseerde vlanunen. Met behulp van de ~cn~itivity i'ln,\!

y~e, i~ het mogelijk gebleken het 4-staps model belangrijk te verbeteren door de: 
uitdrukking van () 1I eenvoudig uit te breiden. 

!.n houfdstuk 4, wordt een methode on twikkeld waarmee twee-dimensionale voorge
mengde vlanunen gesimuleerd kunnen worden met gedctailleerdc reacti!! mc("hil
nismen. De methode is toegepast op de berekening van hel effect Viln de 'Ioblle' 
slrucluurvan de 'gcperforcerde pbat' br;mder [Maa94] or de vi,)kheid van de vlam. 
Een twc~~·dimcnsionaal m~~crdcrc spleten model is geintrod\l(eerd om het effect v;m 
de perforatie~ te mudelleren. De gedetailleerde structuuris berekend vom een vastc 
waarde van de porusiteit en een aantal waarden van de spleet breedte. Dc re~ul
taten voor de maximum stand-off afstand stemmen overeen met die van el~n-~t<lps 
reactie model. l3eneden een kritische waarde van de spleet breedtc gedraagt de 
vl<lTD :;-:ich een-dimen:;ionaal en blijkt de gedetailleerde stl'uctUlU' langs symmetric 
<IS n(lgenoeg ononderscheidb<liu van een zuivere een-dimensionale berekening. 
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Stellingen 

behorcnde bij het proefschrift van 

L.M.T. Somers 

The Simulation of Flat Flames 
with 

Detailed and Reduced 
Chemical·Models 



1. De stabilit~it VolO een vlakke vlam, wordt vcdvuldig gerelateerd 
ililn het Lewis numrner van de brand!;tof. In melhaan-lucht 
verbranding blijkt de structUl1r van de vlam in grote mi'lte onaf
hankelijk hiervan. Om de stabiliteit van dit 500rt vlamm(m te 
besthrijven zou een complexer verbranding-!;Tni>del genomen 
moeten wordell. 
H()l)fd~tuk 2, dil. proefsclrrift. 

2. Hel op 'fy!;ische intu"itie' gebaseerde dlffel'entic sdwmil van 
Thiilrt en het op mathcmiltische analyse gcbaseerde t>C'hema van 
Ghilani VOM Mn-dimensionale convectie diffusie vergelijking zljn, 
mits ~ geen bronterm aanwezig is, identieL 
Hoofdstuk 2, Apptndi;c A dit proefschrif~. 

3. De sJechtere convetw~ntie eigenschappcn van simulalies viln 
vlakke vlilmrnen met gereduceerde chemische modelkn zijn niet 
te wijten aan de beperking van het ililntill vdjheidsgraden in d!~ 
toestandstuimte, maar aan slcchte convergentic van d!; expliciel 
behandelde steady"state relaties. 

4. Gezien het feit dat het relalief ecnvoudig is om het effect van de 
mCf!~t!.; aannamen in klassiek gereduceerLie ch~~mische modeIlcn 
te kwantificeten, Zi)U dit bij de eerste publihtie van het bdrd
tende mndd geelst moetcn worden van de bctreffcl\dl~ auteur. 
Hl1(JfdstJ4k 3, di, proefoclrrift. 

5.. Mits de di<:mwter-steek verhouding van de zogenaarnd~' 'geperfo
reerde plaat' brandet <l<ln bepaalde Vootwaard~n voldoN, zijn dp 
gemcten concentratie- en t~mperatuUl' proficlcl\ niet te onder
~cheiden van de resultaten van een zuiver een-dimen!;inTlal!~ 
simulatie. 
[[()()fdstuk 4, dil proefochrift· 

6. Juist bij de simuliHie van meer-dim~nsion~le brander genrrwtrieen 
trH~t gedetailleerde chcmische modellen, is dl~ ((}rrecte discretis,)
tie van de randvoorwaarden Viln uiterst belang. 
[li)()fd~tllk 4, dit proefschtift. 

7. He! gebrtlik van gereduceerdc chcmi~che modellen in m!~p1"
dimensionill~ ~imul~ties gee!t C110rme voordelen, Zelfs als voor 
d!>. uplo5slng van de algebrai"5che (steady-~ti1te) vergelijkingen cen 
Newlon methode gebruikt wordt. 



8. Hct overdragen van de verantwoordelijkhcid voor de wachtgeJ
den aan de universiteiten, g~tlligt van een groot inzicht van de 
minister in het lange ~rmiin effect van de AIO regeling en de 
economische ontwikkelingen. 

9. Het appel aan de zogenaamde 'kleine man' bij de beursgans van 
de KPN is niet bedoeld om hat volk een leuke kans op winst de 
bieden, maar is juist een veilige manier om het bcdrijfskapitaal te 
vergroten. 

10. Als de n~jging om fundament~el onderzoek af te rekenen op de 
op korte termijn cornmercieel exploiteerbaarhcid ervan in het 
verleden al had bestaan, was dit proefschrift om vde redenen 
nooit tot stand gekl)rncn. 

11. De weg van ccrste concept naar llitcindelijke versie, wordt vaak 
ab I?cn iteratief proces beschreven. Bet enigc wat aan deze 
beschrijving ontbreekt is een goed gedefinieerd convergentie 
r;riterium. 

12. Bij de fascistbche llitingen in Duitsl.md in het afgelopen jilar 
reageert hd nedcrlandse yolk '~pontaan' met een briefkaartcn 
actic. In ltalie worden vicr fascistische ministers ge"installeerd en 
Nederlilnd zwijgt. Dit is een. dl,lidelijk gebrek aan reJOltiwrings
verrnogcn. 
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